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__BELFAST,
Frank,

24 years old, and who has confessReunion of Forty-Niners.
ed his crime.
It is suggested that he is
The forty-sixth anniversary of the sailing
insane...,.The Maine Division of Military
Order of the Loyal Legion held its quar- of the bark William O. Alden for California
terly business session and banquet in Ban- in 1849, was observed Monday evening, Dec.
gor Dec. 4th.
Major A. R. Small ol' Oak- 9th, having been postponed one day on acland read an entertaining paper upon
count of the anniversary
falling on Sunday.
“Personal Observations and Exercises in
The survivors met by invitation with Mr.
Rebel Prisons in 1804 and 1805, Selected
from My Prison Diary.” Several applica- and Mrs. John N. Stewart at their pleasant
tions for membership were presented at home on Main street, and passed a very
the business session.
Brevet Brigadier pleasant evening, notwithstanding the fact
General Isaac S. Bangs of Waterville is that all such gatherings are fraught with sad
the commandant of the Maine Division....
memories of lost comrades. The rooms were
The annual meeting anu banquet of the
brilliantly lighted ami very tastefully arMaine Commercial Travelers’ Association
and the host and hostess did all in
will be held at the West End Hotel, Port- ranged,
their power to make the occasion a pleasant
land, on the evening of Dec. 28tli. The
business meeting will be held at 0.30 in one. In memory of the first neal eaten on
board the hark, stewed beans were served,
in the hotel parlors, followed by the banTin list of invited guests followed by a repast which did credit to the
quet at 8.30.
includes Governor Cleaves. Mayor Baxter,
hostess.
The following survivors and ladies
General Manager Tucker of the Maine were
present: Mr. and Mrs. John N. StewCentral. Hon. William W. Thomas. Jr.,
art, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Whitmore, Mr.
11
Joseph E. Blabon and Rev. Joseph
Ha; telle Shepherd.Gov.
Cleaves and and Mrs. Joseph L Havner, Mr. and Mrs.
his council
ill meet again on Dec. 17th,
Henry Dunbar and Mis Sophia Lothrop of
w hen a number of
important nominations Bellas!, Mr. Fred T. B. Young of Rockland,
w't
probably be considered. It is under- Mrs. George Palmer of Montville. The folstood that C- b Samuel II. Allen proposes
lowing letters were received from survivors
to resign the warden ship of the -State
who were unable to attend :
prison very -non.Michael Lenniham,
Middletown, Ct., Dec. 7, ’ho.
an employee at the Webster
paper mill,
Oro'no, shot (trace Griffin, a waitress at i Mr. '{n't Mrs. J. V. Stewart:
1 >f?ait Friends:
1 imank you most sinthe < troijn house, in .the hotel kitchen,
for your kind invitation, to meet the
Monday night, and ilien shot himself. I cerely
survivors of the memorable voyage
lew
Lenniham is dying, but it is thought that. ! when with
youthful hearts we left home for,
the gil l may recover.
i’hc ages of both to us then, such a long voyage to a far disare about im.
It is supposed that Lennitant land* in search oi that for which men
ham was in love with the girl and tried to have suffered and toiled throughout the ages.
Distanee and age will again oblige me rekill her from jealousy or .some such moluctantly to decline, but my heart will be
tive,
with my old comrades as they gather around
your bountiful table to discuss the viands
and
the memories of those early days.
lx Brief.
Judge Rufus W. Beckham May recall
“tlie Giver of every good and perfect
now has a salary of 810,000 as Judge of
add Ins blessing to your meeting and
If he gift”
the New York Court of Appeals.
crown your lives with gladness.
is confirmed as Justice- of the United
Witn kind regards to all present and es.states supreme Court his salary will be
pecially to yourself and family, I remain
Your friend and comrade,
88, (>oo_Thomas Winder, who is making
Henry J. Woods.
a
of
tour
the
iT.000-mile
United States
or. a bicycle, and who was in Belfast early
Folsom, Calif., Dec. 1,1895.
in the
lias reached
Fla.
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Jacksonville,

He is in good health and expects to linish
’nis journey 15 or 20 days ahead of time....
Rev. Frank Hyatt Smith, until recently
pastor ot the North Avenue Congregational church. Cambridge, Mass., who has
been adjudged insane by the United States
Court, left Boston, Dec. 4, for the Federal
insane asylum at Washington, I). C.. in
custody of his brother. Stanley B. Smith,
Mr. Smith was recently indicted for sending scurrilous postal cards to members of
bis church.iff airs in Turkey continue
The Sultan believes that an
unsettled.
attempt was made Friday on his life,
Said Pasha has again declined to eommuni cate with the Sultan.At Concord,
a
LI., Dec. ''Hi, Mrs. Lydia O. Tdi100th auniuc.v sjuiv’!y observed the
She was in excel'<■;>•!!}' ■. f her Girth.
lent health and spirits
Ex-Speaker A.
'.
Oarroil, Democrat, Saturday, defeated
A
Blatz, Republican, for the legislature in
lie election in the Kentucky
-4.St.Ii district.
This ties the general assembly, which is to elect a United States
Senator—The General Electric Company
has secured an injunction restraining
railroads fi n- using certain patents claimed by that company. ..Whittier, Burdett
A Go.,
Ik Digest wholesale clothing Jinn
in lb -no. have asked for an extension
11
m their creditor-.
This house failed
>
s
six v
;'g
i.200,000 and their
'Too,
not been good since.
It. S
probable mat the present liabilities will
inn
exceed
no.000 ..A despatch from
; bat the re be! general M;e 00
1•
inn
t>
is
advancing upon the town of Santa
die a. wliiie b- inso rgeut Ieadm\ Gomez,
iie tieid between that town
Kct'p;,.
< b, >aic! M P 'ii/.as.
.I)r. J. C M ».»»»•
ier, N. !!.. ha- been surrendered b\ Ms
hoiidsm- m o.a an indb*!» ,■ 111 in
nneei ion
with tim Dor-';. M-Id
ngs Bank
Lapse,
two \ cars
iiice.
!1. is ire.\ said :■> be in
custody ot the sheriff, but is arranging
new bonds.-;.. A cable to
the New York
Herald says that Sir Matthew White. ITidthe
iiome
lias
undertaken
h.G
secretary,
to reconsider the case of Mis. Florence
Maybiiek, the American woman who is
undergoing life imprisonment on conviction of having some years ago poisoned
her husband.
Mrs. May brick's friends
are hopeful that Sir Matthew will find
to
release the prisoner_Saturgrounds
day Sir Julian Pauncefote, the British
ambassador, went to the State department bearing Lord
Salisbury's reply.
Secretary Olncy himself had a duplicate,
which had been transmitted to him by
Ambassador Bayard and which reached
him Friday night.
The presentation of
the note barely occupied 10 minutes.
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The Social Season.

John S. Goyens died at his home in West
Belfast Dec. 2nd, after an illness of more
than a year, aged 58 years and 5 months.
The deceased was born in Liskeared, Cornwall county, England, and came to this

Members of the Methodist Sunday school
are preparing for a cantata entitled, “Santa
Claus’ Vision,” to be given at the church

country in 1864, his family coming in 1876,
twelve years later. At the age of 9 years he
hired out on a farm and worked at that oc-

some

and

a

their

until he

was

Congress and Franklin streets, assisted by
Miss Josie Wiggin of Bangor, a sister of Mr.
Wiggin. Although the day was stormy
there were many callers to extend congratulations and welcome the bride to her new
home. Refreshments were served.
Don’t forget the domino party Friday
evening, Dec. 13, to be given by the Kingsbury Social Aid of the Universalist Society,
to raise money for the organ fund.
It will
undoubtedly he one of the social events of
the season, as many young
people are going
in costume. Sanborn’s full orchestra will

grandson, James H. James, to mourn
loss. His only son, John Goyens, was

furnish concert and music. Ice cream and
cake, coffee and sandwiches, will be served in booths under the gallery during the
evening. Admission to gallery 25 cents.
Doors open at 7.30 o’clock.

killed in a mine in Montana four years ago.
the funeral was held Thursday, Dec.5, Rev.
S. L. Hansoom officiating. The bearers were
Jiime P. Wight, Israel Gardner, Noah B.
Allenwood and Oscar F. Ailenwood.

Gardner, both of

this city, survive her. She
brother and one sister, Joel
Bailey and Mrs. Eleanor Paul, both of
Whitefield. The funeral was held Sunday
afternoon, Rev. J. F. Tilton officiating.

leaves

Dear Comrade: I regret to say that I
shall not be able to attend the reunion of
the few survivors of the old bark on board
of which we sailed so many years ago, with
bounding hearts and hands already reached
out to grasp the treasures that so many of
us failed to reach.
Give my best respects to all of the comrades, whether or not they are at the reunion.
Please send me the.papers containing the account so I may know the names of

:

ali who

are

living.
Yours

respectfully,
G. A.

Burrill.

Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 5, 1895,
..V. Stewart, Belfast., Me.

Mr .1.
Dear Sir;

1 have the kind invitation of
yourself and Mrs. Stewart, to attend the reunion of the members of our company that
sailed for California in the Bark Win. O
Aldeu in 1849.
Sincerely regretting that I cannot be there,
and with kindest remembrances to all that
gather with you, l remain

Yours very truly
B. P.

one

Mr. ami Mrs. •/. X Sletcurt;
Your cordial invitation to be present at
the eighth annual reunion of passengers ami
crew of bark 'A iiliam O. Aldeu is at hand.
I am gratefully obliged for the same, but
va-r% i-orry that it is impossible for me to accept your kind invitation. Nevertheless, my
hear! is with my old remaining comrades
who went, on that voyage, with mJ. ran
look hack (:u my mind’s eye) and see them
in line weather about the deck doing some1 can see
thing lor amusement or protit.
John sitting at work mi his nets, and Joseph
at tiie forgo miking .something for some one
of us. Ad had some object to pass a wav Cue
time pleasantly
l' would give nm trie gnsites t pleasure :f I could m>
t. with the few
who are ie.lt to enjoy tee
iglitii reunion;
hut as I.
anin-t he with you in node l am
with y*oii in heart ami soui.
My respects to
Phase send me a paper that
my c.imr .des.
has the doings of your meeting in it, and
Yours Bespectfuiiy,
oblige.
William W. West,
o45 Meridian ist., East Boston.
<

■

received from Air. Geo. M. Eland Mrs. Susan M.
Craig of Belfast. Oi the fifty-two men and
boys who comprised the passengers and
crew of the bark on her memorable voyage,
sixteen are now known to be living. One
has died since the last reunion, Mr. N. il.
Maxcy of California.
Among the pleasant features of this meet('aids
-i! of

were

Sheepscot Bridge

ing were a number of musical selections
finely rendered by Mrs. Francis Whitmore,
including the “Grand March” on the organ
and the vocal so.o “The Bridge.” As

Grange
preparing to present the
drama “The Deacon/’ at its hall on Friday
evening, Dec. 20th.
is

Harvest Moon Grange r Thorndike will
Saturday. Dee 14th, for the purpose of

meet

electing

ship of i0, and
year
san

j

l‘ti-• rs for the

Tiie grange at

ensuing yeaiiE.
Hampden has a member-

i

.!

its

tin*

are women,

‘dliet

rs

master

*<»r the

icing

over

by Mrs. G.

F.

Ryan and daugh-

Lillian and Mrs. J. W. Frederick. The
booth was made of old-fashioned woven bedspreads, and the money taken was deposited
in an iron skillet and a teapot. The articles
for sale consisted of aprons, bags of various
kinds aud useful household articles.
Mrs. T. B. Dmsmore and Miss Maud E.
Barker had charge of the Colonial booth,
The
representing Washington’s birthday.
booth was. very handsomely gotten up and
was for the sale of fancy articles, which
made it very attractive.
New Year’s day was a Japanese booth,
the back and roof of which was formed by a
huge Japauese umbrella spreading some
twelve feet. Lanterns and other Japanese
emblems adorned the booth, and here was
served tea and chocolate, while many Japanese articles were offered for sale.
This booth
was under the direction of Miss Jane
A.
M<-Leilau and Miss I. “.vise Hazcltine.
The Christmas booth was devoted to the
sale of home-made candies and dolls, and
ter

A report of the meeting of the Waldo
county grange is published on the 2nd page.
Ritchie

charge of Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs.
Geo. 0. Bailey, Mi". (!<•<». L Ivc iting and
Miss Mary E. Faune.-.
It was made of cvergl cell trees, and st Hiding ill t il.- centre, was

present
Mrs. Su-

Thorndike seems ! Santa Claus dd iii ids furs.
to be in quite a nourishing condition
At i
The Easter booth was made of white, and
the last meeting eight new members w«-re
was for the sale of
111 flowers am! potted
initiated ami four applications for member- i
lr was >m- or' th* nref.tiest,

ship

Grange

received.

of Erst

plants

isiting members

being

Those in charge were Josie
very dainty.
ent from Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, j T’domhs and Ethel Ivmiwltmi.
The Valentine booth hail red decor itions.
Sunlight, Kiii'X, and Harvest Moon, Thom- i Here were sold valentines, fortunes and
dike.
small fancy articles.
The ladies superinthis were Misses Charlotte VV. ColHillside Grange recently instituted a con- tending
burn and Blanche L. Sullivan.
test.
Sides were chosen, including the enThe Thanksgiving booth was arranged as
a
cafe, in which lunches, consisting of
tire membership, and each side is to presa lads, oysters and cold meats were served,
sent a program at alternate meetings and
also tea and coffee. The committee attendare limited to one hour.
At the end of the ; ing to this booth were Mrs. Bancroft H.
contest the defeated party is to furnish the i Conant, Mrs. Will L. Littlefield, Mrs. Ohas.
W. Walden, Mrs. Ohas. H Field an d Miss
supper. The entertainments, which consist
Ah by H. Fau nee.
of essays, readings, recitations, dialogues,
The booths were open for the sale of their
various
articles from three in the afternoon
are
much
interest
music, etc.,
and
exciting
until the close of the entertainment m the
the attendance is unusually large.
\

were

Hereabouts the yachts are in winter quarters, hut to the westward there is a movement southward of big cruisers and steam
yachts. But whether his yacht is hauled
out or afloat the yachtsman cannot well do
without “The Rudder,” America’s yachting
magazine, and the December number just
received is a beauty. It lias a new and

pres-

\

j

evening.
The evening

long

a

2

■

■

■

j

|

j

Howes went to Rockland Monday
business, and returned yesterday.
fc. L. Dodge left Monday for Los Angeles,
Calif., where he will spend the winter.
K. W. Rogers and daughter Lou went to
Bangor Monday for a visit of a few days.
A. A.

on

Hon. Wm. B. Swan and his daughter, Miss
Annabel, returned from Boston last week.
Elmer I. Rankin went to Boston on busi
last Saturday, and returned Tuesday.

ness

Dr. Benj. Colson is to visit Belfast the first
Saturday in each mouth during the winter.

Llewellyn Bruce returned borne last
Thursday from a visit to friends in Freedom.
Mrs. John Stevens of Bangor has been visiting her brother, J. W. Frederick, tin* past
week.
Porter E. Nash arrived home by
last Thursday evening from a visit to
Lewiston.
Mrs.

traiu

:

j

Miss Mabel Pearson of Boston, who has
visiting her parents in Morrii!,returned last Saturday.
been

W.
scot

Mrs. F. A. Robbins ami son arrived home
last Thursday from a three weeks' visit in
Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Moody, whose marriage is elsewhere announced, are now in

San Francisco.
Mrs. Anna Adams, who has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. C. F. Morison, returned to
Boston Saturday.

Rev. Myra Kingsbury spent Sunday in
Providence, R. L, and returned to Belfast
Monday evening.
M iss Rosanna I’oor returned to Boston
last Thursday from a visit of a few days to
relatives in Belfast.

Miss Sarah C. Jones goes to Portland for
once in two weeks to take piano lessons of Mr. W. C. Kimball.
a

day

Horace D. Jordan has been visiting fr ends
Belfast and Belmont for two weeks past,
and returned home Monday.
in

Ashley S. Phinney has moved to Brewer.
has employment, in the photographic
studio of Garrity & Co., Bangor.
He

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wadsworth of Lmcolnville are to spend the winter with their
son, W. B. Wadsworth of this city.
Mrs, E.

L.

Whittier

Churches.

J. F. Tilton will preach at Citypmnt
Dec. 15th, at 2 p. m.

Sunday,

returned

Meiroae, Mass., last week,

from

home to
visit to

a

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. .1. C. Whirr-

u.

l’ote returned last week from a
visit in New York eity and has resumed his
duties as Belfast agent of the B. N B S S.
(to.
Fred W.

Mr. Maurice E.
The

Iwv.

If. Richards left by s earner Penobfor a business trip to Boston

Monday

aud New York.

his death.

Irons Bates

Davidson
1

College

arris

ionic

d

Friday md
employed in W. II. Un-hards’ st« v«
the

ist

he
rrnig

holidays.

Mr. Charles Havener arrived laci.. 'ist
1 is
Thursday evening from Portland w>
vessel, the hark II. 1>. I.ibhy, is dm.a. o'ging

The for*nightly sociable of the Methodist, :
Ladies’ Aid Society was held Wednesday j
a cargo from ihe We*t. indies.
evi n:ng, Dec. 14ih, with Mr. and Mrs. Tiiestou Wadlin.
There was a large attendance (
We are pleased to aummui-e th if M
and a pleasant time.
W. Know lion. who has been srnmm'x
The ladies of the Baptist Sewing Circle
making arrangements for a supper, fair
and something new in the I-uni ->f ;l Mother
(.loose party. The date and particulars will
are

be

given

later.

Morning service at the Universalist church
next Sunday at 10.45.
Subject: “Trust in
the Face of Defeat.’’ Sunday school at 12
m
Y. P. C. L'. at 0 p. m. Topic: Love Your
Enemies.
Rev. Albert Hanseom of Franklin accomS. L. Hanseom of the
Methodist church of this city, last Sunday
and preached in his stead. In the morning
ami evening they were at the church here
and in the afternoon at the Wood school-

panied his father, Rev.

Silver Lake Grange was organized by E.
performance opened with a
Cherrylield to Milibridge, connect- |
little society sketch, followed by songs,
H. Gerald of Clinton at China village, Nov. 1
with the Washington county railroad.
dance and tableaux, as follows.
..The new brick chimney, 88 feet tall,
30th, with 20 charter members who elected The Coming Generation,
the number of the survivors grows smalthe electric light woks. East port, was
By Kate and Lizzie Quimby
the following officers: Master, Eben C. BaiVilikens ami Dinah,
ler from year to year and the ties of comovvi) down by the gale,
at 4 a. m., Frihouse in Northport.
W. H. Jones; L Miss A. A. Doe; j
Turf Topics.
Theodora Winslow, Rex Hazeltine and
ley;
The
O.,
board
of
review
of
By
ed.
No one was injured._The Waterthese gatherings
Faunce Woodcock.
The North church and Christian Endeavthe National Trotting Association have radeship grow stronger,
Ruel Farris; A. S., Geo. Wentworth; C.,
S.,
la Catholics at their fair recently held
Song, “You Can’t Flay in My Yard,”
are looked forward to with mingled feelings
decided the following Maine cases: C. T.
or Society held a union missionary meeting
Mrs. Lue Fish; treas., J. O. Fish; sec’y,
Theodora Winslow ami Kate Quimby
said to have cleared $0,000..There
Encore, Fancy Dance,
Page of Orono protested the winnings of of pleasure and sadness. It is understood Fred J. Roberts; G. K Charles E.
By same at the church parlors last Sunday evening.
no doubt that the potato crop of AroosBailey; Tableaux, The Seasons,
the black stallion, Pilot, Jr., ar, Danforth, that the meetings are to be kept up as long
Short addresses were made by members on
ok county is an enormous one, and the j
Theresa Cushman, Ada Mitchell, Lou LittleMrs. Mary H. Bailey; Pomona, Mrs.
Ceres,
that the horse entered in one class as the number will warrant, but who will
field ami Lucy Keating.
the missions in Africa, Turkey, Japan,
-dmate that it is 10,000,000 bushels is alleging
M.
E.
Mrs.
Ella
E.
Mitchell;
Flora,
Jones;
and started in another in which he was be the next to
January—Annie Crosby at tea table, receiving cal- China and the Micronesian Islands.
go, or who can eutertaiu the
M'ualjly not far out of the way.Au- not regularly entered. The
Approler, Annie B. Walker.
j
protest was comrades one year hence, must be left for L. A. S., Mrs. Fannie I. Wentworth.
di Maine hoy lias stepped into a good
Master
February—A heart, through which little
The mispriate music was interspersed.
sustained and the owner of Pilot, Jr., was
Edw. Winslow as Cupid, wi ll bow and arThe
officers
were elected in SeaAh ri.
following
Tins time it is Mr. L. E. Pulordered to return -the $400 paid over to time and the year’s events to determine.
was peeping.
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Miss Charlotte B. Frost returned to school
Kent’s Hill Tuesday.

at

Wm. H. Hall, Jr., Miss Grace Hall aud
Master Virgil Hall are attending ihe E. M.
sadly ! C.
Seminary at Bueksport.

time.

Sala had a most brilliant career,
clouded at its close. He was easily the most
vesatile and picturesque British journalist
of his day. He owes his start in literature
to diaries Dickens, then (1850) editor of
Household Words, and was ever after the
friend and admirer of the great master of
English fiction. Sala edited, among other
publications, the magazine Temple Bar, distinguished himself in many fields as a special correspondent, was a contributor for
some years to the London Illustrated News,
and during the 31 years he was connected
with the London Daily Telegram wrote for
that paper over 12,000 leaders or editorials,
as we would call them in America.
It is
said that he never wrote a leading article
without consulting at least a dozen of his
14,000 reference hooks. Mr. Sala visited this
country in 1803, 1870 and 1385, the last time
making ,i successful lecture tour. Financial
reverses in recent years no doubt hastened

was in

Smith.

Hillside

Personal.
Luther S. Mason is at home from Bates
College for a vacation.

lobster, which is said to have risen to the
surface of the water and attacked two fishermen who were
casting their liues from a
dory on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.
The lobster snapped the dory in two and
wounded one of the men severely, and would
have won the day but for the arrival of reinforcements in another dory. It is thought
the lobster received a fatal blow in the melee, but as usual with “big fish” he got
away. Capt. Bramhall of this city, a local
authority on the fish that live in the sea,
says that if there is a lobster the size of the
one reported lie would not. be able to
get out
of his own way. The largest lobsters ever
captured have been inert, almost helpless.
One of the largest lobsters known was captured in this bay and was iu Capt. Bramhall \s possession.
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Hon. L. G. Downes died at his residence
in Calais Dec, 5th. He was born in Calais,
Oct. 26, 1839. He was a graduate of Bowdoin
College, ami was admitted to the bar a few
years after, aud has practiced continuously
since. He was elected mayor of Calais in
1876, but declined a re-election. He was
elected a member of the Governor’s coimc.il
in 1878, again in 1885 and '86, and from 1892
to ’95.
He was judge of probate iu ’92-3,
was elected president of the Calais National
Bank in 1879 and city treasurer in 1890, serving in both capacities continuously since.
He has been a member of the Republican
State committee for the past four years.
Calais had few citizens whose loss was so
severely feit. He was public spirited and
anything which promised to advance the
welfare of his native city had his hearty
support. The growth of prosperity following the building of the St. Croix cotton mill
and shot*, factory was largely due to his efforts. He leaves a son aud daughter.
News of

Quoted.

The daily papers have published an account of a fight to the death with a monster

The Unitarian fair and entertainment, |
specially designed cover and contains three
which took place last week as we were go- j
beautiful supplements.
The contents ining to press, was most successful iti every j clude an illustrated article on ice
boats, with
way. Fnaucially, for the purpose for which i plans for
building these speedy craft which
it was held, to secure funds for the purchase j
ought to be worth at least a year’s subscripof a new carpet for the church, and it was a
tion. Another valuable feature is “How to
most enjoyable entertainment for ti e audiBuild a One-Rater,” with full details, diaence.
The fair was held in the Opera House
grams, etc., for the amateur builder to work
Wednesday afternoon. Seldom has the hall from. The editors of The Rudder regard it
been more tastefully arranged and decorated. as
something more than a commercial venThe sales were held in different booths, repture, and have made sacrifices with the hope
resenting holidays. Each booth was under of establishing on a
permanent basis a perithe direction of a committee of ladies, who odical able
and worthy to uphold the interhad the entire arrangement and manage- ests and
dignity of the noble sport of yachtment of it. As you entered the hall the first
ing. The subscription price is only 82 a
booth to the right, made of U. S. flags, repreyear. Address Rudder Publishing Co., 155
sented Fourth of July. This was in charge
Broadway, New York.
of Misses Therese Cushman, Lucy Keating,
Louise Bicknell aud Louise Know Iron. At
London, December 8. George Augustus
this booth were sold ices and cake.
Sala, the well known journalist and author,
died this morning at Brighton, where he has
Next in order was the Labor Day booth,

Mrs. Mary Jewett died at her home at the
corner of U nion and Pearl streets last Thursday at the age of 78 years. She was a devout
Christian and a good friend and neighbor.
Her second husband, the late, Jeremiah
Jewett, was a well-known clergyman of the
Baptist denomination. One sou, Robert
Bradstreet and one daughter, Mrs. Alma
also

evening during Christmas week.

Mr and Mrs. Frank R. Wiggin received
their friends last Thursday afternoon and
evening at their pleasant home, corner of

17 years of age, when
lie entered the mines and worked in many
States in the Union. He was employed in a
mine in Ely, Vermont, 13 years, and followed that occupation until! he settled on lus
farm in Belfast 11 years ago. The farm at
that time was in a run-down condition, but
by hard work and thorough business calculations he made it one of the best farms in
the State. He was an honest, upright and
industrious man, always trying to do good
wherever lie went and lie bad a large circle
of friends. The deceased leaves a
widow,
Eliza
two
Goyens,
daughters, Mrs.
James L. James and Miss Lillie Goyens,

cupation

Noted and

The North church sociable was held last
week at Mrs. Kate Conant’s Congress street,
and was largely attended.

lh:ary Dunbar, Esq.
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some

months, is improving and
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for

lc-j.es

arc

entertained of her recovery.

Mrs. i. B. Mower of South Berv.ck, who
been visiting her mother, Mrs Sophia
miCaldwell, returned, home Monday,
patiied by her nephew John C Clement.

has

<

Mr. Maurice C. Ilcrvey and sister, Miss
Calvena Hervey, left hy train Monday to

spend
mer

the winter in Massachusetts, the forin Boston and the latter in Bridgewater.

Mr. James L. James, who is employed in
as conductor on the electric cars,
came home Dec. dd, called here by the sudden death of his wife’s father, Mr. John S.
Boston

Gove us.
Miss Mabel Simmons, teacher of the model
department in the Castine Normal School,
spent Monday night with friends in Belfast.
She was on her return to school from
her sister in Massachusetts.

a

visit

to

Phinney of Plainville, Neb., is visitbrother, Horace W. Phinney of BelThe brothers are making
circuit of

E. N.

ing

his

fast.
the scenes familiar in their boyhood’s <1 tys,
in Winterport, Bucksport and vicinity.

Win. G. Drinkwater of Lincolnville called Tuesday on friends in Belfast, some of
whom he had not met for more than JO
years, though living within thirteen miles
of them all the time, and coming to Belfast

quite often.
The New York Herald says of Mayo W
Hazeltine: “Mr. Hazeltiue by common con
sent stands at the head of modern American
critics, lie is. moreover, a trained journalist, thoroughly conversant with men and affairs.’

Thomas E. Shea, the well known
made his first appearance before
\ ork audience last week at the

a
a

tor,
New

Peopled

Theatre, and from the press accounts was
very successful. The play was “Tim Man-owurs Man,” an American naval
drama l»v
James W. Harkins, Jr. The New York
World says:
Mr. Sima played
success.

He is

a

dual role with much

powerful young a<T >r with
a good
stage presence. In style he resembles
Robert Mantel 1. Of the
company Jere M<
Auliffe deserves special mention.
\s m
Irish ensign lie contributed a clever bir of -ting. I he other members of the cast were fair.
a

East Searsmont. Capt.
Rodney Witherspoon ami wife »»f Brooksville were in town
last week, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry
Mahoney.... Walter Mahoney spent Dec. 5th
with his brother
Arad.Rodney Thomas
and
family have moved into the Orriu Bartlett house... .Mrs. Flora Brewster is
visiting
relatives iu town-Alice Hunt has returne l home from Belfast.
She is
ill..
Hattie Boltins of Camden

quite

is

iu town.

The Law Court has rendered decisions in
the two Waldo County cases, State of Maine
Edmund S. Hollis, appellant, and William C. Williamson vs. Wayland Kuowlton.
Iu both cases it is ordered that the
exceptions are considered frivolous and intended
only for delay and they are overruled.
vs,
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the sale of it is

Johnson’s Anod.

I. S.
called

Johnson Esq.

century.

steadily increasing.

16 Liniment

My Dear Sir:—Fifty years ago this month, your father, Dr. Johnson,
Jan.. 1891.

This certifies that Dr. A Johnson, whose
is signed to every genuine bottle of

name

rOflfKg

B
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, in the month of
11Jan. 1S40, first left at my store some of the same
I have supplied my customers with it ever

■

□ I ylllly

Positively cure Biliousness and Sick Headache, liver
anti bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
using them. Price 25c; five fll. Sold everywhere.

Letter

from

\Correspondence

Editor of The Journal: Ofttimes memory carries me back to the old

La Fayette, Ini>., Nov. 27, 181)5. 1 am
lecturing in Indiana under the manof the Indiana Good

Our Book “Treatment for Diseases" Mailed Free,
All Druggists. 1. S. Johnson & Co., Boston, Masa.

To

Journal.]

the

school-house, with its time-worn look.

now

agement

--

Reminiscences of tlie Old School-House.

Indiana.

of The

since, (over fifty vears) with increasing sales.
Iabez Knowlton, Newburg, Maine.
*'

With the mind’s eye 1 can see the pupils
they were seated in days “of yore” in

Templars,

also manager of the State for
the American Temperance Life Insurance

as

the old house.

Some of them

Association of New York.
Since the 1st
of Oct. 1 have been speaking nearly every

gently-pursuing

their

and I

am

night; my meetings have been largely
attended and 1 have done a large business
for our insurance association among the
temperance people, and l feel highly pleased over

mv

success

In-

in Iloosierdom.

I

we

was

we

sat side

by

stricken down in the bloom of

life,

ago journeyed to the fairest laud.
It was evident that some of the teachers

long

for the first time in twenty years and our who taught in the old house had mistaken
people are very much encouraged and ; their calling, while others were well fitted
A gentleman, who now
propose to push organizing work over the j for the business.
resides at the

village in Stockton Springs,
The crops were only fair this year and ; in early manhood “swayed his scepter” in
the IL'osier farmer can get no comfort the old house. He had a faculty of bringout of 22 cent corn and 55 cent wheat, and
ing out the good and of putting down the
the men who are dependent on their day’s evil and inspiring the minds of his pupils
Old-time
wages for their daily bread can certainly with a desire for knowledge.
The teachers labored under disadvantages unget no comfort out of Democracy.
known to teachers of the present day.
masses have now learned that the Democratic party works only evil to the indus- The school-rooms were inconvenient, and
tries of this country, to

our

often there was a lack of school books.
Some of the parents seemed to think if
their children were sent to school with an

progress, and

“For

hat. avail, the plow or sail,
Or land, or life, if freedom fail.”
Indiana is rapidly becoming a manufacw

of taffeta
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very wide lace at the front,
and at either shoulder, with a

loop

back,
fancy pin
flowers.

small cluster of

or

These last

artificial

very much
usually of a

are

for

worn

evening, consisting
large
spray on each shoulder, connected by delicate foliage, and crossing the front is
attached to either side at the waist by another spray. Not unfrcquently the flow ers
fall

the sleeve and

over

used in the liair.

A

very

fashionable,
on

small bunch is

a

bunch of vio-

large

ribbon bow

and

to true freedom.

THE

is to

recall the countenances of my class-mates,
especially one of them. 1 can well re-

j days

State.

many different ways that any
is becoming is admissible.

lets at either corner of

term after term, until our school
were ended in the old house.
She

are

ed around the neck and shoulders in

seemed fearful that overwork might
bring on -‘softening of the brain.” I can

member the seat where

have

dili-

New Year entertainments,

silk, either plain, or with little Dresden
iigures on narrow stripes, and corsages
may be helped out with chiffon fronts, or
flowered silk sleeves puffed to the elbows.
Skirts should be perfectly plain and all
trimming centered upon the waist. Square
necks, cut quite low, are more in favor
than round necks, and wide lace is drap-

ers

side,

Templars are poorly organiz- j
only about 5.000 members
The Grand Lodge of j
in the entire State.
our order, however, is nearly out of debt
diana Good

ed and

were

while oth-

studies,

RIPPLE COLLARETTES.

with

a

square neck is
contrasting satin

a

the top of the other sleeve.
FL'IIS

|
|

an
all-absorbing topic, new |
trimmings investing the standard furs with renewed charm, and styles
originated or introduced hy C. C. Shayne
are always a subject of special interest

.are

now

shapes

to

or

connoisseurs in

old

favorites,

such matters.

Alaska

seal,

The

colored and

as

proud

of

Owney,

our

the

Post-Office

ltog.

Owner's pedigree is not worth bragging
delegation in Congress. 1 hear them
what is known as a
about, he is
highly commei.ded everywhere. They mongrel, but mainly
he has signs of some purer
have won fame as vigorous debaters and blood. Neither is he a handsome
dog, but
they are a vital force in the politics of the I he has excellent qualities, and is kindly
and
intelligent.
nation. Our very able congressman, Hon. ;
When Owney found himself an uncalledSeth L. Milliken, has won high favor in for
package, he did not begin to w hine or
Congress by industry and ability. He bark or fear he was unwelcome, but
never
attempted to carry laws on one sought to make himself agreeable, and to
win friends. Finding that T ncle Sam was
shoulder and that of statesmanship upon
willing to keep him iu comfortable quarThere never was a man to my
the other.
ters, Owney gladly accepted the situation.
knowledge so constituted as to be highly And now, no matter how far away he may
travel, he is known as “Owney, the
successful in law, in journalism and in Con
Post-office Dog,” and is everyHorace Albany
gress at once and the same time.
where considered as a popular member of
Greeley, Joseph Pulitzer and Henry J. the department.
“llow do you know when Owney has
Ha ymund tried it, and they all failed
It is my intention now to spend the holi- gone on a trip?” I asked the man who
especially looks after Owney’s interest.
days in Maine, after which time I expect
“Why, w hen the cat comes in the office,
to open in Pennsylvania and Maryland for we know that
Owney is away,” he replied.
“And the dog is away front home so
a long tour.
Frank W. Go wen,
International Lecturer and Organizer. much, that the cat is seldom obliged to
move out.”
A

Waldo

County

Man

in

the

INAUGURATES THE MARKETING OF
MUTTON IN LONDON.

West

MONTANA

wool growers of Meagher county
always led the rest of the State. This
was virtually the tirst home of the tiocks of
the “golden hoof” in this State and her operators nave kept in the lead.
Meagher county sheep raisers have been the most progressive breeders and have led the way to nearly
Now they essay anew
every improvement.
venture.
Ralph Berry, one of the leading
Tlie

have

wool growers of the county, and. one who
has from a small beginning amassed a
competency in the past sixteen years of his
wool growing experience, and who by the
way

is as

good

a

Republican

as ever

grew

up to manhood in the Pine Tree State, will
make the venture of marketing his mutton
in London. Mr. Berry sent five thousand
two and three-year-old wethers to Trevor,

lsconsin,

theni

<'U

two monms

ago

ana

[

‘Tell me how he begins a journey. Does
he know which is the postal-car?”
“Know? Of course he does. He knows
a postal-car as well as any postal-clerk.
When the mail is sent to the Station, Owney
jumps on the wagon, and stays there
until the last bag is thrown into the car.
If he feels like taking a journey, he then
jumps aboard the car, barks good-by, and
Once on the train he is
away he goes.
the guest of the clerks at the offices along
the road.”
He wears a fine silver collar, marked
“Owney, Albany P. O., Albany, N. Y.,”
and with him is often forwarded a book
in which is kept a record of places he
visits; and a very interesting story the
hook tells.
[Helen E. Greig in December
St. Nicholas.
Christian

put

feed, using screenings from
tiie Minneapolis mills, costing $9.00 per
He will ship four thousand of these
ton.
across the ocean and has engaged three ves-

NOT A

Science.

“NEW” PHILOSOPHY.
ON P. P.

A BOSTON PAPER

QUIMBY.

There is one admirable thing about all
the Christian Scientists, mental healers and
promulgators of what someofthem call (and
sincerely believe to be) a “new” philosophy.
It is that truth itself, being perennially
young, every class of mind in every age of
the world can have the pleasure of personal,
original, individual contact with these everlasting principles. Very naturally many
persons think they have discovered unknown principles.
Sometimes they erect
church buildings with their eWn names on
them and in other ways get in their own
light. But no man or woman of them all
says anything that may not be found in the
oldest philosophers of the Orient and in the
teachings of the founder of Christianity. A
recent reviewer of the “Philosophy of P. P.
Quimby” makes this excellent comment in
this connection:
One of the marvellous proofs of the capabilities of true wisdom is that Dr. Quimby
| working by himself (and that he did w ork
| by himself is patent to every philosopher
who reads his words) should arrive practically at the same results with the best educated, the highest cultured minds of all
No Flies on That Farmer.
time. His love, his fearlessness, his trust
in
the supreme goodness of the great First
The Searsmont correspondent of the Union
Cause, despite appearance and the calls of
Times tells the following incident of country the
body, were his infallible guides and aids.
trade:
And it is charming to think that if he could
do
it
with all his draw'backs, there is no ob“I
had
the
of
our
one
merchants,
Says
cannot
sharpest scheme offered me the other day jective reason why the most lowly
do
the
same.
It has been said that Emeryet heard of. One of our shrewd farmers
son’s books contain all truth; but some do
came into my store and says, ‘I will give you
two casks of potatoes and one cask of tur- not understand Emerson. Likewise some
Quimby. But between
nips for a pair of your best felts and rub- do not understand Dr. co-w
orkers ample opbers/ After making a few scrawly figures them both and their
I told him 1 would if he would throw in portunity is afforded all who so desire to
learn
how
to
live
beautiful, useful and hapthe casks. The trade was as I thought setI
true
tled, when the fellow came up a little nearer, py lives, which undoubtedly is the
of human existence. It is life that
pulled his hands out of his pockets, scratch- meaning
we
not
ends
and
merely,
though the
seek,
ed his head and said,” ‘well-er-put me up a
to make up the life, the only safe
peck of good seed potatoes and a package of ends isgo
to have always the broad life in view,
turnip seed and 1 will add it to the lot when way
I bring it in.’ You see he wanted to grow when the ends will shape themselves happias
otherwise
bis
ly,
they will do unhappily in
for
me
and
the. potatoes and turnips
get
of our efforts, or rather because of
pay now. Oh, these hard times sets ’em to spite
them. [Boston Transcript Nov. 22d.

sels for this purpose. He will load the first
thousand on the vessel at Baltimore Thanksgiving day, and the other shipments will follow’ soon after. Mr. Berry will take sacked
screenings from Minneapolis to feed during
his o<ean voyage, and it will require live
two hundred head, to
*ne to" every
men,
feed and water the sheep while in transit.
of
rest
The
transportation from Trevor to
Liverpool will he about §1.25 per head.
1 hese sheep weighed lib
pounds each
when put on feed, and it is expected will
weigh about 140 pounds in London. The
cost of feeding has been §1 50 per head already, hut it is believed the experiment will
pay and open up a more independent marMr.
ket for Montana mutton than Chicago.
Long, a Chicago drover, has been shipping
Montana sheep to London for some years,
hut Mr. Berry is the first Montana grower
to lead the way to this far off market which
rules the commercial world. [Rocky Mountain Husbandman, White Sulphur Springs,
Montana, Nov. 21.

thinking.’

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Silas Farley.

I>r. Miles Heart Cure is sold on a positive
guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell it at $1. 6 bottles for 85 or
ft will be sent, prepaid on receipt, of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Dlkhart, Ind.

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure
Restores Health

Bay otter, eastern mink,
Bay sable, Alaska
Persian lamb, all re-appear in

sable and

novelties well calculated to capA mink peler-

elegaut

tivate the most fastidious.

ine covers the shoulders and the upper
part of the sleeve, extending almost to
the edge of the dress at the front, and
finished off with five mink tails at either

side,

a

high collar,

and is

certainly

an

ele-

gant and jaunty covering. There is an
immense demand for chinchilla; and
capes,
full collarettes

ly

fur

trimmings

or

Chance for,_
Christmas Hunts.

of this love-

You

often preferred to any other,
its genuine beauty being its
strongest

Watches, Chains,
Kings, Etc.

long

garments,

I

am
The

they

squirrel. Tails are
now the fashionable
trimming, and clusters of from twelve to eighteen tails are
borough"

The

“Marl-

new

scarf shows off these clusters

Silver

ter Knives at just such prices; tins
is a great opportunity to lit your
eyes to Spectacles or Eye Glasses,

are

are

reduced to half price.

This store for rent
January 1st, and the
goods must be sold.

CALVIN HERVEY.

of tails to
heads

advantage, and with two little
above produces a very striking ef-

fect.

Sometimes

sable tails is used
at

the centre.

a

cluster of

on a

boa,

Muffs are

with
a

mink
one

little

or

bead

larger

this season and flat muffs, edged with
plaited silk and trimmed with heads and
tails, are much in favor for evening.
Vehoxa Ci.aiike.
Yachts

an«l

Yachtsmen.

It is said that George J. Gould has decided to alter the yacht Vigilant into a
schooner next season and adapt her for
comfortable cruising purposes with a
crew of some fifteen hands instead of the
fifty or more necessary for racing her as a

sloop.

Three men are entitled to credit for the
the
first
season’s racing,
the
New
York
says
World.
First her owner,
W. Gould
is
who
Brokaw,
recognized as a plucky
amateur yachtsman; second her designer,
A. Cary Smith, whose fame for turning
out fast and able vessels is world wide,
and third her skipper, Capt. W. S. Dennis of Greenport, as smart a helmsman as
ever sailed on salt water.
Kain or shine
Mrs. “Willie” Brokaw was on deck on race
and
a
days,
prettier mascot never graced a
schooner’s quarter deck.
The Amorita
was built last winter at Harlan & Hollingsworth’s. Wilmington, Del. Her principal dimensions are: Length overall, 98
feet; load water line, 69 feet; beam, 20
feet, and draft, 12 feet. She has four
staterooms.
Her saloon, 12 feet long and
20 feet wide, is finished in white and gold,
with dark blue plush upholstery.
She
won her first race on July 4th, at the
Larchmont annual regatta, and since then
has won eleven other first prizes.

phenomenally successful career of
schooner yacht Amorita during the

“Good-Night—I’m Tired.”
My little girl,

at

grandmamma’s

One summer, to the dusty town
Wa* wont to send, each night afresh,
A childish letter posting down.
’Twas brimming full of brooks and fields,
And all the joy the country yields.
But soon the writer's lids would fall,
And then would come a straggling scrawl,
“Good-night—I’m tired.”
Dear little one!—so thoughtful she
To share her pleasures pure and sweet,
To make each day, so glad to her,
In wider blessing more complete.
What though the weary pen would lag,
And sleepy thoughts at snail’s-pace drag?
Until she could no longer write,
She spared the crooked w ords, “Good-night,
Good-night—I’m tired.”
Sweet Heart! To higher uses called,
She passed from us. And when the
Was setting of her little day,
And heaven’s dawning had begun,
In restful peace she turned her eyes
To the blue, fleece-besprinkled skies,
And whispered, as she passed aw ay,
“It has been such a happy day!
Good-night—I’m tired.”

[James Buckham,

in

sun

Harper’s Bazar.

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,

Stifles,
Splints, Sweeney, King Bone,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted

the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
kn6wn. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

HEALS

S

RUNNING
SORES

_

CURES

Battle Ax
PLUG
Tr?e largest piece of
Good tobacco
,

Marriner of Belmont. Excellent music w is
rendered throughout the session by the
choir of lion, sty Grange. Howard Murphy
of

Belfast, gave

a

brief talk

on

S

th^

SERPENT’S

^
%#

STING

sold for 10 cents

ever

“how to make

gilt-edge butter,” and after a vote of thanks
to Honesty Grange for entertainment the
grange

was

closed.
Free

Library.

512.4

it is a JEWEL.
Aik:
have had that EXPERIENCE of course you haw g.
ed more KNOWLEDGE. Wid you come and look.

Says experience well bong

<>f Ion g ago. 1894___.. 125 2
Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Two little
pilgrims’ progress. 1895. 356.21
Burnham, Clara Louise. The wise woman. A novel. 1895
216.31
Choate, Isaac Bassett. With birds ami
flowers. (Poems.) 1895.1213.38
Clodd. Edward. A primer of evolution
1895
918.1
Collingwood, H. W. The business
hen : breeding and feeding for profit. 922.13
Crockett, Samuel Rutherford. Men of
the Moss-Hags. 116.18
Crompton, Frances E. Messire and
other stories. 1895
216.11
Don
A story.
1895. 138.34
A
of
faith.
1165
Dougall, Lily.
question
Dougall, Lily. The Zeit-Geist. 1895. 116 4
Grant, Robert. Art of living. 1895...1116.26
Grant, Robert. Bachelor’s Christmas
a id other stories.
1895. 224.27
Hearn, Lafcadio. Glimpses of unfamiliar Japan.
1895. 2v.513.26
Joinville, Prince de. Memoirs of.
From the French by Lady Mary
Lloyd. 1895.... 826 17
Magruder, .J tilia. Princess Sonia. 1895. 249.28
Mahaffy. John Pentland. Principles
of the art of conversation.1053.27
M mtresor, F. F.
Into the highways
and hedges. 1895.\. 117 8
Ray, F. M. The Christmas tree and
other poems. 1874.1211.5
Reade, Charles. Never too late to
mend.. 144.39
Reade, Charles. Put yourself in his

and pass vour judgment ? We simply say this
will be more than pleased to show you our full ir

..

& Bros.

Plated Knives at $.'i.25 per dozen,
Spoons. Fruit and But-

lined with Siberian

neck scarfs.

you have ever

also Forks,

mink capes, and also long or short
or without hoods, and

on

Rogers

Morrill, Israel Woodbury; Mystic, Belmont,
C. Caminett; Union Harvest, Centre
Montville, Bro. Ramsay; Dirigo, Freedom,
M. M. Clements; South Branch, Prospect,
A. A. Ginn; Equity, Belfast, Jas. H. Cunningham; Seaside, Belfast, E. M. Cunningham; Ritchie, Waldo, J. G. Harding; Sunlight, Knox, Bro. Woods. A class of (i was
instructed in the 5th degree. Remarks for
the good of the order were made by Bros.
Harding, A. A. Ginn, Clements and Bowen.
The Worthy Master advised the various
granges to seud delegates if possible to the
State Grauge, to be held iu Bangor Dec.
17tli, 18th ami li)th.
At the uoon recess the usual picnic dinner, supplemented by baked beans, brown
bread, coffee, etc., furnished by Honesty
Grange, was partaken of.
At the opening of the afternoon session
the committee on time, place and program
reported, and their report was adopted, as
follows;
Time, Tuesday, January 7th;
place, with South Branch Grange, Prospect.
Program; opening; address of welcome by
Wendell Marden; response by A. L. Mudgett; conferring 5th degree; remarks for the
good of the order; recess; report of committees: report of granges; topics “Is it for the
best interests of the farmer to use ensilage?”
to he opened by J. G. Harding, and “Spraying fruit trees and vegetables,” to be opened
by W. H. Giuu.
The question “Resolved, That the farmer
and his family are placed at a disadvantage
socially and in a business sense with professional people,” was opened by D. O. Bowen,
followed \ y Bros. Mudgett, Harding, Foster,
Murphy, E. M. Cunningham, Shorey, Clements, A. A. Ginn, Bowen and V. B. Paul and
Sisters Shorey, Levenseller and Bowen.
A song was given by Sister Linda Merriam
of Morrill ami a recitation by Sister Nettie

tans

Selling
best

CENTS'

Bouvet, Marguerite. My lady. A story

known.

cloth capes, with

seen

lower than

Grange.

O.

Belfast

presents, and you will get them at

prices

County

The regular meeting of Waldo Pomona
Grange was held with Honesty Grange,
Morrill, Tuesday, December 3d. Although
the weather was threatening and the travelhard there was a good attendance, and the
hall was well filled. Worthy Master A. A.
Ginn presided. The sister to whom was assigned the address of welcome was unavoidably absent and D. O. Bowen in behalf of
Honesty Grange spoke words of hearty welcome, to which Miss Mary E. Cunningham
responded for the Pomona Grange. Ten
granges were reported, as follows: Rising
Sun, East Knox, Chas. Sanborn; Honesty,

Accessions during December, 1895.
Bishop, Isabella L. Among the Tibe-

Sterling silver goods, Spoons, and
Fancy Pieces in handsome cases.
Silver Thimbles, Gold Spectacles
and Eye Glasses, any one of these
will make appropriate and useful

front; that is to say, a plain, broad piece,
extending from one shoulder to the other,
slightly narrowing toward the waist line.
various

find

cost, for I am positively closimr out
this stock and at a great sacrifice.

Russian

Besides these

will

many things here
which will make suitable presents
and you will buy them less than

are

coats,

clever as is Tom Reed's.'1

We should indeed feel

Dyesrillo, Ohio.

Russian and Hudson

English reader and one of Noah Webster’s
spelling books they were well equipped recommendation, and it is also quite as
turing >tate. so that her citizens do not for the scliool-room. The teachers were
stylish for evening as for day wear.
*
depend so much on farming as formerly. poorly paid for their
NEW C'OTjI. AliETTES
services, and often
The> now believe in protection to Anieri- | required to board
and that was are very full, falling in ripples around the
around,
can industries, in enterprise and energy,
anything bur a pastime iu some families. neck and shoulders, and are dressy little
and the\\Jbelieve* that the Democratic Some of the boys who attended the schools
shown in Persian lamb, seal, otter,
in the old house responded to their couu- affairs,
j
party is in a just measure responsible for
A Persian lamb
call and laid down their lives on dis- mink and chinchilla.
try’s
the crucial period through which we have tant
battlefields, while others sought their cape with full sweep, twenty inches long,
and
it
is
safe to say that Demo- fortunes iu the “tar west,” and were laid with
passed:
chinchilla collar, is as serviceable as
to rest far from the scenes of their early
cracy will go down in an overwhelming
is
it
is handsome, and one likely to rehomes.
Those who survive have reached
defeat in Indiana, and everywhere in the
For persons susceptible to
their three score yens and ten and reside main stylish.
United States, in 'i»b. The Iloosiers have in different parts of the State. Most all
cold, Persian lamb coats, thirty inches
a high opinion of Hon. Thomas B. Heed.
of the girls who were pupils in the old
long, with collars and ■■eras are advisable,
They regard him as one of the ablest men house have passed to the “great beyond;” and a similar
while the few who survive have homes not
shape in Hudson Bay otter
in the country, and if he is nominated for
far from their native town, with the ex- or seal is additionally handsome. A beauPresident next year he will receive the ception of two
sisters, who reside at their tiful contrast is attained by trimming a
loyal support of every Republican in this early home nearby, where the old house seal coat with chinchilla
collar, cuffs and
stood.
Soon the burdens of life will be.
State.
A few days ago a gentleman said
laid down by the surviving teachers and revert, or for those who prefer it, with
to me, *‘I know that Tom Reed of Maine
pupils who labored together in the old sable or mink. The very latest, “up to
has indulged in witticisms at Harrison's j house.
j. c. m.
date,” seal, Persian lamb or Hudson B >y
1
Stockton Springs, Nov., 1895.
expense, but we can forgive sarcasm
otter
are
made with a
when it is

many other ailments when they
have taken hold of the system,
never gets better of its own accord, bat
Constantly grows worse. There are
thousands who know they have a defective
heart, but will not admit the fact. They
don’t want their friends to worry, and
Don’t know what to take for it, as
they have been told time and again that
heart disease was incurable. Such was the
case of Mr. Silas Parley of Dyesville, Ohio
who writes June 19,1S94, as follows:
“I had heart disease for 23 years,
my heart hurting me almost continually.
The first 15 years I doctored all the time,
trying several physicians and remedies,
until my last doctor told me it was only a
question of time as
I could not be cured.
I gradually grew
worse, very
weak,
and completely discouraged, until I
lived, propped half
up in bed, because I
couldn’t lie down
nor sit up.
Thinklng my time had
come I told my family what I wanted
done when I was
gone. But on the first day of March on
the recommendation of Mrs. Fannie Jones,
of Anderson, Ind., I commenced taking
Hr, Miles9 New Cure for the Heart
and wonderful to teil, in ten days I was
working at light work and on March 19 commenced framing a barn, which is heavy
work, and I hav’nt lost a day since. I am 56
years old, 6 ft. 4*4 inches and weigh 2501bs.
I believe I am fully ctired, and
I am now only anxious that everyone shall
know of your wonderful remedies."

natural Hudson

Waldo

disease,uk.

Heart

ORNA-

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Very pretty and inexpensive evening
dresses, appropriate for Christmas and

at my store and left me some Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment oti sale.
I have sold it ever
since.
I can most truly say that it has maintained its high standard and popularity from
that time to this.
JOHN B. RAND, North Waterford, Maine,

“Best Liver Bill Made.”

CORSAGE

FURS.
NECK BOAS.

There is not a medicine in use today which possesses the confidence of the public to so great
Gn extent as Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
For more than eighty years ft has stood upon
its own intrinsic merit, while generation after generation have used it. The best evidenceot
its value is the fact that in the state where it

Fashions.

MENTS.

1810.

safely trust what time has indorsed for nearly

York

DRESSES.

Suits, Sack Suits,
Overcoats, Ulsters, Reefers,
Fur Coats,

Dress

Youths and Children’s Suits,

place.144.40
Richards, Ellen H. Chemistry of
cooking and cleaning. 1894. 926.28
Stevenson, Robert Louis. The amateur emigrant.
1895. 147.31
Stewart Aubrey. The tale of Troy... 1236.1
Subject headings for use in dictionary
catalogues. R. L.
Thomson, Edward W. Old MauSavarin

at the LOWEST PRICES.

WHITE STORE, 81 MAIN STREEI

and other stories. 226.1

Tompkins, Elizabeth Knight. Her
Majesty. A romance of to-day. 1895. 213.7
Torrey, Bates. Practical typewrit-

ing. 923.30
Watson, John Maclaren. {Ian Mxclaren.) Days of auld lang syne. 1895. 118.21
j White, Eliza Orue. The coming of
Theodora. 248.19
Winslow, C. M Reignolds. Readings
from the old English dramatists.
1895. 2v.1228.11
vVood, Ellen Price. Danesbury house.
1893
247.35
Milliken

i9

for

HE WANTS TO ANNEX HAWAII

War.

CHAS. O’CONNELL,

Proprietor

!

WORMS IN CHILDREN.
Hundreds of children have worms, but their
them lor nearly every tiling ei.-e.

^True’s

parents du<

Pin Worm Elixir

Is tiie best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise th« b»
for all the complaints of children, Mieh u> !•'*\ »■;
It has b. n
Sour Stomach, etc.
jagt/ostiveness, Indigestion,
Its etli a* y
r lionitdiold remedy for -44 years.
z
»■•%*
anu
narmios.
troubles has never »>een ei|imiie<i.
rureiy vegeiauu*
a ii Druggists, or of the Proprietors.
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., AUBURN Me
'*

j^edy

<

AND RECOGNIZE

Furnishing Coods,
Hats and Caps,

|

■

•>

THE BELLIGERENCY OF CUBA.

In all its stages
CONTAGIOUS completely
eradicatBLOOD NISOO^^
wnimnw

ulcers
to its
It repowers.
moves the
and
up the system
Valuable treatise on the disease and its treatment mailed free.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO- Atlanta, Ga.

yield
poison

healing
builds

UNTIL JAN. 1, 1896.

Setli L. Milliken, Representative in Congress from the Kennebec district, in Maine,
passed through town last night on his way
to Washington.
He is a close personal and
political friend of Thomas B. Reed, and in
regard to what the Fifty-fourth Congress
would do in way of legislation tie said :
“The most important matter that the new
Congress will have to attend to is in relation to the Treasury’s deficit.
Whatever is
done by the way of meeting the now existing and continuing depletion of the gold
reserve will be oil the line of an increase
in the tariff duties, more particularly those
on wool and woolen manufactures, agricul-

products, lumber, pottery, etc.
“The belligerency of Cuba should he recognized. Spain never conquered a country,
hut she brought to it a worse civilization

tural

TO THE LOW PRICES AT

B.

F. WELLS’.

1-2 in. Hair Curling Irons. 3c
Best Pins. 4c
Best Spool Cotton. 4c
Best Needles. 4c
Corset Clasps, 5c, G for.24c

Best Spool Silk. 7c

than that which before existed. She conquered a people of superior intelligence in
Mexico, when she made slaves of the Aztecs, ami in Peru, when she, placed the Incas under the yoke.
Spain recognized the

belligerency

Lot No. HO

57T9RIBB0N,

All widths, 6e per yard.
New stock of DOLLS.

Millinery,
Hosier y,
Dress Linings and
Ladies9 Under Clothing.
lyKO

GOODS CHARGED.

CATCH OX, CATCH OX
4w48

TO OUR LOW PRICES

B* F. WELLS.

the

C<«nfederanry;

Relating

to

H Fur Capes

LOOK!
LOOK!

At an Ememely
Low Price.
A Fur Cape >'0 inches in
...

Barpins ii

bubbebs

length
Cape to inches ;
length, better quality.

.AT.

A Fur

W.T. COLBURN'S

A Fur

why

should we deny this boon to the struggling
Cubans?
“I would willingly vote to annex the Hawaiian Islands. They are the strategic point
of the Pacific, and they could he fortified as
impregnably as Gibraltar.”
Mr. Milliken would not talk about Mr.
Reed’s Presidential chances.
[New York
Herald, Nov. 2ffth.
Bills

For Christmas fancy work. Val. Laces
1-2 inch to 10 inches wide, the 10 inch for
25c, just one-half the value. Other
Laces, lot No. 2.10, G 1-2 inches wide,
25c. goods for 16c. We have a large
stock of laces, all new patterns, VERY
CHEAP.

of

LOOK!

Shipping.

There were 272 bills and 11 joint resolutions introduced in the Senate Deo. 2d.
Among the bills were one by Mr. Frye,
appropriating $100,000 toward the construction of a memorial bridge across the
Potomac at Washington, to cost $000,000.
Also one abolishing compulsory pilotage fees on all vessels engaged in the
coastwise trade.
Also admitting to American registry
forty-eight foreign built steamships owned by American citizens or corporations.
Included in these are the steamers Ken-

nington, Southwark, Berlin, Chester,
Friesland, Westainland, Noordland, Warsland, Switzerland, Pennland, Baracouta,
Mzlec, Manhanzet, Mohican, Monomoy,
Massasoit, Maine, Missouri, Maryland,
Montana, Michigan, Minnesota, liappalianock, Shenandoah and Kanawha.

Also establishing under federal control
shipping offices for seamen.
Also authorizing American registry to
foreign built vessels when a bond is given
by owners to build in American shipyards
vessels of equal value.

Men’s

Ladies’ Rubbers,

.30
.25

Lined,.

1.25

Any judge of fur will

ltigb

Cut

7C

Ladies’ Fur Boas from
EEfr'Please give
trouble

Overgaiters,
we

show

5^5 p(
N

go

50

UPHOLSTERING.

guar-

W. T. COLBURN,
Figh

fall.

Belfast, Oct. 1, 18i)o.—3m40

Mattress

McClintock Block,

to

us a

n

B. F. WELLS

.90j
9

Ladies’ Kid Button Boots,
Good Overgaiters,
tyKvrry article mentioned
antee to be great value.

make.

I

prlees

sa\ ;

last ment ioned garment i> lcON E-HALF what it WiMi!

Rubber Boots, Fleece
Lined,.1.10
1.00
Men’s Buckle Rubbers,

these

n

Ladies’ Astrachan Coals,
w:th sleeves,

Misses

These are not old, shopworn or Imperfect goods, but all fresh and perfect,
and much heavier than usually sold for

?0 inches

lengtn, fur edged,

Rubbers,.f> .50

Misses Rubbers, Ileet or .Spring,
Ladies’ Rubber Roots, Fleece

Cape

F. A. liOBBI

St.

For Sale.
The Langwortliy building on the corner of
Church and Market street/, is ottered for sale.
The house is brick and contains two tenements
and a store. To be sold ati great bargain. Apply
tV. E. MARSH.
to
Belfast, Dec. 3,18D5.—>iut

Work, also Robes. Rim-S
Sleigh Trimming

Riu4U

Over ('. 0. Poor's lirni M"’!
nisli Street, I"'1"1'1

TO TAX payers :
shall be

at my office in Memorial
unlays from 10 a. m. to Vi >!., and
until January 1, 181H».
All person* «l,,!
avail themselves of the discount of t"
,s';“
on their taxes must pay bv January
H. F. MASONBelfast, Sept. 1,189. 5—29tf
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of blood contains millions of these.
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deficient in blood, we call it
poor blood, and it
shows itself in general weakness, lack of
appetite, and
°
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will make more red
corpuscles.

drop
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Scotft Emulsion

of cod-liver oil, with
more than an oil.
Its
number of

is something
peculiar action depends on a
substances—active principles—which will

the red corpuscles of the blood.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,

increase
50c.

a

hypophosphites,

and$1.00

Is (he only positive Cure known (0 (he Medical Profession for
(he Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago. Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhoca. Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
and Kidney Diseases. A positive Cure effected in from 6 to IS days
FOR SALE BY A. A. I10YYE8 \ 10.

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES
WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
OF

NOVEMBER 4th, 1^00.

Public interest will steadily increase, and the disappointment of the men whose
vote turned the scale at the last election, with the results under the administration
they elected1, will make the campaign the most intensely exciting in the history of the

country.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
the

leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of party

affiliations.
Also general news in attractive form, foreign coirtspundence covering the news
of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the country, market reports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign ami domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman's attire, with a
varied and attractive department of household interest. The “New York Weekly
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of any other
weekly publication in the country issued from the office of a daily. Large changes
are being made in its details, tending to give it greater life and variety, and especially
more interest to the women and the young people of the household.
A SPECIAL COS TEA C T enables

Republican Journal”

Always kept

up
the Standard

Best

Cheapest.”
^
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TIME.

Address all orders to

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.. BELFAST. MF.

THE REPUBLICAN

Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. 'V. Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New York City, and sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mailed o you.

COAL

COAL.

Now is the time to

COAL

buy your Winter’s Coal.
)

First Quality
Thoroughly Prepared

\A I

r\ L» ■

j

PLYMOUTH VEIN,
SUGAR-LOAF

LEHIGH,

GEORGE’S CREEK CUMBERLAND.
Prices at
Wharf.

Chestnut Coal,
$tove Coal,

....

Delivered
and put in.

$5.35
5.35
5.15
5.15

5.10
4.90
4.90

Egg Coal,.
Furnace Coal,
PROMPT

Delivered in
Dump Cart.

$5.10

....
....

$5.50
5.50
5.30
5.30

DELIVERY,
CORRECT

WEIGHT,
CAREFUL

DELIVERY.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
33. 30 &
TELEPHONE 4-2.

37

Front

Street, Bellnnt.

Sltf

G. T. READ, Stevens & Erskine's

HARNESS

MACHINIST,
...WILL GIVE

SPECIAL

ATTENTION TO...

Bolt anil Pip Milt
_DEALER IN_

Keep

Takes the Lead in Waldo Co.
Every harness a standing testimonial. Made
from the best stock
by first-class workmen,
under

our own

personal supervision.

Sleigli Sells,
ALL E LX I is. LOU

Standard and White

SPECIAL PRICES

PRICES.
OX

Flush Robes.
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TRUNKS,
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burglar alarm
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a
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CASH IN ADVANCE.
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“I have never had the slightest misgiv- all
express the same astonishment that
the wisdom or propriety of the
magazine editors accept them.
the bond contract and am quite willing to
Kipling will soon be dropped by the
answer for my full share of the respousimagazine editors; they will inevitably
bility of its production.
discover that his stories are not admired
“I believe it averted disaster, the imby the people. Robert Louis Stevenson
minence of which was not at the time ! died
just in time to save him from the
generally understood by our people.
same
fate.
Every man “writes out,”
;
This is perhaps the most interesting
l in Cottolene instead of lard and it will
except in the case of an occasional brilstatement in Mr. Cleveland’s mes- liant
single
genius. Dickens was a genius of
hat greasiness and “richness” so distresssage for 1895.
this character; Thackeray was another,
of
the
tics ; the flavor will be delicious instead of
It occurs at the close
story of the and Walter Scott another. But ninetyfamous bond contract that was worth 80,- nine out of
ur food will do you
every hundred men who
good. Put it in a cold
the
to
000,000
Morgan syndicate and handle a pen “write out,” and should
it with the pan.
Cottolene reaches the
bankers.
to
more
foreign
something
step aside for younger men. [Atchison,
much quicker than lard—care should thereAnother is:—
Kansas, Globe.
the
of
“I
belief
that
cannot
rid
myself
not to overheat it.
Follow these instructhere lurks in the proposition for the free
W. S. Stratton of Cripple Creek.
11 never use lard again.
coinage of silver, so strongly approved
has trade-marks—"Cfoitotene" and steer'ihead
in cotton-plant
and so enthusiastically advocated by a
The Barney Barnato of Cripple Creek apirrcath—on every tin.
multitude of my countrymen, a serious pears to be Winfield S. Stratton, who is
( COMPANY. CHICAGO, 224 State St. Boston, Portland. Me.
an
menace to our prosperity and
insidi- worth from $15,000,000 to
$“5,000,000, if the
ous
temptation to our people to wander very large and eloquent tales of sudden
from
the
owe
to
public riches that come from those
allegiance they
adorned and filled with rare trees,
fruit for shipment to foreign lands.
Be- tifully
diggings are to
and private integrity.”
sides the schooners and barques that ar- shrubs and tiowers gathered from the four
Financial matters form the great bulk be believed. He started out as a carpenter
corners of the earth.
Titles are common of the whole document.
The main topics at Cripple Creek a few years ago, and be
rive from abroad to take on these cargoes,
was the first man to discover gold in that
in San Miguel, including several liarons, and suggestions are these:
many ships put in here for repairs. There
I.
The bond contract defended.
vicinity. A sample of this lucky miner's
is regular mail communication with Eu- ^ iscounts and Marquises of its own rais9.
After increasing our interest beargenerosity is furnished by the story of his
There is also a pleasant colony of
ing.
rope twice a month by the Lisbon line of
ing indebtedness more than slili'.UOO.OOO treatment of the widow of one of his men
British
to
aud
save
two or three “Ameriour gold reserve, we are nearly
who died recently.
subjects
They say that Mr.
steamers, also by fruit steamers to EngStratton called his coachman, found the litwhere we started iu 1,894.
The
land: the United .states sends two lines of can Princes” with their families.
3.
The coinage of the seigniorage tle mountain home on the slope of the hill
vessels, from Boston and New York, at city has a good theatre, where generally worth consideration.
by the mine, and said to the sorrowing widow:
“Pardon my intrusion at this time,
some
strolling opera company from Lis- ! 4. Retire the greenbacks.
frequent intervals. Owing to this easy
madam;
your husband was a good man and
bon or Madrid are delighting the
5.
Issue
term
small
a no
long
gold
bonds,
a trusty manager; 1 grieve with
people;
comparatively new communication
you, and
as well as
there
i> also a public
wish
and
large.
you would accept this and send the
library
with the United states our trade is rapidmuseum,
o.
Issue national bank notes equal to undertaker’s bill to me," and he handed her
aud no end of diversion in simply watchly pushing its way among these people.
a check lor $3,000. This is almost as
90 per rent, of bank circulation.
good as
the passing show from a window.
7.
The government’s ability to get an idyl of Roaring Camp.
A few years ago England largely monopo- ing
is
small.
Fannie B. Wakd.
gold
lized the Azorean market in the way of
8.
Panics like ISttil are likely to follow
if a flowei/incf
imports, sending thither woolens, cotton, Sketch of liev. Or. J. E. C. Sawyer. large drafts of gold.
plant does not
9.
Ini reased revenues are no remedy
hardware, iron. lumber, glass, tea and AN
blossom, there's
Alil.E EOITOII, A POP TEA II LEC IT' K KIJ.
for shrin cage iu gold reserve.
little beauty in it.
groceries, to an annual value of a million
HAS IIAJ) MANY HON OKS.
a
it is sick and
FOHMEK
10.
Silver coinage laws of 1890-91 comKESIDENT OF SEAKSI'OKT.
dollars; but now American goods have
faded and withplicate the case.
ered and lifeless,
Lev. James Emery Cochran Sawyer, the
• •ome to
be in active demand, especially
II. Against free silver.
»nobody cares for
well known editor of The Northern Chris1-’.
The history of 1878 and 1890 is a
liour and domestics.
The fact is the
It falls short
it.
I
tian Advocate, with offices in this
city, warning.
of its object in
Azoreans need about everything our mar- was horn in
Boston, Mass., August 12
13.
be
sure
to follow.
being. It is inCollapse would
kets can supply, being to a great extent 1842.
His ancestry oil both sides was of
The president’s review of our relations
comp 1 e t e—ur
old
New
finished.
England stock. He volunteered with other countries occupies the remaindevoid of the means of living or doing
in the Fourth Maine Regiment in
Times without
May, der of tiie message. Its important points
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women
number
1801, leaving Phillips Exeter Academy for are:—
have been likenforeign trade. Eor instance, though sur- that purpose,
trade relations with ArgenReciprocal
ed to flowers
Mr. Sawyer was received into the East tine
rounded by the ocean, and with whales
and rightly. But
Republic beueficial.
Maine Conference of the Methodist
what of her
EpisSatisfactory arbitration liy the president
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whose physical
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Revival of the United States aud Chilian
vigorous
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oranges every year, they cannot make thinker, an able lecturer and a strong and claims commission probable.
plant ? What of
His ministerial labors
The demands of the United States in
boxes for the fruit as cheaply as the same graceful writer.
the woman whom
met with marked success iu such
weakness has
ap- China for the punishment of tiie outrages
can l»e imported in shocks from America.
pointments as the Beacon Street M. E. against Americans are likely to result in
made not wholly
The population of Ponta del Gada is Church, Bath, Me.;
and wholesomely
Broadway and Chest- the future safety of our citizens iu China.
woman ? Many
a
nut
Street
estimated at g." ,000 and that of the island
churches, Providence, 11. I.;
Our relations with Javan are cordial.
things lead to deA satisfactory solution of the Waller
Springs, Ashgrove Church,
about 115,000.
The city architecture is ! Saratoga
rangement of a
Albany; Plattsburg, and state Street case in France is confidently expected;
woman's aencate
noticeably similar to that of Havana—the Church, Troy.
He was also presiding and Mr. Waller’s confinement is alleviated
organism. It may be due to carelessness.
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possible.
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surprising that there is not more.
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British patrol in the
He has used the
pected results.
tute at Buffalo, N Y.
wide hunt*.
The si reels, regularly'laid the most important periodicals of that de- Behring sea insufficient to protect the;
Favorite Prescription
all the time, with
nomination.
While acting as pastor in seals.
With it, there is no
uniform
success.
out and well
pave d ;ire under-drained
need
insisted
of
the
Providence, J[. 1,. he was on the ediupon discommonly
of
British claims because of
Payment
and neatly kept.
A few of them are tol- tni ail stall of Tiie Providence
.Journal, our seizure of sealing vessels would be ju- j tressing examinations and “local treatcents
sent
to
World’s
erably wide, >u the majority, as in the and for some years was an occasional con- dieiuus and an arbitration treaty as to j ment.'’ Twmity-one
Dispen:ary Medical Association, Buffalo,
■biies <•:' >p;iiu, Portugal and Italy, are tributor to the columns of The Zion! these claims will be laid before the senate.
will bring a doctor book of 1000 pages.
N. Y
Herald. Tiie Albany Evening Journal aud I
International rules to prevent collisions
very nanow ?nd .darkened by overhang- other publications.
at s. a are still in
abeyance.
It. balconies,
I/I.
is
iiopsare window-ess ami
lawyer
No agreement yet on the international
intimately acquainted ]
j
"ith
tlie
and
of
Methospirit
.-’gns ahn«»s. uukmovu. some -plain t era- ;
economy
j boundary in Passamaquoddy bay.
with his genial manner and I
J he limits of British and American gov- i
oi
bk
devil «• imualh indicating the ! ilisiii, which,
Christian spirit, easily lilted him for the ernments in the Yukon
region demaud a
el:.!ian.-y oi wares to be found within.
position ol editor of one of the leading speedy determination. England has prow here, wide
He is a member of the
itie-shops are evopen j church organs.
a
delimitation
posed joint
by internationSociety of the Sons of the American Rev- al commission, which can be accomplishand well patronized,
at there seems to
tlie American Institute ol Chris- ed without
olution,
unreasonable
he m drunkenness.
Hotel accommoda-j
delay.
tian Philosophy, of various charitable or1 nsatisfactory
markings of boundaries
lions are unfortunately limited and most- ; ganizations. and is also a trustee of
us
in the Great Lakes at the approaches of
ly uudei Portuguese management. There Wesleyan University, Middletown. Conn. connecting waters. A joint committee a
Dr. Sawyer is an enthusiastic member of
is one -mall inn kept by an English fam- j
necessity.
t ie Grand Army of the Republic and
American insurgents in Hawaii secured
which
cannot
said
be
to
reflect much
iiy,
chaplain of the veteran organization of in their rights and mercy obtained for
credit upon the inns of “Merrie Eng- the Fourth Maine Regina ul and Second some.
The degree D. D. was
land.'' and board may be had at moderate Maine Battery.
Efforts to punish the lynchers of Italian
conferred ou him in 1888 by Wesleyan laborers in
Colorado.
The padrone sysrates in private lamilies.
By tar tlie betUniversity. Dr. Sawyer married Miss tem an evil.
ter plan, ii you contemplate a winter’s
A.
Lucy
Sargent of Searsport, Me.. on
Congratulations that the United States
sojourn in these islands, or even a few March it, 1815”. They have one daughter, was the first to recognize Japan’s adMrs. Flora L. Turknett of this city.
vance.
weeks' stay, is to hire a casa and set up
During his residence in Syracuse, 111.
emigrants from Alabama in Mexhousekeeping under your own vine and Sawyer lias established himself in tlie es- icoNegro
rescued from disaster by the United
hg tree, pro tem. Kents are absurdly low teem and respect of tlie citizens, and has States government, and the
just debt to
shown himself ably qualified to discharge the railroad
as compared to prices in New York and
for transporting them home.
the duties of his position.
He has nuOur
efforts
in
the
Mosquito difficulty
Washington, with infinitely better climate merous invitations to deliver
lectures, gratefully recognized by Nicaragua.
thrown in; provisions, though somewhat addresses and
sermons, many of which lie
The United States minister will reprelimited in variety, are not much dearer is compelled to decline on account of lack sent the
government at the Czar’s coronaDr. Sawyer is a man of pleasing tion in
than at home, and servants' nire averages of time.
May.
X. Y., Post,
personality.
[Syracuse,
The claims of the sealing vessels seized
twelve and a half cents a week.
What Xov. ‘2‘2.
in Russian waters remain
unadjusted.
answers for winter in the Azores begins
Modus vivendi
prevent further
may
Ail Old Sailor's Housekeeping.
about Christmas, the three coldest months
trouble.
being January, February and March—so
But Captain Cephas soon put an end to
Congress urged to relieve the United
He did not like a wo- States from its Samoan complications.
very cold, indeed, that the thermometer this sort of thing.
Alliance outrage disavowed by Spain.
man’s ways, especially her ways of atgets down at rare intervals as low as 55
to domestic affairs.
He liked to Recognition of rights of American citizens
tending
above
zero!
Frosts are unknown live in sailor
degrees
fashion, and to keep house prosecuted.
Commercial advantages gained and vexand vegetation remains green and luxuri- in sailor fashion.
In his establishment
atious ship fines remitted in Cuba and
ant throughout the year, with little change everything was shipshape, and everything
Porto
Rico.
which could be stowed away was stowed
except in color, as each liower lias its own
Consular service needs improvement.
away, aud, if possible, in a bunker.
The
season. This seems strange, remembering
Promotion
floors were holystoned nearly every day,
system and salaries explained.
Consular inspection should be provided
that the islands are in about the same and the whole house was repainted about
at once.
latitude as Philadelphia; but 1 suppose twice a year, a little at a time, when tlie
Official residences should be supplied to
weather was suitable for this marine recdifference
in
is
due
to
tbe
temperature
reation.
Tilings not in frequent use were ambassadors and ministers abroad by the
the vagaries of that mysterious current, lashed securely to the walls, or
”
“
perhaps government.
the Gulf Stream. In the winter months the put out of the way by being hauled up to
the ceiling by means of blocks and tackle.
After “Them Literary Fellers.”
Azorean weather is sometimes damp and
His cooking was done sailor
fashion, like “MAMIE”
“
to
and
as
frequent showrers,
chilly, owing
DICKENS, REMINGTON AND KIPeverything else, and he never failed to
LING CRITICISED.
in England and Scotland, it is w’ell when have plum-duff on .Sunday.
His well was
A few years ago “Mamie” Dickens
near his
house, and every morning he
taking one’s walks abroad to always go
into it a lead and line, and noted wrote a series of letters for the Ladies’
armed with an umbrella.
But the sun dropped
down tlie depth of water.
Three times a Home Journal on
“My Father as I
quickly reappears and the ground is soon day he entered in a little note-book the Knew Him.” They were dull, flat, and
so
dry—partly from evaporation and partly state of the weather, the height of the thefoolishly written they did not add to
glory of the great novelist’s name.
Can't
from tbe porous soil, which soon conducts mercury in barometer and thermometer,
the direction of the wind, and special The Youth's Companion is now publishthe surface water away.
The winter weather
a
series
of
letters called “Recollecpoints when necessary. [From ing
winds, however, render necessary the “Captain Eli’s Best Ear: a 'Christmas tions of My Father,” by Charles Dickens,
Jr.
There
is
still
another Dickens child’
House
Frank
R. Stockton, in the
high walls, lined with tall hedges of faya Story,’’ by
and a number of grandchildren, to be
December Century.
and incense frees, that are seen everyheard from.
Hot oneiuheiits a jot of the
Here’s What Without
I where in the Azores protecting the orange
“Horatio,’' whispered the heroine, “the great man’s talent.
In spite of them \illain still pursues us
She
gloves and vineyards.
“Ha!” exclaimed the lover.
“But fear
When a magazine editor wants a
the gales—sometimes amounting to regu- n it..
picSees thou the ravine that intervenes
I always keep it
ture of ahorse, he hires Frederic
We 1
by me.
Reming! lar blizzards, minus the snow—do incal- between us and him?”
ton to make it.
think we can’t keep house without
H.
!
Remington’s
pictures
Ves,
»ratio, but tlie bridge. Ho can
culable damage to the fruit; and to ship- cross
have as great a rum in the
it.
yon bridge at a bound.”
magazines as
“Fear not, Isay.
He has got to stop in
Kipling’s stories. But a good many peoping in tlie harbor when, at rarer interMrs. Gilman Smith.
the middle of the bridge aud do a
who
have
seen horses, say that Remsong amt ple
vals, a Niagara sweeps over the break- dance.
Dec. 3, ’94.
Bethel, Me.
horses
Courage!” [Detroit Tribune.
are
He
also makes
ington’s
faulty.
water, lifting boulders of tons weight and
a specialty of
cowboys and Indians. His
For 40 yean
have been the
they
cowboys and Indians are fair, but liis
depositing them on its promenade.
best friend of
many a household.
horses are tough.
However, the magaTaken ail in all, one might go farther
Give them a place in
zine editors have never seen
your’s to-day.
to
horses,
amount to anything, and will continue to
anil fare a great deal worse for a wiuter To buy, easy
The True “I*. F.M Atwood's
Hitters.
employ Remington to make pictures of
residence, in the matter of climate, scen- to take and
35c.
them.
But
there is a captivating someeasy in effect,
ery, delicious fruits and healthful amusething about all of Remington’s pictures
are characterThe mean annual temperature of
ments.
that makes up in a measure for his
istics peculiar
horses,
which are a kind never seen in this counPonta riel Gad a is 12 degrees warmer than to
Hood's
try.
either Home or Vice, and five degrees Pills. They
warmer than Lisboa.
As for society, the are small,
Rudyard Kipling is supposed to be the
cleverest man now handling the pen. The WE
Portuguese are proverbially hospitable tasteless, and
MUST SELL.
magazines accept everything he writess
ami
Wealthy residents purely vegeentertaining.
We intend to make prices that will sell every
and pay him fabulous prices. Kipling is
table. They act gently bat thoroughly
abound, who have their elegant equipages and
one we have in stock by
now
January 1st.
printing a series of Jungle Storie,
satisfactorily. They do not irritata
and liveried servants and whose mansions or Inflame the
that are so weak and foolish that we havs
intestines, bat leave them
J.
H.
Si
J.
W.
JONES.
In natural, healthy condition. 2fi cents.
never been able to read them.
are'surrounded by extensive gardens beauThey are Belfast, Nov. 28, 1895.—48tf
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not fables; they are stories of animals
! talking and they are pointless, so far ae
the average reader is able to judge.
We
have asked a good many magazine readers about Kipling’s Jungle Stories:
they
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BOND CONTRACT DEFENDED. RESUME OF
RECOMMENDATIONS.
FORFINANCIAL

Blankets,

BELFAST.

WATERMAN,

^

Is still at his Old Stand on Church Sired, corner
Bridge and Church Sirens. Italian style of repairing carefully attended to. Violin bows repaired for SOc. American Violins for sale below
wholesale, and to be used at the dedication of
s new

bridge.

Robes

^

AND ALL KINDS OF

Winter Goods.

...THE....

American Violin M?ker & Repairer,

Belfast

5-A Horse Blankets.
I ery Lowest Prices in

GEO. T. HEAD,
46 MAIN STREET

BAGS and

DRESS-SUIT CASES.

3m46

JOHN W. WATERMAN,
70 Uhuroh Bt.. Belfast, Me.

Stevens

&

Ernkine’n

XEW STORE.

Main 8t |
Dec. 2.

bklfast.
1895.—IStf

| Qor. Washington

600 bbls. Choice Brands Flour
All to be sold at very low
prices.

A. A. HOWES A CO*

Ucpubltcan ‘Journal.

Nortli port

News.

The

snow storm of Thursday afternoon
night made splendid sledding in the
woods, hut the roads are bare and rough,
making traveling anythiug but enjoyable.
The Cove fleet, comprising schs. W. E.
Jewell, Capt. C. E. Drink water; Kitty
Lawry, Capt. Wainsville Chapman, and
Julia Edna, Capt. Brooks, finished their
season’s work last Thursday and Friday and
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Nero fiddled but Cleveland goes duck

hunting.
fairly

convicted

having said, iu his recent message,
Has
many things that are not so.
his cyclopedia?
•Panting

for the

The retired

of

he lost

of

caption
exchange. Of

an

they

would want their pants
this weather.

on

in

Two recent wrecks in the lecture field

York

Senator Hill of New

are

and Con-

gressman liland of Missouri.
ple declined to listen to them.

The peo-

The

Republican national committee has
unanimously adopted June 10 as the date
of the meeting of the
convention, and St.
Tunis was chosen as the place on the
London, Dec. 7. The Field says that
Ton! Duuraveil will sail for New York on
Dee. 12lh.
He must have the cheek ol a

highway-

Mr.and Mrs. Edward Drink water. The many
friends of the Captain hope his voyage upon
the sea of matrimony may he an exceedingly
happy and prosperous one. Monday evening

mule.
cities

Seven

convention

hungry

are

that will

for the National

nominate the next

Mr. and Mrs. Drink water held a reception at
Elwell’s hall, expressly for the benefit, of
their friends, who completely tilled the hall,

Prositiont- San Francisco, Salt Lake. Min-

neapolis, Chicago,
a

ad

Louis, Pittsburg

st.

Washington.

newspaper
Capital will shed

at

men

the

tears

no

that

Pennsylvania

will not be

i'c-electi;•!).

lie is persona
s

eportei

National
the

over

nouncement

:

present their congratulations and to trip
the light fantastic toe. The groom and Ins
bride looked charming, and the unanimous

to

The

the

an-

sentiment expressed

Cameron of

Seiiatoi

candidate for

a

grata in

non

gall cry.

mining craze is over
Creek will be truer to name than
hut we sincerely hope that among

hose who

Maine
and

out

come

to]) will be

on

in that State.

men

piobably

good

a

our

But

somebody,
somebodies,

many

d 'C:'

llalph

t’" \»

to

writes from

subject does there

one

of

j
j

May

Hanson lias

o

publicly expressed

a

Desert

Cornspomtenee.

Sea Pigeon, Capt. Lynam, win; h was anchored in Se a! Ilarhor, dragged from her
anchorage in the night and drifted out to
sea.
There was no one on board. The, Sea
Pigeon was formerly tile British s- hooner
Onward built, in 1874 at

Sandy Cove, N. S.,
37.30 gross tons burden.
Mr. C. M. Iloldeu died very suddenly of
; heart disease in Boston last night. He was
ducting the affairs of the city. It is sug- the proprietor of the Dirigo Hotel at this
gested that if the exodus is not hastened place. He recently went to Boston on a
undid} Petit Manan might prove a suit- business trip connected with a patent which
desire

banish to

t<»

some

“desolate isie”

a1! the citizens of Belfast who presume to
differ from him as to the manner of con-

place

able

This does not equal the situation in Belfast. where one man assumes to be Mayor,
(

of

Aldermen

and

the

Common

ouncil.
Don'

Heview reports business as still
sluggish, but with the < xpeetations of a
larger demand after the holidays. It says:
“Boot and shoe
are

shipments

for the week

larger than last year, and manufact-

urers

getting

are

increased orders with

quite general reduction
leat;

in

prices,

but

has declined 2 cts. for Union backs
and foi oil grain, and half a cent for buff.
ei

Hide-are about half
out,

>

lower

through-

per cent.”

A Washington
Piess.

cent

a

w

thority

hich is
the

on

no

to

the Portland

doubt the best of au-

subject

issue,

at

says that

newspaper statements of Speaker
heed's plans are simply guesses. In
fact,
the Speaker is making haste
slowly and
does not propose to make the mistake of
vice

a

round

in

square hole, or
The Press despatch concludes:

versa.

man

a

It is safe to say that if the Speaker has
decided where he shall place men like
Dingley, Cannon or Henderson, they do
not yet know it, and if
they do not know
it, the public do not. Probably Mr. Boutelle does not know whether lie wall be
chairman of naval affairs, although it is
natural and probably safe to guess that
be will be.
Perhaps there was never a
Congress when the logic of circumstances
imposed on the Speaker such a complete
reserve as to his intentions.
The American Review of Reviews for
December
claim

to

calls
be

in

power.” This
by English

England’s

question

considered
claim is

“American

an

now

being

assert-

ed

newspapers in connection
with tlu Venezuelan matter. The Review
takes the ground that the mere holding of

possessions in South America does

not

itself constitute Great

South

Britain

a

in

American power.
The editor regards the
whole system of European colouies within
the‘Western

Hemisphere asa

“strife-incit-

ing and vexatious thing,” and an “outgrowth of the surviving remnants of the
colonial system on this side of the Atlantic.”

The Review

publishes

a

statement

of Venezuela's side of the present controversy from the pen of the Hon. W. L,

Scruggs,our former Minister to Venezuela.
This statement is published for the purpose of getting the Venezuelan case clearly before the public. The Review' does
not deny the possibility of England’s
making equally plausible claims, but asserts that thus far, if such claims exist,
they have not been made public.
Secret

Societies.

Most Excellent Henry S. Webster of Gardiner, Grand High Priest, made an official
visitation to Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter
Monday evening. The Royal Arch Degree
A colwas worked, with three candidates.
There was a large attendance including several visitors.
lation

was

of

was trying to put through.
Mr. Fred Noyes, who went to Colehrook,
N. II., early in the fad, has return-, d for the

winter.
School in District No. 1 has begun and is
taught by Miss Frankie King; Dist. No. 3
by Mr. Rummill of Sea! Cove; Dist. No. 4
Richardson of this phice.
Win. R. Keene has an order for two small
steamers, which lie. will build during tlie
winter. One will be 24 feet in length and to
be ready ior delivery June 1st, '9(i, and the
other 39 feet, to be ready April 1st, 'P(>. The
larger one will be lilted with a compound
condensing engine with cylinders of 4 1-2x10

by

Arthur

served.

The Bangor Whig & Courier has reduced
the price of its daily edition from $8to £6 to
advance paying subscribers, and is giving
more news than ever.

Pair of

Merrill

King and daughters will
spend the winter in Boston, wher.. she has
position as dressmaker.
The Methodist Society are holding their
annual supper at Centennial Hall this evening. The proceeds are to go for the salary
of the pastor, Rev. Mr. Poweslaud. They
a

also have many tables of fancy articles
sale.

on

Two Views of the President’s Message.

Men’s Wool Boots and
Men’s Wool Boots and

MATERIAL

High Overs,

Men’s Double

A POETIC VIEW.

“There is not enough jingoism in it,” says
Will Carleton, the poet and lecturer. “I
want to see the American continent from
pole to pole under the stars and stripes.
This question must be decided one way or
the other very soon. This means the' absorption of Canada on one side and Mexico,
Central and South America on the other, including, doubtless, all the possessions of
Spain, France and England ‘from pole to
in that hemisphere—a subject for a
po 1

grand poem.”

The annual meeting of the Maine Press
Association will he held in Portland Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 8th and 9th, 1890.

Leggings

Dyspepsia
And distress after eating are cured by the
tonic, appetizing, biood purifying effects
Sar3apa-of Hood’s
rilla. Bead this:
“I am happy to
write a few words
about the good
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has done me. 1 was
troubled with dyspepsia. My food
distressed me and I
had dizzy spells and

dull, heavy feeling

in my head. Since
using several bottles
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla my food no longer distresses me at an
and my head has been relieved from all
dizzy spells. I gladly recommend Hood’s
Sarsaparilla' for any troubled as I was.”
Homer J. Cleveland, Roxbury, Vt.

Sarsaparilla
promi-

Is the only True Blood Purifier
nently in the public eye. By feeding all
the nerves, tissues and organs on pure
blood it gives perfect health, fl; aix for
11_n'lU

riOOQ S rillo

ri'l Tv^r ills, bilious
iw.1, LutUulil. 25C.

cure

I 95
2.35
150

ALL WOOL,

100

LEGGINGS tOR ONE DOLLAR.

These

foods

are

all

FRESH and

PERFECT,

saved

F, H. FRANCIS & CO.,
Reception

to

Miss Kingsbury and Mr.
Wells.

Ladies’ Warm Shoes

is

and these are
for
up
your benefit.

for house wear, fl 25, These shoes do not require any lacing or buttoning, and are very warm,
comfortable and durable.

Lais' Lai Wool Solis

WOMEN 3
WOMEN S

not punched except in
small margin ol profit for ourselves

MAIN

a

few scattering

QUALITY RUBBERS,
QUALITY RUBBERS, (rolled edge)
FIRST QUALITY RUBBERS,
FIRST QUALITY STORM RUBBERS.

5q

7^
3^'
4^

MEN S FIRST

from 8o- to 12c, per pair. We have for the
past two years sold Lambs Wool Soles for
about HALF PRICK, and during that time there
has collected quite a large number of odd sizes
and slightly soiled goods which we will
close
at above prices.

a very

over

MEN S FIRST

NO BLISTERS, and

—--

price,

and7 have punched «,e life all

out

:

of

_

STREET, BELFAST.

Wheat Flakes

A reception was tendered by the Uuiversalist parish Tuesday to Rev. Myra Kingsbury, retiring pastor, and Rev. (’buries H.
Wells, her successor, at the pleasant home
of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney lvalish, No. ;U High
street.
Even before they entered the house

All Ladies' interested in

the guests were made to feel something of
the warmth of hospitality that a waited them
within by the cheerful illumination which
contrasted sharply with the bracing winter
air. The rooms throughout presented a very

a

good

=BreakfasT Oisli

pretty appearance. The arrangement was
tasteful and the decorations simple, and art is-

Kingsbury and Mr. Wells received
festoon of evergreen with flowers in
the centre. A few evergreens and bright
silk ribbons were festooned about, and an
occasional palm or fern contributed to the
general effect. At tie door the guests were
met by polite and attentive ushers, who estic. Miss
under

a

corted them to the cloak

rooms

should call

at

Swift & Paul’s

and thence

the Iront parlors, when- Messrs. Irving
Diusmore and
Arthur
Mitchell
introduced them to Miss Kingsbury and Mr.
Wells. From here the
visitors passed
to the next room, where Mr. and Mrs. Kalish
and (laughter. Miss Kalish, met all with a
true homelike welcome.
Repairing to the
dining room the visitors were served with
ice cream and cake, and after a short season
of social intercourse, departed.
Guests began to arrive at about 7.MO o’clock, and continued to come untii 10. The large numbers
present, not only from the Universalist
parish, but from all the other societies,
showed to what extent Miss Kingsbury had
won the hearts of our people of all denominations, while Mr. Wells, the newly installed
pastor, made the acquaintance <>f many with
whom doubtless a warm bond of fellowship
will he established.
All the clergymen of
the city were present.
Both pastor and
are
to
be
congratulated on this auparish
spicious opening of the new pastorate.

Items

from

Down

the

this week and try

Reach.

Our

Work has commenced on the new wharf
Green’s Landing, Deer Isle. The wharf
will he 1M1 feet l"iig by 1*2 feet wide, with a
driveway !*0\MO feet.
It is thought by the physicians at the
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary, Portland,
that Simeon Goss, who was injured by a
blast, iu a quarry at Green’s Landing, Deer
Isle, a short time ago, will recover the use of

up

prices.

there has been trouble
among the lobster fishermen in the vicinity
of Outer Long island, occasioned by the
failure of certain parties to respect the rights
of property possessed hv their neighbors.
Lobster cars have been persistently robbed
from time to time and threats of violence
have often been made. Thursday, a man
named Lunt was discovered in the act of
taking lobsters from the car of another man.
Iu his rage the owner fired at him, inflicting
a wound that will probably prove fatal.
some

time

GOOD

Honest

ADVICE

With

the Cow.

GIVEN THE DAIRYMEN OF

AT THE NORWAY

MAINE

This is a truly elegant dinner Set. Made in
of the handsomest of shapes uni more
desirable at the juice than any that we have

one

before .-hmvn. It coin prises 112 pieces,
decorated in tasty designs. All decorations
burnt in, Pri(>ir
only S'5 SO"*.

ever

i

pound of beef as a pound of butdisparity in market price was obvi-

a

The
The average yearly producing capacious.
of
the cows of Maine is not over 130
ty
pounds of butter; just about enough to pay
her keeping. The need is the special dairy
cow, special care in feeding and proper stabling Mr. Hoard extolled the silo and gave
it a high place in the economy of the dairy.
The highest degree of economy was to be
honest with the cow.
Prof. Jordan spoke of the fraudulent
claims of the manufacturers of condimeutal
food, and warned the farmers not to be fooled by them.
The highest awards for dairy butter were
given to Mrs. L. F. Doll off of Mt. Vernon,
score 94 3-4, and the Riverside creamery,
Foxcroft, carried off the honors on factory
butter, score 93 1-2. Mrs. Dolloff took first
premium in every class.

21 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

|
j
I

|

St & 1. STORE

**•*-"—..**"

Two thousand (2,000) cords spruce
wood.
The said wood to he sawed
four feet two inches long, and nut less
than live inches under the hark, and
to be loaded on the cars at Belfast and
any other stations and sidings on the
Belfast branch.
Now is a good time to cut the wood
and have it ready to haul on snow.
All who have wood to sell call on the
subscriber.

CHAS. BAKKR,
Belfast, Me., Nov. 4, 1895.—41tf
Bellust Opera House,

Dec. 14th.

Saturday,

’SQUIRE HASKINS
IS-COMING.

Everybody

welct)\ies
THE APPEARANCE OF

ARTHUR

O.

SIDMAN

for your

*

It will

boy.

spin

more

III High
St-.blu
®

different ways and

spin longer

.OF.

UNTIL

JAIN.

1,

lWiXt,

new

out certain lines of

goods.

Sanborn’s Studio
AFTER

arid

DECEMBER

Their

Including the 0L1) DK1ST WILL in operation.
Nee Ihe Old-Fashioned Water Wheel !
Hear the Numiner Shower Sextette.

Admission 35c.
Reserved Seats

on

Reserved Seats 50c.

sale at

Kilgore

&

Wilson's

STATE OF MAINE.
<>i Sup. Jud. Court,
Belfast, Dec. 9, 1895. t
Notice is hereby given ol’ the intention of FRED
W. BROWN, Jr. of Brooks. Me., to apply for admission to practice as an attorney at law in the
courts of this State, at the January term of said
4w49
Court, A. D. 1896.
T1LESTOX WADLIX, Clerk of Courts.

Waldo

ss.

office

Notice of Annual

CUPS a-d SAUCERS.

CHINA

Belfast,

RACKER JARS. CUT GLASS, Sc.

A CA PA B1 <E COM PA N V !
HIGH-' LASS SPECIALTIES!
BEAUS I !
SCENERY !

Meeting.

SKATES.
Boys

J. H. & J. W. JONES,
Successors to F. A. Carle,60 Main S

PICTURES,

Open

BRONZE and
METAL GOODS

Look at their

Display

from 9
I

to

DEPOSITS

away

ro

12 A, M.

PROPRIKIdii

Are
Your

4 P. M.
SOLICITED,

For ('h rist)n>
1 * a r's ]»ivm‘!h
!
call at tent ion t-

41tf

TOYS,

Leather and Celluloid, Atomizers, Rogers & Gallet’s Buy jour toys of this year.
Perfumes, Soaps and Sachet BIG LINE LOW PRICES.
CARLE & JONES,
Powders, Military Hair
21 Main Street.
Belfast, Me.
Brushes in Cases, Traveling
“CITY MARSHAL’S N0r7CE7~
Sets and all the novelties of the
j

CASH GROCE

Attention is hereby called to Sections 3, f> and
8 of Chapter 18 of tlie City Ordinances, relating
to the depositing of ashes, eie ii* the streets, to
digging trenches or walks across the traveled
l»art of the highways, and to the<«se of sleds, etc
on the streets and sidewalks. The police have
been instructed to thoroughly in force the same.
WM.A. KIMli A.'.L, City Marshal.
Belfast, Dec. 11, 1893.— 2vC><>

E. H. DURGIN, \L D.
—

Fitting of Glasses and Diseases cf 100
the Eye ar.d Ear a Specialty, j
MAINT.

SEARSrORT,
13tf

j

Our S3 Flour
is A tioOD

TV«*v% 1»*«:

TVo.
(>

KA11

COKNKlt

'i

to

A. A. HOWES & CO.

I

The Nose and i.

Tons Shorts and Feed
Just received and must be sold
make room for more.

St

Stockton

us

POOR & SON.

>•

AMES & SON.

in

season,

<a

non :«

From

elegant

y

nia ;

h. Richards

tliat an- non;
would !ik*• to.

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,000.

LESS THAN COST.

Simply thrown

top

□I

1.

Visitors welcome ami prices very
low to patrons.
3wA8

entire stock of.

SHOWER.

any

.AT.

POOR &l SON
offer tlieir entire stock of

than

Belfast.

^

Bargain Store WATER COLOR SKETCHES
holiday goods at the lowprices in the city. The reason
being that they are about to close

SUMMER

Will anil

with useful, ornamental and pleasing presents. Bin your Holiday presents ol u
can get each of your friends something and have some
money left.
Santa Claus will look out for the children—we sell him a load every daw
B
now before the GREAT RUSH.
You can get just what you want and have pie;
of time to select your presents. Get one of our wo; derful TRICK TOP”*

est

A

II

and you

beautiful

The Funniest Comedian on
the Stack To-Day in His
Dklk.iiti ui. Portrayal <»f
Ezra Haskins. J. P in His
New Comedy

-1...FT

WE HAVE FIVE LARGE XMAS TREES LOADED DOWN__

WANTED!

!
:

j

We know of but one community in the
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
world where dyspepsia is practically unMerchants’ Marine Hallway Company will be liolden
known, and that is the Shakers of Mount at the office of Messrs.
J. w. Frederick & Co.,
have
Lebanon, N. V. These good people
Belfast, on
January 1, 1896, at 2
been studying the subject of digestion for o’clock P. M.Wednesday,
The object of the meeting is to
choose live directors for the ensuing year; also to
more than a hundred years, and that they
understand it pretty thoroughly, is evidenced transact any other business that may properly
in the foregoing fact. Their Digestive Cor- come before said meeting.
CHAS. W. FREDERICK,
dial is the safest and best remedy in cases
Secretary and Treasurer.
of indigestion that we know of. A trial botBelfast, Dec. 12,1895 3wf>()*
tl< can be had through your druggists for
the triHing sum of 10 cents.
The Shaker Digestive Cordial supplies the
system with food already digested, and at
tiie same time aids the digestion of other
foods. It will almost instantly relieve the For both
and Girls.
ordinary symptoms of indigestion, and no
EVERY PAIR WARRANTED.
sufferer need to be told what these are.
Laxoi is the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.

IT THE

j Carle tfc J ones,

CONFERENCE.

Tlie closing days sessions of the Maine
dairyman’s conference at Norway Dec. Oth
In the morning Prof.
were well attended.
Jordan of the State College at Orono gave an
address on “The Relation of the Food of
Milch Cows to the Quality of the Product.”
Prof. Jordan cited abundant testimony to
show that solids in milk were not materially
changed in their relation to each other nor
in amount in a given quantity of milk.
Eighty-seven per cent, of average milk is
water*. The remaining 13 per cent, is ash,
casein, milk sugar and fat. Milk is rich or
poor, according to the amount of solids it
contains. Feeding may vary the amount of
milk given, and hence the solids, in a corresponding degree, but the relations of the
various elements remain the same.
In the afternoon Ex-Gov. \V. D. Hoard of
Wisconsin discussed “Waste and Economy
in the Dairy.” Success in dairying, he said,
largely lies along the line of practice at the
home ein. «>f the business, for we cannot
control the market end It costs as much to

produce

Stylish

Dinner Set.

appropriation

For

sample of

And Serviceable

his eyes.

keep

a

Temple, Belliist.

at

ter.

Hood’s

$1 35
1,45

THIS REALLY IS TWO PAIRS OF

VIEW.

“President Cleveland,” says Colonel
Boh Ingersoll, “is like the boy who drove a
\ oke of steers, with a horse in the lead. The
boy had trouble, left the whole business,
ran home and told his father that the nigh
ox had got on the off side and the off ox on
the nigh side, and the horse between them,
with his head toward the wagon, and that
all of them were going to hell together.”

a

OUR HARVEST OF RUBBERS

High Overs.
Men’s Wool Boots (4 stay) and Overs,
Men’s Wool Boots and High Overs, best,
Boys’Wool Boots and Overs,
Boys’ Long Leggings, come above Knee.

Be
A

Wool Boots and Overs before you Freeze Your Feet.

our

LOOK AT THESE PRICES.

Ellsworth's activity in trying to obtain an
for the dredging of I'nioii
river, has stirred tin* town of Franklin, and
an effort is being made there to procure an
appropriation for the dredging of the .-banuels m Taunton hay.
There arc. large
granite quarries on this bay.
The Brooklin Packing Company clos ed its
storm curtains on the sides to let down in
sardine factory last week, after the most
The seasuccessful
season in its history.
stormy weather, and is to befitted up nicely, j
son’s pack is about 40,000 eases, nearly S,000
having a full set of cushions for the seats j more than any previous year. The trouble
and after deck, and brass rails to extend in the East port factories did not affect the
factories in Hancock county, and tended to
around the forward and after decks.

by li inch stroke of piston. Steam will be
supplied by an upright tubular boiler of 42
inch diameter by 34 inches in height. She
will have independent air and feed
pumps
of the duplex pattern and brass keel condensers.
She will have an awning with !

Mrs.

special

the

putting

was

he

for this purpose.

The smallest place in the world is the
miniature place known as Steward City,
Alaska, United States, its three inhabitants being respectively mayor, chairman
ol the hoard of aldermen and president of
the common council.

Board

j and

a

to

S. \V. Haubok, Dec. ti, 1897. During the
heavy northeast gale of Dec. 3th schooner

on

ers.

an

Mount

com-

men

Populists seem to be less en- |
this subject than the oth- i

I he

thusiastic

public

and that is the Monroe Doc-

'fCvry stiij.e,
triae

be

seem to

cord between the

;'*

p'tie

Washington
“Upon only

^>>rk Journal:

u

was

early hour, the guests departed,
feeling a little tired, but overflowing with
expressions of thanks to the genial Captain
and wife for the lovely time they lmd on
joyed.
say at

to

ill take a tumble.

w

“that she

s

countenance, which caused the ladies to remark : “Well, 1 declare, I didn't think the
Captain was such a good looking fellow before.” A grand social time was enjoyed by
all, and at a late hour, or perhaps one ought

hen the C olorado

t

was

pretty as she could be.” Of course
the Captain was aware of that, but then
sucli a uniformity of opinion from h.s friends
was very
pleasing to him, and caused an
extra blush to spread over his large, open

just

Cripple
now ;

we

Everybody was pleased to learn of the
marriage of Capt. 0. E. Drink water, a well
known and highly respected young man of
this place, which occurred at Brewer on
Thanksgiving day to Mrs. Leonora Closson
of that town.
They will make their home
during the winter with the Captain’s parents,

fourth ballot.

man's

captain

alluded to rerecord of 21 miles travelled

sea

cently who had a
to his credit hut no game, made a very satisfactory break in his record last Saturday
at Little Harbor where lie had the good fortune to shoot a loon, a tine one, too, which
tipped the beam at 12 pounds easily. The way
he nodded his head to everyone he met on
the road gave one the impression that he
was a bit loony; and lie was, for hanging
down his back was the evidence, and no sane
man could deny it. It was a handsome looking bird and the captain felt just as proud as
though ii had been a moose. In all probability he will have it mounted upon the
ridge-pole of his stable as a warning to the
mariners who look up to the roof that they
may be reasonably sure that the wind will
be easterly.

good

a

is the

fray”

foot ball article in

course

Buy

have hauled into the Cove for the winter.

The President is

a

COLD WEATHER is with us to STAY.

BOSTON,
il-mrs,
Oct.,

1- to

2.

Other lion:

1805.—lyi'45*

!

VTkmS

Calendars. The Journal
acknowledges
the receipt of calendars for 1896 from
Spencer & Wilson, Poor &
Son, G. R. Poor, and
Stevens & Erskine.

j

BKLFA8T.

OF

brand new cutter,

jit, your

lo1'' hr *mir gal's consent,

ii>obbin or some other critter,
went.
t he animiie
UJ>

A W. Ives, electrical engineer of
Boston,
visited C. H. Maxfleld,
superintendent of
the Belfast Light and Power
Co., last week
They made an inspection of the
with a

Jdw* |Jt
billings' Ahoinak.

I

will

special importance

,t,ss

view’ to

T. 1. this afternoon and
q, lulance is desired.
j;i -U throughout the city will close
a

for the holiday vacation.
will begin January 6th.

December term of the County
will open next Tuesediting bills and dosing up the

the stereopticon views
were good.
He was
followed by Mr. "W. (4. Razell, who
gave a
concert on a great
variety of instruments,
some of them of curious construction,

."iers? Court
a

;i

s

,ir

nances.

City Assessors will be in session at
Mien's room next Saturday to hear
aim that fheii taxes for the

..

have

a1

...

been correctly

not

as-

('lias. B

E ituo has invented
proving of practical
an addition to the strap of his
quaiiz- th< weight of tile load
cinders it w--rks to perfection,
r

*-•

..

wli ch

Miss Hattie E. Robbins, assistant in the
High school, received Monday noon from
the Maine State Pomological society, a
check for $10, for botanical specimens and
other work in that department exhibited by
) er class at the Lewiston State fair this last
fail. [Rockland Star.

The transfer of the funds of the Belfast
Free Library from the Belfast Savings
Bank to Belfast city bonds was made Tuesday. Since our last issue $12,000 in the old
issue of bonds have been surrendered, mak-

Pknuusoot Frozen Over.

is

Ice

ing $92,000

beautiful oil painting by Mrs. Pierce,
the window of Kilgore & Wilson’s drug

The
in

Woodcock has on exhibition in
Rockland this week a collection of bis oil
and water color
paintings. The Rockland
Tribune says:
Mr. Woodcock is an artist of high ability
and has lent renown to his native State. His
paintings have been accepted both in the
Boston Art Club and the St. Botolph Club
of Boston; and to him was issued one of the
only two medals ever given by the Portland
Society of Art. His visit to our city will be
hailed with interest.

Wadi in, Esq.. Clerk of Courts,
mt the venires for traverse jurors
January term of S. J, Court, which
Jau. 7th, Judge Foster

■••

active preparations will not begin until after
the holidays.

The representatives of the Waldo Fish and
Game Protective Association finished the
stripping of fish in Swan Lake for the seaAbout 75,000 trout and 3,COO
son last week.
salmon eggs were secured.

H. L.

;,

v

1!

the details.

Col. C. H. French gave a lecture on Alaska
the Belfast Opera House last
Saturday
afternoon for the benefit of the school chil- I
dren. and repeated it
Saturday and Sunday i
e\filings. The lecture was
interesting and

liar

r

in some of

Edmuud F. Clement Jr. cut his left thumb
off except the skin on the inside of the band,
while cutting kindlings at Chas. T. Littlefield’s Monday afternoon.

The Belfast Band had a|rehearsal at their
rooms last Monday evening, to which a few
friends were invited. The music for the
minstrel performance has been received, but

at

Friday
term

improvement

A new arrangement of trains will go into
effect on the Maine Central Dec. 26th.

Unity.

plant

come

.T)U' W. C

William H. Green, department commandof Maine, G. A. R., has apppointed his
aides-de-camp, one from each county. The
Waldo county aide is Samuel A. Myrick,

er

store,

was a

list of letters remaining in
Following
tlie Belfast Post Office for the week
ending
Dec, 7, 1895: Ladies—Mrs. Lizzie Dyer, Mrs.
A. J. Donnell. Gentlemen—Mr. Allen L.
French.
Ship Letters—Capt. L. B. Cole,
yacht Volante, Mr. Win. Lewis, sell. Wm.
Frederick; Mr. James Doughey, sell. Wm.
Frederick.

made rap-.

now

We knew of

a man who said that if he had known a certain
estate was going to advance 20 percent, in value
inside of two years he would have bought it. In order that
regrets may not follow inaction in your case, we wish to impress upon you the true value of the

piece of real

CHRISTMAS HDKFS.

refunded.

a

>

A. F».

Cuticura Beauty

Mr. »J. Frank Baxter lectured at Memorial
Hall Tuesday and Wednesday evenings before large and interested audiences. His discourses dealt with Spiritualism in its various phases, and were scholarly productions,
well delivered. He is a fine singer and introduced a number of vocal selections with
goo* l effect.

■

idl\

at

CUTICURA SOAP,
Assisted in the severer
Forms bv gentle applications of
CUTICURA (ointment), the
Great Skin Cure, and mild doses of
CUTICURA RESOLVENT
(the new blood purifier).
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Mayor
Just received this week

Tokio China,

across

terminus

and

limiting

the

amount, of

fill.

decision, after the usual legal preamble,
as follow s :

Tin
is

Advkktisemk.vts.

Staples

said

Cothave received their
W

plans

shall be

complied

Please remember

close, out-An invitation is extendall and examine the
pretty things at
Locke’s jewelry store, National Bank build-

cost to

He wash

years

! ed to

plans

<

ni

view.

On

former
dicate build
charter, and
This plan has
of the

ground to order. Special holiday bargains
jin useful household articles. An artistic
calendar for 189b to every customer, in adj dition to premiums with tea, c-ijVe and

|

j

<

x\

sighed

luO j

uiruis,

Ti-ik Boston*

o

J

j

>

This is the

ships

.Sch. Annie B. Mitchell is dis.-harg
.•ng coni from Philadelphia for the Maine
ciitral R. R. Co.. .S*-i.i. Geo A. Pierce was
.-i-ars..

Monday for repairs to her sails,
b. and from Bangor for Vineyard Iiaven for
Sell. Jonathan Cone arrived from
Kiers.
Haverhill, De* bth, light, aCnU is loading
j

buy

if.

r t>

at

1’ait.-i

F, G.
is

White's for

a

v

,oading

{.if Boston

sell-

K. L.

Warren

metal, recalk and remetal before leaving
t:
dork.
She will then proceed to Norfolk
load coal for a port in <’uba.Sell Charlotte 1 Sibley is at New York loading for Key
West and Tampa. Oapt. Thomas G. Bartlett
will
command
her.Sch. Anna D.
Price, which left. Bangor last week with
••

old railroad iron, shipped by
& Aroostook railroad to be
used for anchors at Camden, went ashore
at
btockton Sunday and a part, of the
had to be dumped overdoard in
cargo
order to float the vessel. The iron lies in
only a f<->»v feet of water and it. will probably
be loaded upon another c.-ssei and. sent to
Camden as soon as possible.

cargo of
the Bangor
a

manufactory

they advertise.... The

as

We

j

as

it

comes

from the tea

gardens,

30, 40,50

sleighs which
of printing the

work

On

bay gelding Arthur B., 2.27 1-2, by
Bronze, iie by Hartford and he by Bysdyk’s
Hambletonian-A hearing was field SatfiOP^During tlie present month we slia.ll GIVE AWAY to every customer besides the
urday on the libel of liquors seized at Joseph
customary premiums with Tea, Coffee aud Spices,
S. Gilmore's, and they were ordered turned
over to the Sheriff to lie disposed of according

of the

law-There was one unusual feature in
the market in this city last Saturday. There
was not a barrel of kerosene in the city.... A
bottle of boiled cider exploded last week in
a case of cl mice bottled and canned goods at
A. A. Howes & Co’s, and nothing escaped

at

rite

sticky deluge-Skating

on

Kirby

Lake

favorite amusement the past weekAn examination of candidates for the positions of clerk and carrier was held at Belfast
post. Office last. Saturday-Stevens & Ersvas a

ivioc have taken the agency for the sale
t the Staples' jumpeis, manufactured at
Brooks_Miss Lizzie Kelley is employed

(.jerk at Carle & Jones during the holiMrs. J. N Stewart has a rare plant
known as tile waving lily, the blossoms of
are
which
very beautiful and fragrant.

|

SPECIAL HOLIDAY BARGAINS
I N USEFUL HOUSEKEEPING

China and

Glassware, Vases, Lamps, Tea, Dinner,
Sels,

and Commode
When making

holiday purchases

visit

Special inducement offered

our

Latest

<

we

Send

ur new

ALUMINUM

L

heartily welcome whether

Street,

Belfast.

Tat

hoy and

priced. Conn* and

President.

WIGGIN,

FRANK R.

Cashier.

1894.

$30,353 09
March 5, 1895.
$83,978.53
are

the Cur renew,

May 4, 1894.
$41,089.54
May 7, 1895.
$1111,325.50

Oct. 2, 1 894,
Dee. 19, 1894.
July 24, 1894.
$59,180.29
$74,532.52
$79,480.59
July 11, ls95.
sej>t. 28. 1895.
$123,085.58
$140,147.48

tak n from our sworn statements to the
on the above dates.

Comptroller

Washington,

■■

to

|

50 OF THEM.

Reefer Suits,
Sizes -i to S years—made in Blue and
Brown Cheviots and Fancy Cassimeres,
double breas:ed, turning away at the
throat, wide sailor collar and cuffs, trimto

We still have a few $5.00 81FR IIWOSIT HOIKS. Ail .,ar boxes
locks, SO they may he taken to and from rhe Bank if desired.

ha-a!
to

the infest i

d.-(»

are

ruin

a-

7n,■

tp.rovev<

ther

extra

].i.

the

Boys’
match.

&:t so,

-A.

I

lie sold you at

Boys’* Clothes,
KIND.”

(Tlr’Coods sent C. 0.1). with privilege of examiGm48
Express paid one way.

nation.

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

|

|
SLEIGH...

price LOWER tlian <•:«■ lie bought elsewhere. 1 CAN DO IT and
give you a SLEIGH fully warranted for ONE YEA if, for less money than any dealer in
Belfast or Waldo county. I job sleighs, purchasing in CAR-LOAD LOTS
Why then
can I not HEAT THE PRICE.of the lowest.
I will STAND BEHIND the warrant of
every SLEIGH. Fine stock of 50 in repository. 153^”CALL AND EX YMIXE.
Will

a

^-t.oo,
HOT COFFEE FREE.
tjSrj.OO,
*6.00,
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS and SATURDAYS from !) A. M. to 3
sr.oo. December tirst. See notice.

GOOD

lookatlhem

Temple. Belfast. Me.

This Bank beinir the latest established Bank in Wal l-> Oemtv,
•.
men ts in Fire and Bur«jlar-Pr«n»f work, thereby oiferiue: f/* -e-irit
y
bank in this county.

.ean

med with moliair braid

Masonic

low

DEPOSITS in the 1N UKRKST lUSlWlt TUION'T payable on demand, dra>v im-r-st
pavaHe .Tana*
t, draw im.-avst" from
ary 1st and July lsr
Deposits durimj; the fir r
days of
he first
of lint iiDUirh. This department olVcrs in n-h on n <-r
trU y
d •p'.>it.»rs in »n Si in.-s Banks, inasmuch as every deposit is a ten in to the hunt:, and all tlep »sit.s in our Bank ai </"./ro,,<<
l.v t wice the
amount of our Capital Stock.

Here is an iron to bring happiness
lady, the buy and the purse:

!

TON,

Feb. 28

These figures

of

purse—or a loan
boy and a far purse—or any kind of a hoy
ami any kind of a purse—and clothing to
buy for the >oy.
a

KNOWL

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS;

Where is
That Lady
With

STANDING

Deposits Solicited.

not.

CARLE & JONES,
21 Main

A

You are

or

WORK,

BASKETS,

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.

money that way.

lmy

POTTERY,

SCRAP

DWIGHT P. PALMER,

Wp had rather handle a large lot of goods
small profit, than a small lot at a larger
one, for this reason : We think we can make

you come to

GOODS,
SILVER

ROGERS & GALLET’S PERFUMES.

at a

Please come in.

GOODS.

LEATHER

GOODS,

LOW PRICED STOBE.
more

BIHLES ill groat variety,

CELLULOID GOODS. STERLING

and

for circular.

62 High Street, Belfast,

BOOKS,

style

;fH

BOSTON TEA CO.,

Silk Umbrellas.
FRAMED PICTURES
From 35c* upwards.

don’t claim to carry

store.

to Club orders.

Style Link Buttons,

Silk MufSers,

largest lino of Lamps in the
selling them at 1.' »'W PUK ES.

RYUHIIVG —but part of it. Look

“THE

ARTICLES,

Neckwear,
Pretty Scarf Pins,

We would like to show you our goods and
give you prices. We are honestly trying
hard to honestly make our store a

---------

I

Furnishings,

Fine New

goods.

BOYS' SLEDS.

.AN ARTISTIC CALENDAR FOR 1896..

to

arc

street tioor

air

TV

and 60 Cts. per, lb.

week, and GROUND TO ORDER, are unrivaled for trength and
fl'ivov. You need no longer drink old and musty tea and coffee since our
delivery and dub order system enables every family in Waldo county
to use our fresh goods.

Men’s

CONSISTIN'; OF

city.

Street Floor.

iu four flavors, at.

each

of the kind in the

inexpensive goods,

Gloves, Hdkfs., &c.,

+ m-

OUR COFFEES, FRESHLY ROASTED,

room

rhc

ha\«-

city, and

First, that the whole of the stock should be
sold, il any is. as the sale of a part would depreciate tie- \alue of the remainder. Second,
that this is the year to sell, as in tin; event
of the shore line being built our branch
road would be. practically worthless.
He
bcliews in the city going out of the railroad
business.
Nothing can be done towards
building the bridge this winter, hut the
Mayor proposes to make a beginning as
soon as possible.
He will first ascertain
what the stock can be sold for, and then act
accordingly. Whatever plan the eommittee may decide on, no important action will
be taken without first getting an expression

the

blanks for the Probate Courts lias begun, and already some of them are in use...
Walter H. West recently traded horses with
Dockland parties, thus becoming the owner

with

....

same

new

Boston-A. M.

Si'li Alida loaded barrels
:
lvaler’s for Rockland last week.. Sch.
Sarah L. Davis is hauled up at the bridge...
Tin- four-masted sell. I). If. Rivers is 011 the
ii v dock at Baltimore where she has been
rveyed under the American Record by
( apt. J. V. Johnson. The Rivers will strip

]

the

pure

only

Lamps.

-—CHOICE FORMOSA OOLONG,-—

champion pig story. His porker, killed hist
week, lacked one day of being eight months
old, and dressed Mho pounds... J. H. and J.
Junes have a handsome new delivery
Lt is a practical vehicle and is from
pang.

High Street, Belfast.

useful and

PRICKS AUK LOW.

>

number, but 51 have been built in the past 15

Ml (minis nun-rant eed.

Price Imr

HOLIDAY GOODS. *7+

our

It is well stocked with nice

is a

—

..-

G. R. POOR,

China Parlor.

of

TEA LEAVES

< >m

A very choice line of beautiful,

j spices-See City Marshal's notice regard! log violation of city ordinances.Po-ir
Rivals
Don’t
the
ena
forget
ege, :s a u.it: \ e of Phillips, M<
| vY Son are closing out their holiday goods,
1
a't<
r!
vu-nt
the
Boston
Rivals at the some of them
by
1 r.-}; uurl.
and tin- school and
at less than cost, while others
-a
ib
use
this
opevening. Tliis is the tbs'. I ire.
thrown away. “Bargain tore”
simply
•g.ai "f tl
’'
People's Lecture Course, with is the
••p'liat ; nces.-non its, do .'Hits
caption of their advertisement_
.•
:
nts
J mors ip.:i: d 7. Con- tins hrilliant combination of star artists: Head what A. I*.
Mansfield, Masonic TemMiss Sigrid Lunde, Priina Doima Soprano;
! p e, lias to say of holiday handkerchiefs_
Mr. Felix Winternitz, Violin Virtuoso; Miss
See notices for annual meetings of stockii ems,
The ( oast Seaman's
sHirrtM;
I Jessie
Mabellc Downer. Solo Pianist and
holders Merchants’Marine railway, Belfast, j
:e
San Francisco has
issued a
; Accompanist : Miss Vora Burpee, Dramatic.
i:titled '‘The Red Record,” outSearsport National Bank, and Belfast Na- j
nan. pi: let
of the citizens on the point involved.
Reader and Reciter. We clip the following tional
Bank-Have you sampled the
.lining a
i-uipilatiou from its okimiis of 1
press notices.
wheat hakes at Swift & Paul’s, Masonic Temarticles relating to nn-itv on shipboard at
Mis* Sigrid Lnnde lias a very sweet and
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
; he pre-mi t nine.
Several Maine ships are j
ple V.Carle & Jones, 21 Main street,
sympathetic voice and a most charming
country than all other diseases put together, and
have
a
he
new
of
lot
Tokio chiua this week,
ichided i tlie list. The pamphlet will
stage manner, which is, after all, not manuntil the last few years it was supposed to he inlaced in the hands of Representatives and ner, but natural, easy grace and dignity. now on exhibition in one of their show win- curable. For a
great many years doctors proShe was recalled again and again. [Boston
dows. A big line of toys at low prices, and nounced it a local disease, and
Senators in f ongress and submitted to the. Herald.
prescribed local
Mr. w lnteruitz .snowed mmseit a perfect
something new in boys’ sleds_See an- remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with
; cess of the country for national publicity.
of his instrument. The pia.ving of nouncement of the
T' e adoption of the Maguire oill-of which a I master
Boston 5 & 10 cent store, local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Scithe young musician deeply moved the audi-is advocated as the most prae- j
for holiday presents. Five ence has proven catarrh to he a constitutional dis.! v is gi' .-j)
ence, anil he was heartily encored.
[Somer- headquarters
al measure to remedy theevils complained j ville Journal.
large Christmas trees ladeued with gifts. ease, and, therefore, requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
As a neider, Miss Vora Burpee gave evi- Bine Store, 111 High street_G. R.
..An effort is being made at Baltimore
Poor,
j dence
of rare ability, in fact, no tiuer recitahas something to say of watches J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only constit-nforee the law concerning row boats ;
street,
High
tmnist has ever been beard in this city. She
tutional cure on the market. It is taken internalarrying lights at night. The law says that J has exceptional dramatic power: is must and silver ware, the sterling and plated. 1 in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts
cry row boat shall carry one white light j e sy and graceful and shows the most ex- Prices low and ail goods guaranteed....
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
svstem*. They offer one hundred dollars for any
t, t ;ibi vc the stem at night, under a c* limit taste in her selections. | Binghamton Grand clearance sale of cloaks at 80 cents on
Send for circulars and testicase it fails to cure.
(N'. V ) Leader.
!
of
which
is
to
to
one
half
the
at
go
dollar,
-Muhy uf p-,Ki
Starrett's, and big bargains in monials. Address,
We must add a word for the charming
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Soli. Abraham Richardson,, young pianist, Miss Jessie Downer.
informer.
She other lines.
4w50
Sgjf~Sold by Druggists, 75c.
,-S\ adr, from
a.
Bangor for Vineyard; executed in a manner that told her audience. plainer than any words could tell t hem,
I:
fn w i|i iinidier, was in port last Saturthat she had mastered her profession. “J
'hhere had been some trouble with ice lo-ve! -aw her equal as au accompanist,*’ remarked «>ne «»f uiir teachers of the piano.
vesWade
a
numbered'
t i.
it,.
reported
|
1 lac.minster Enterprise.
is loading at Bangor and freights good.
Chat.
The street light at the corner of
H. g
.-)(i cents per thousaud more than
M i.n street and Waldo avenue, voted by the
t o ire tiiis season ior the Haven.... The
That give a cup of perfect tea.
hWe have received a new invoice of
Book
Blue
States
just issued O'.t.\ Gouueii at its last meeting, was pia ed
in p-.sit.jon and lighted Wednesday night....
hat at present there are, 151 fuli-rigDam 1 Brown of Searsmont reports the
.11 existence, of which
i American
i and

«"

Ls the very beet.

with.

Second, that the direction of the bridge
shall be changed so that the east end shall
land higher up, and that the rock fill at the
east end shall not exceed 500 feet.
This matter being settled Mayor Hanson
will next devote his intention to
raising
money for building the bridge. He has two

trell, 1‘2 Main street,
holiday stock and are ready to supply the
public with Christmas gifts iu hats, raps
ami gent's furnishing goods.
Everything
new amt attractive.
Clothing at less than

styles.

Silver Plated Ware

which we. are displaying in one of OUR
SHOW WINDOWS.
These goods were shipped > irect to us without being repacked, and as they are NEW
we thought perhaps YOU would like to
look at them and perhaps buy.

Unity

to certify that the
No\v, therefore, This
reported if.) to 12- below zero, ami Burnliam map of location and plans of said bridge,
’which are hereto attached, are hereby
laml lb
was
a
apWednesday
very unproved by the S or clary of War, subject to
! rtable day, with the
mercury close
t in* following conditions
down to zero ail day ami a cold northerly
First, that file Engineer Officer of the
gab blowing, Mr. I'inrcli's record showed United States Army in charge, of the District
within which the bridge is tube built
2
above zero at b.bO a m.
may supervise its construction in order that
Mhw

Sterling Silver

package of.

one

Is of the lat est and most desirable

slight modification
plan
having an outside synj
tlie bridge under the city’s
Diamonds, sterling silver, watches,
; mg.
the city lease it from them.
tea
looks,
sets, charms, stick pins and
been decided not legal and it
many other things to numerous to mention
is now proposed to have the outside capi■t low prices-At the Francis shoe store
ta lists furnish the money and the city build
this week you will find great bargains in
the 1.ridge. Then the city will transfer the
wool boots, overshoes and rubbers—in fact
to them and pay a rental. The other
bridge
in
the
line
of
everything
footwear_The
plan is that of selling the city's railroad
! Bost on Tea Co., 12 High
street, have received
stock to raise the money.
Of this plan the
a new invoice of choice Formosa
Oolong,
anbou. j
he is satisfied on two points ;
j Colters freshly roasted each week ami Mayor says

Ripley and John Prescotf of
i"
r-i.ini-i! Tuesday fr-m a -r;; to the
r,t> "f Mr Katabdin, 1 aviug shot, four
:.
One be -k was hung up at. B. O. Nor-

this

e*ju >i led. Tiedr
Sr ore r

reports

1

as

dog.-ee

••

.■Vi*mg th*
was,

e

A I’Croved.

Monday

by

Be-'fast harbor from the foot
Main street, .ait changing the
is tern

bridge

below. Mr.
rd, ictv. ever, showy (J above.
ilast braneii the temperature

'-dlt

atiox

received

forenoon’s
the official notice from the Secretary of
War approving the location of tin* proposed

/• ru

a

Lot

hi due

Mian

s<

The

the c.-inip, and the cari*
bt-ii mi Mi. Katabdin, when they are very
taken Tie- <•„her.
Mr Pair states that on WednesPerky
ai.
ei
LTi!s wvh ! plentiful
I-Iaurn:
Dee. till, the party climbed up the
! '! x
-o s
from
»i.:/.ati(»n of
tigers
N
Peak, and when they reached the
’;
(• •.lege, Harper's Ferry, West
Si V-u
>i> the other side a
in
saw
herd of
rgii I,-. a !‘ 1 g:ve t eoiuvi't at the Methoo
a.t':Although the range was
< hu.
tuts city next Saturday evm:uunt’ rs tired and killed
two, and
assisted :i(. C. T
1 r:
i*.i
p by iiea iiug the animals oil*, sucwho
IS
a
Aim-Tic.ii
S'*
ied
the
.St,
eei >i.
;n getting two more.
The animals
ui » .ws. out were large and in good
'jo.•!!!-• includes the qnaira n gro
iu
P”
One hunter who came down
T- n r<*Ted t
i. ;■;•••
!-ring out t
t o
K• i-.didin a few days before this party
l
■d u *' ‘(oho
end
"

The B
Haoisai

weather of tin1, season was
Tu. sday mciung, \\ hen thernn-meU-rs it!
ver::'. j>arts ..! me city reached that,
point.,

•.

wine’s and

('an you afford to buy unreliable goods for gifts.
Don’t you know your reputation is at stake? Think
how humiliating it is to give what you think is good
and have it prove, worthless.
Our

real water m tin iast. act is one of the
many
realistic features <>f tills great production.
The specialties introduced are of Vue highest
class.

trains to

Grundy; |

..

was cm

Starks.

road

taken by A. J. Moirison whim Frank
Brown of Burnham served as bra k email_
Tic- winter snow plow orders have been ;v-

...

■..-n

Dec.

was

Si ••ckssfv
Iii NTiNG Par: 11
Josuth S.
t rifting
li'vr
van
Ti
‘Ti ahnat. I Pae.
engineer .>f t!»*• freight train on the
....
-.am
the
"iitinued to the Belfast branch, returned fro in a hunting
a
j i-e.rsdav and
vn ;
i:o
ed tile- "11 < fcie- [ trip :■> Mi. Katabdin Saturday xvitii one
ihtig. ami
The party ..insisted
*««- a veritable ! eanbuu and two deer.
n iijMwat.ive h
1
a gat- from the
;/•,
The wind 1
lour, Mr. Paul, his brother Edwin, winds
snow, whu h
th
nort.h--;<st.
j at home on a visit from Eseaiiaba, M:di.,
mu: two hunters from Staeyviih
oat b ;?:el:es, drifted
They were }
depth -1
i;e Stealiii
JYr.i-hsrot, bound for gone from Burn bain eleven days, ami rump- i
id!,'
J Aston. hud at ! r whan u Belfast, until b ed on the East Branch about eight miles
in I
F•• •. i\ ;corning
Friday forenoon Pm: Stacyville. They killed during the
de- Trip all the deer and caribou allowed by
was
divided
*n
land
travedi g
im!

Opera Mouse, Saturday owning,
14th, in his greatest,success. ‘L\ Summer
ni improved version
Slmwer,"which is a g
of “Squire Haskins.
Has
niipany this season
contains such weii-known people as
Jos. E.Cordon. Harr\ (’roshy, Bert 11 ward,
(ius Wilia.nl, Brooks Sidm-ui. Leona Bland,
and Minnm Cordon. The
Id grist mill ;n
operation isoneot t he most striking scenes
e-ver presented on the stage, and v. as produced 1)\ Ball <\ King, the well known
scenic artists of BaiTai...
The shower of
Belfast

county

John McTaggart was
oh duty a few days tin- past week for a visit
<
Bosom.
His pk»' e as baggage master

••

} ill- w,-b.

P enobscot

negotiating with Mr.
piU'.hast! of rolts.

c

Bait

a

.*

in

Silver fmm
$0 m $12 ! Gold F li d. $15 ,'o $25
said Hold, $20 to $50 A Hoys* Watch for $2.50

A Si mmer Shower.
Arthur C. Salman,
the well-known vt.median, will appear at the

of the

one

an-

Hi i,,r the

Main,

'eu.se, VC. i i.
Sai.o<-ni. (’. F. Gobbett. After the business
me. flag
on o-fire was held, with ehuns ns.
the print-!:» i x umd.

I. >'lit- J
triiiy ivspotn'.•*:..
it." and t ;•••!;, when the ttili
‘*ts<<

•.

••

u'ses

Brewer,

Gifts.

as

A watch m akes an ideal Christinas
gift. A good
watch will last a life time and be a constant source
of satisfaction to both the owner and
giver.
OVe have a fine mw stock of Watches :

«

*'

2-ersoii do*

inter.‘!

v
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elected.

were

er, G. F. Cobbett:
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and tired hath;
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I
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Ted, instructing the cr.-w of tie freiglit
n.:i the plows. .An extra
plow is
cf tire j i-ept at. the Belfast yard to
used on the
Surgeon, Wm. M. Kr.skine: >i.,,
'- Vie. If*. Sunii'- re : Offi,
J e.
lie freight train
(' the (Iuaru, i oassenger train when ver
< at tin* other end of the
r. St-even*:
;; :•; .*• a tali\ es tu l >eline when the, road
a rl nielit
Encampment, C. \4 <' dibett, John gets blooked.
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Hopkins

was

e
*le.>iali W. Wilkins: S«• 11i«*r
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eon id not make a
hat
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benevolent, work.

also the dam of
b\ Mr. Marshall to

.die is

hist year

*• a

Arth'-.r

•pn sent and made the annual inspection.
He reports that be finds r! « Pot ‘doing the

Ke-

22b j 2

nee

s.v

ii.

1

..

arc

Ne1-.,

The annual 'nspee-

Army.

CM on

Marshal! Post. G. A. i',.. w as held at Meumnu
H lil ist Thursday evening, fol -owed by

wk-ii

horses

Grand

an.: el,

warning

wvok

,.ist

their

•.

-••••

atches

So'di everywhere.
Price, Cdtjot-ra, 60c,:
Boat. 25c.; Resolvent, $7.
Potter I)ruo
and Co em <'onf
Sole Props., host on. “Ail
about the Skin,” 61 pages, illust., free.

1

iut; >

MANSFIELD,

Masonic Temple.

To preserve, purify, and beautify
The Skin, Scalp, and Hair,
And restore them to a condition
of health when
Diseased, nothing is so pure,
So agreeable, so speedily effective as

Bangor on Sunday night, and although :t ma\ disappear in a tliaw present
Two grocery firms are having free exhibiindications point, to a windup of navigation
By an accident the letter “1” was knocktions of wheat products at their stores this
for 1,89.5
H< re is a table showing the openweek. At Swift, & Paul's a lady is cooking ed down from the motto ‘‘Welcome” in
mg Men's 1 a*bating Club will meet
dat.
and
s
tor
10 years:
ing
closing
As the
and serving Haskell's wheat flakes, a very Memorial Hall a few days ago.
The qm stion
v.-mug 1 n-c. P'ui;
A 11
Closed.
()pened
nutritious and palatable preparation of whole motto now stands the boys in blue recognize
w iil
!' IB-solved, T*:al
18*0
A pri i 10
5
Dec.
wheat kernels, the woody husk
Dec. 22
being re- it as their reply to President Lincoln it; 1861,
•qua! rights of so ft rage wu-h 1887..April 28
1888.A pri i 1.5
1 >cc. 18 moved.
At Ginn & Field’s a lady is serving therefore, no real damage was done by the
•do
ord-aiS\ invited J• be
11
1
1W.Mar. O
i.is rue Bug.
V'"' 9 I tlie new cereal product, shredded wheat loss of the letter.
/ 8an.
189o
Pon t forget Miss Charlotte T. Sibley’s
0 | cake*, a product adapted to various uses.
Dec
.A.pr:i (.;
e been n
■•••!• d m Wai-h-uls
Dec. 10
lecture on “Egypt in Starlight ami SunMr. William C. Marshall has so hi to
1 Oa-ds agionst the tueinCapt.
i.egist ix
bs‘i.Alar. 20
.Ian. 10
next Tuesday evening, Dec. 17th, at
-r*iiit»
cutters
u’l.-T. for damage
( Jan 19 i G. 1>. Pendleton a weanling colt by Harold- shine,"
hv’L.Anril 2
J >ec. 19 sun out of May Withers. The latter is a the Baptist Church, under the auspices of
■C:
.(!'!.Imills. Cl.as E.
189.:.Yon! H
Dec. 18 standard
breeding mare and the dam of two the Be.'.fast W. C. i\ Ali enee. Admission
he ulJeg. d
W
E. i‘,-1 Kins, i.y
1894 .Mar. 22
D<v. 28
The proceeds will be devoted to
in the 2 20 list, Wiikesmont 2 20 Id and 25 cents.
ii
1895
n •,». pr> vcnti-ig no-n from
.5
Dec.
10
.April

|

offer.
We have given them that attention which all successful sellers must have.
And eacli number has been selected solely on its merit.
S®=Tlrey will repay inspection.
we

The reintroduction of electric lights in the
of Blackstone, Mass., was made the occasion of a public celebration in East BlackP. C. Pierce of
stone last Mouday night.
this city went to Blackstone a few weeks
ago to put in this plant.

is to

is

the $118,000

Hdkfs.

Holiday

town

contribution to the Girls’ Home
be disposed of for the benefit of
that institution. Enquire at the drug store
for particulars.
and

of

Mansfield’s

SLEIGHS,
Belfast

P.

M., after

GrEO. A, BAILEY.
HARDWARE,
CARRIAGES.
■■

National

Bank. Searsport National

The annua' meeting of the -^ockhoiders of the
Belfast Xa'innal Bank for the choice of directors
and the transaction of any other business that,
may legally come before them, wilj he le'e a;
then- hanking rooms on Tuesday, .1 aim art Mih.
1895, at 1ft o'clock \ m
(
\Y \YKSOUTT. Cashier.
Belfast, Dee 10, lStm 4w.‘o

The

annua;

Bank

ineetina of tin* stockholders of the

Searsport Xati*>ii;i! Rank for the election of dimay
tlmir

and

transact ion of any other lm-mess that
loyally eome before them, will In* held at
1>‘ uU’in- room on Tuesday, the 1 -fill day of
I Mill, at two o’cl >«k I*. M.
HAS F «i »R1><)\. Fash it r.

rectors

January,

Searsport,

Dec. 10, Isyd.—4wG0

these prizes is indicated by the fact that i the public the author of “Social Evolubefore reaching their conclusions the tion” in a new light, that of a naturalist
judges were compelled to peruse nearly a i and lover of nature. He describes a midthousand poems, more than a thousand night walk in the neighborhood of LonTHAT LYDIA E. PINK H AM’S
novelettes, and 8,000 short stories. Mayo j don. The musician Stavenhagen has a
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
YV. Hazeltine, formerly of Belfast, was timely paper, with portrait, on Humper- 7
dinck's “IJansel und Gretel.”
Mr. Lesone of the judges.
Hi Daily Curing Backache, Dizziness,
lie J. Perry describes with numerous exChatterbox for 1805—the only genuine
! amples from the records the “Appeals to
faintness, Irregularity, and all FeChatterbox—has been received from Estes
Lincoln's Clemency,” and the Rev. Dr.
male Complaints.
& Lauriat, publishers, Boston.
It con- j
Munger has a suggestive paper called
tains a great! variety of original stories,
Miss Thomas
Maid.”
[SPECIAL TO OOl LADY BEAD EBB.}
Heavenly
“Music,
sketches and poems for the young. All
writes in both prose and poetry of “GlaIntelligent women no longer doubt the
the illustrations contained in it are exvalue of Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable
mour.” A very timely article is printed
pressly designed for it by the most emi- in “Open Letters” on “The International
Compound. It speedily relieves irregunent English artists.
This, the acknowl- | Exhibition of 1900,” with a map. This larity, suppressed or painful menstruaedged king of all juvenile books published is by Theodore Stanton, who speaks from
in the world, both as to merit and amount
a close knowledge of the subject.
There
of circulation, is fully up to its standard
are editorial essays on “Congress and
of excellence this year.
In fact it seems the
Currency System,” “Fruits of Civic
to grow better every year, and is eagerly
Spirit,” “A Citizen by Adoption,” etc.
looked forward to by tens of thousands of Harriet Prescott
Spofford publishes a
young people as the holiday season ap- poem entitled “Hear, O Israel!” and
proaches. It contains over 400 pages, and there are shorter pieces of verse in
200 original illustrations by great English
“Lighter Vein.”
artists, and is not only a most interesting
hut a very instructive book, and its healthy
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
moral tone has always been acknowledged.
Small 4to.,
illuminated board covers,
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It will keep your chickens strong and healthy. It
will make young pullets lay early. Worth its
weight
In gold for moulting hens, and prevents all diseases. It
Is absolutely pure. Highly concentrated. In quantity
costs only a tenth of a cent a day. No other kind like it.

CONDITION POWDER
matter what kind
ST'™,™Sheridan’s
Powder.

of food you use, mix
Otherwise, yourproflt
Jv.iJVii
ral'nndY winter will be lost when the price for eggs
•rj?
■s
very fnirh. It assures perfect assimilation of the food
elements needed to produce health and form
eggs. It is
•OKI by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or
by mail.
Dingle pack, 25 e»s. Five *1. Large two-lb can £1.20. Six
1

I. S.

JOHNSON

CO.,

&,

Bkst Pori.try PapKR
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free

Custom House St., Boston, Mass*

Literary News

and

Notes.

Mr.

I>. Howells lias written a striking paper lor the December Forum on
“lbe Nature ot
Liberty," contending
that liberty and poverty are
incompatible.
A year’s subscription to Holden
Days
makes an excellent Christmas
present for
a boy or
it
is
issued
girl,
weekly and
monthly. James Llverson, publisher,

Philadelphia.

Hon. Theodore Roosevelt lias contributed to the December Forum an article
entitled “Thomas Brackett Reed and the
Fifty-first Congress”—highly commending Mr. Reed for the course which he took
in that Congress to
suppress filibustering.

Christmas gifts for

men, a Christmas
and Christmas suggestions of various kinds appear in the number of
Harper's Bazar published December
ith.
Fashions for children, with many
illustrations of girls' trucks and wraps,
will be found in the same number.

market,

There will be the usual abundance of

good stories in the December number of
McClure's Magazine, including a Christmas
story, one of Anthony Hope's everwelcoming Zenda stories, and a humorous
stoiy of African exploration and London
stage life by Robert Barr.
The December number of the American
Kitchen Magazine contains A Christmas
Dinner, by Mrs. Lincoln, with many other
good things, including an illustrated article by Edward Atkinson on the Aladdin
oven.
Home Science Pub. Co., 485 Tremont street, Boston.
Estes A Lauriat have just
published a
charming historical stoiy for boys by
James Otis.
It is called “The Hoys of
1741 at the Capture of
Louisbourg,’- and
the title explains the book.
There is just
enough of romance spread over the facts
to make the combination a
very tasty one

„to youthful
Tl

readers.

1 hanksgiving Babyland
begins the
new volume iu a
Its
very taking wav.
Thanksgiving story, “The Candy Turwith
its cute little picture and the
key.'
beautiful big frontispiece will please the
listeners
nursery
immensely. “The
Thanksgiving Pumpkin" thyme and picture are both good.
There are many
other excellent features.
Alpha Pub.
Co., Bostou.
e

Estes A Lauriat, Boston, published last
week “Five Minute
Stories,” b\ Laura
E: Biehards, author of
Jami-

“Captain
arj.” “Melody,’’ “(jueen Hildegarde,”

1 bis work is a collection of short
stories and poems, for children. The book
is fully illustrated with
original illustrations by A. U. \\ beelan, E. B.
Barry and
others, and charmingly bound with a deletc.

icate, dainty

cover.

The November

number of McClure’s
Magazine, containing the opening chapters
of the Lite ol Lincoln, was out of
print
in two weeks alter publication,
increasing
the circulation by 41,000 new subscribers.
1 he In st * dition for December will be over
200,000 copies, a further iuetease ol
000, and will contain other chapters in
Lincoln’s early life with 21
pictures, four
portraits of Lincoln. One of the Lincoln
pictures and many of the other illustrations have never befoie before been pub-

lished.

A Maine author, whose studies of country life ami character, it is claimed, may
sometimes be classed with those of Miss
Jewett and Miss Wilkins, is Mrs. Webb
Donnell of Kent's llill, whose
signature,
Alice Hamilton Donnell,
is becoming
pleasantly familiar to readers of standard
periodicals. The Youth's Companion compliments her latest story, “A Thanksgiving Peacemaking,” by printiug it on the
first page of the special
Thanksgiving
number, with illustrations by Alice Barber

Stephens.

In the prospectus of “Our Little Men
and Women,” the popular illustrated
magazine for young readers, is noticed
among the names of such contributors as
Sarah Orne Jewett, Sophie Swett,
Mary
E. Wilkins, Jessie Benton Element, Sophie May, etc., that of Percia V. White,
with this very appreciative announcement
accompanying: “How Mamma Used to
Play: by Percia Y. Willie, a dozen lovely
little idyls of child happiness.
Each wiil
have a full page picture by Hiram P.
Barues.”
Mrs. White is an accomplished
Orono woman and a graduate of the Maine
State College, class of ’79, and is to be
warmly congratulated on the success she
Juts attained as a writer.
The

December

number

of

Harper’s

Magazine presents a holiday appearance
in its cover of white, gray, and gold, and
the illusion is not dispelled by an examination of the contents, beginning with a
fromispiece in color. This frontispiece
is one of twelve illustrations of a series of
four sketches by Howard Pyle, with which
the number opens.
Rarely has Harper’s
been embellished with more beautiful pic
tures than these, and they are worthily
succeeded by the wink of Frederic Remington, Albert E. Sterner, W. T. Smedlev,
J. R. Weguelin, F. V. Du Mond, R. Caton
Woodville, aud the other illustrators of
the number.
In the November number, Little Men and
Women starts off its serial and series, and
very bright aud valuable reading they
promise to be.
“Rockers,” by Margaret
Compton, is a city story of two very upto-date city boys.
“Nellie Ogg and Her
Goats,” by Frank Pope Humphrey, is a
beautiful romantic true Scotch story of
bonnie Piince Charlie’s” time.
Mr.
Pratt’s "Whirling Globe” will in a novel
manner
give pictorial accounts of “all
the children in all the world."
“All
Around a Doll House,” by Annie Isabel
Willis, promises to make easy the building and furnishing by diagrams and picture.
This leaves the half untold. Alpha
Pub. Co., Boston.
The New York Herald’s first

prize

of

$10,000 for the best serial novel goes to
Julian Hawthorne; the second prize of

$2,000 to Rev. W. C. Blakeman of Islip,
N. Y., and the third prize of $1,000 to
Edith Carpenter of Millville, N. J.
The
prize of $3,000 for the best novelette goes
to Molly Elliot Seawell of Washington,
and the $2,000 prize for the best short
story to Edgar Fawcett. The $1,000 prize
for the best epic poem is awarded to a
writer who veils himself or herself under
the nom de plume of Sangamon, without
revealing his or her identity. That the
winners did not lack competitors for

Children
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The Christmas uu mber of the New England Magazine is one of the most beautiful numbers which has ever appeared, aud
no number has ever offered a richer table
of contents.
It is full of the Christmas
spirit and strong also in articles which
appeal particularly to the patriotic sentiment.
’'A Story of Christmas Christianity” is the sub-title of Edward Everett
Hale's story “From Generation to Geni eration,” which will probably
attract
more attention than anything else in the
magazine, aud almost every story iu the
number is warm with the fraternal spirit
which belongs especially to Christmas.
“One Touch of Nature,” by Lucian Child,
“The Midshipmite,”
by Mrs. Searing,
“The Shadow on the lied House,” by
Frederick 11. Cogswell, and other stories
in the number are all instinct with a
strong humanitarianism.

(luting for December is a pleasant blending of good fiction and breezy sketches of

sport, adventure and travel in many lands.
Two excellent complete stories are, “A
Kiver Between,” by Florence Guertin,
aud “Charlie,” by 11. Beigengren.
The
river between does not prevent a New
Yorker visiting Brooklyn to some purpose,
while “Charlie" is a disembodied spirit,
“fn
—gnosny, yet tunny.
‘Skating
Ed. W. Sandys points the way to the
graceful mastery of the steel blades.
Other valuable features are “Hunting tlie
Caiman;'’ “An Outing in Labrador,” by
I!. G. Taber;” “Caiibou Hunting,” by
the late E. P. Rogers” “Salmon Fishing
on Snake River;”
“Lenz’s World Tour
Awheel” and “On the Frontier Service,”
Lieut.
G.
W.
Van
Deustn. Among
by
many beautiful illustrations are several
by Frederick Remington.

The Granite Monthly for December comthe year in a highly creditable manner.
The town of Warner, rich in the
memories of an historic past, is delightfully sketched by the well-known writer,
Amanda H. Harris. V. C. Sanborn begins
a two-part article on “The American and

pletes

Sambornes,” exceedingly valuall interested in genealogy. Henry

English
able to

Clay Darnabee,

the dean of American
comic opera, a native of Portsmouth, is
flic subject of a brief sketch with portraits in character.
“War Pictures” are
concluded and “Wild Reutligen” arrives
at a happy denoument of bis many adMiss Zaida Call contributes a
ventures.
touching story of woman’s constancy and
is also numbered among flic- writers of
verse, together with F. L. l’halen, Clarence Henry Pearson and E. Iiodgman. The
departments are as valuable in their contents as usual
Concord, X. 1L, $1.30 a
year.

Abner Coburn, G A Nicliols, sailed from
Hiogo July 8 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 8 for New York.
A J Fuller, Waluutt, sailed from New York
Aug 25 for Shanghae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30
N, lou 38 VV.
Alameda, Chapman, arrived at Sydney,
NSW, Oct 20 from Vancouver; in port Oct
28th.
Relic of Rath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York Oct 28 for Shanghae.
Centennial, R F Colcord, arrived at Raltimore Nov 20 from Hong Ivong.
Charger, D S Goodell, sailed from La
Plata Sept 10 for Hamburg.
Daniel Rarnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Philadelphia June 19 for Nagaski.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at Shanghae Nov 9 from New York.
Gov Rome, Nichols, cleared from Philadelphia Oct 25 for Hiogo.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Manila
Aug 27 for Rostou; passed St Hehna prior
to Nov 12.
Henry R Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
from San Francisco Oct 19 for Liverpool.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, at Portland, O,
for New York.
John McDonald, 1 V Colcord, sailed from
New York July 19 for San Francisco; spoken
Sept 28, lat 49 S, Ion (>5 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New
York Nov 18 from Buenos Ayres.
Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 80 from Kariuk.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
from New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong.
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, cleared from
Philadelphia June 10 for Hiogo; spokeu
July 14, lat 9 N, Ion 25 W.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
San Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol.
K R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
York June 18 for Yokahama; spoken June
22, lat 85 N, Ion 01 *V.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, cleared from New
York Nov 20 for Anj^r for orders.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, sailed irom Honolulu Nov 9 for New York.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, failed from Sydney, NSW, Sept 21 for London.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 2 from New York.
St David, Carver, sailed from New York
Nov 2 for Amoy ; spokeu Nov 8, lat 39 80 N,
Ion 71 45 W.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, cleared from
Philadelphia June 18 for Hiogo; spoken July
(j, lat 22 N, Ion 80 W.
Tillie E Star buck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at New York Oct 19 from Honolulu.
Wandering Jew, 1> C Nichols, on tire at
Hong Kong Oct 29, scuttled and sunk.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Yokahama Oct 24 from New York.
Wm H Conner. Frank I Pendleton, at
New York fur Simnghae.
W J Kotcli, Sewali C Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia Jijl.y 27 for San Francisco.

Montevideo Nov 20 from Boston.
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
Honolulu Nov 7 for Hong Kong.
Beatrice Havener, Hichborn, arrived at
New York Dec 8 from Bridgeport.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York Oct 12 iruiii Surinam via Barbadoes.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
Spain Nov 18 from New York.
Edward Kidder, J H Park, from Junin
for Hampton Hoads, at Valparaiso, leaking.
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
from Colombo.
Evanell, W H Blanchard, arrived at Callao June 80 from Iquique.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Nov 1 from Kiachuelo.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Port Natal,C
G li, Oct 18 from New York via Port Elizabeth.
Havana, Rice, sailed from Havana Nov 28
for Port Tampa.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, from
Puuta Arenas for New York, sailed from
Barbadoes Nov 22.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed Irom Brunswick, Ga, Nov 25 for New York.
Henry Nor well, Cushman, arrived at New
York Nov 22 from Brunswick, Ga.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
from New York Oct 15 fur Hong Kong;
spoken Oct 27, lat 85 80, Ion 48 05.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Boston Nov 19 from Rosario.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana Nov 28 from
New York.
Mary E Russell, W S Nichols, at Milk
River, Ja, Nov 25, to sail 27th.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Singapore Sept 24 for New York; passed Anjier
Nov 3.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
New York Nov 7 for Port au Prince.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for St Pierre.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
Aug 1, unc.
St James, F B Clifford, at Hong Kong Oct
22 for New York.
St Lucie, J T Erskine,arrived atNewr York
Oct 25 from Zanzibar.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Philadelphia Aug 24 for Buenos Ayres.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Montevideo Oct 2fi from Portland.

The Christmas spirit runs all through
the December M. Nicholas.
“How a
Street-Car Came ill a Stocking'’ is told by
It was me a little toy
Harriet Allen.
affair, but one that had canied passengers
iu a great city for many years.
Just how
happy it made the recipient every little
boy can imagine. Sarah Orue Jewett, in
"Hetty Leicester's English Christmas,”
gives further experiences of a heroine
who lias already made many friends.
There is almost a touch of pathos iu “A
Christmas White Elephant,” by W. A.
W ilson, jolly as the story is.
A little girl
falls in love with her Christmas tree,
which site imagines is alive after reading
one of Hans Anderson's talcs, and her
parents are at their wit's ends to know
how to dispose of it.
James Whitcomb
Riley contributes a child-poem that is in
his most imaginative vein, “The Dream
March of the Children,” and Bertha E.
Bush desetibes in verse “The Christmas
Song of Catdmon.” But attractive as are
these holiday features, they do not constitute the leading charm of the number.
This will be found in “Letters to Young
Friends,” by Robert Louis Stevenson.
This magazine has been fortunate enough
to secure a number of letters written by
Stevenson to his little ward, Austin Strong,
and to other children. The first selections from them appear in this issue, together with a new portrait of Stevenson
and other pictures.
The letters describe
the romantic features of the writer's life
in Samoa, and give a graphic account of
his native retainers. Mrs. Constance Cary
Harrison, in “The Little Carltons Have
Their Say,” draws from her own experience in Richmond during the war.
“Our
Secret Society,” by George Parsons Lathrop, will prove to its readers that boys are
very much the same now as when the
writer was a youth.
Mrs. Helen E. Greig
tells of “Owney, the Post-office Dog,”
and some new pictures are given of this
SCHOONERS.
remarkable canine traveler. “Bombshell:
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
An Artillery Dog,” who saved the lives Boston
Sept 4 for Rosario.
of two little children by his instinct, is deHattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
scribed by Lieut. John C. W. Brooks. at New York Oct 17 from New Bedford.
The serials are represented by interesting
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Boston Nov 28 from Apalachicola.
chapters.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
The Christmas Century is notable both Stamford, Ct, Nov 25 from Pascagoula.
John C Smith, Kneeland, at B« lfast for
and for its literature.

pietorially

Perhaps

tlie most striking and novel illustrations
are those by Tissot from his well-known
series, “The Life ,if Christ,” which have
been seeu only in Paris, but which may
later be placed on exhibition in the United
States.
The article on this extraordinary
work is written by Miss Edith Cones. Another set of interesting illustrations is by
Louis Loeb, the American artist, accompanying au article on “The Passion-Play
at Vordcr-Thiersee.” Vibert’s well-known
picture, “The Grasshopper and the Ant,”
is reproduced in the series of pictures now
running in “The Century" by this distinguished French artist. A little story by
the artist accompanies the reproduction
of the painting.
This number gives the
opening chapters of a story called “Tom
Grogan,” by F. Hopkinson Smith, with
pictures by Mr. Reinhart. “Tom Grogan” is a character which is likely to take
its place among the curious and popular
contemporary figures presented to the
public by Mr. Smith. A real old-fashioned Christmas story by Stockton is entitled
“Captain Eli’s Best Ear.” Amoug the
short stories, however, none will attract
more
attention than Rudyard Kipling’s
“The Brushwood Boy,” accompanied by
a dreamland map. This is a realistic piece
of fiction with a dream accompaniment,
one of Mr. Kipling’s most original'inventions.
Tiie second instalment of Mrs.
Humphry Ward’s “Sir George Tressady”
is given, and it is evident that Lady Maxwell (in other words “Marcella”) is to be
one of the most prominent figures in the
story, Marcella married and at the very
top of her political and social influence.
The article entitled
“A
Midsummer
Night,” by Benjamin Kidd, presents to

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

repairs.

John J Marsh, Drink water, sailed from
Rockport Nov 11 for Port an Prince.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
Bangor Nov 27 for New York.
Linab C Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived
at Brunswick, Ga, Nov 29 from New' York.
Lucia Porter, Griudle, cleared from New’
York Nov 30 for Key West, Tampa and
Mobile.
Mary A Hall,M Veazie, arrived at Bridgeport Nov 2 from Darien.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelphia Dec 4 from Portland.
Sallie i’Ou, W H West, arrived at Cardenas Nov 21 from Philadelphia.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from Norfolk
Nov 22 for St Jago de Cuba.
Willie L New'ton, E Coombs, arrived at
St Jago, Cuba, Nov 14 from Rockport, Me.
Permanently Cures Itheumaihm.
There is nothing wonderful about the fact
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla perfectly and permanently cures rheumatism because it is
well kn. wn that rheumatism Is caused by
lactic acid iu the blood, and Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the one true blood purifier. “Last
spring I was troubled with that tired feeling
and had more or less trouble with rheumatism especially when I took cold. I began
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and used five
bottles. It has built me up and given me
strength and have not had any rheumatism
since taking it. I regard Hood’s Sarsaparilla
as an excellent medicine and I propose to
begin taking it for catarrhal troubles.’’ Mrs.
M. Sarah Murphy, 19 Mill St., Augusta, Me.
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The Star writer had
midst of

sat

down in the

group of conversationalists
in front of a hotel, where there
a

gathered

accommodations for those to sit who

were

love to

indulge

in

an

hour

or

so

of after-

dinner talk.
“That reminds me,” said a man from
Virginia, wheu another man had finished
a pleasing and pertinent story, “of a cow
used to own when 1 was about coining
of age.
I was working on my father’s
farm for my board and clothes, and part
of my arduous duties was to milk the
we

They

cows.

MOTH ERS,

pretty good milkers,

were

every one of them, but there was one that
was the ‘milkin’est cow you ever
see,’ as
one of our hired hands
put it. She was
so little that the hired man could
pick her
up and pack her into the milking shed,
and she gave so much milk that it took
two men to carry it to the
spring house.”
It required about a minute for the fine
points of this narration to work their way
into the perception of the listeners, and
then a long-legged Kentuckian gave a
gulp as if he were swallowing the yarn

■ ▼ ■

iority,

tions, weakness of the stomach, indigestion, bloating, leucorrhoea, womb trouble, flooding, nervous prostration, headache, general debility, etc. Symptoms of
Womb Troubles
are dizziness, faintness, extreme lassitude, “don't care,” and “want to be
left alone”

feelings, excitability,

irrita-

bility, nervousness, sleeplessness, flatulency, melancholy, or the
blues,” and
backache.
Lydia E. Pinkliam’s Vege-

table Compound will correct all this
trouble as sure as the sun shines. That

Bearing-Down Feeling,
causing pain, weight, and backache, Is
instantly relieved ami permanently cured

by its use. Under all circumstances it
acts in perfect harmony with the haws
that govern the female system, is as
harmless as water. It is wonderful for
Kidney Complaints in either sex.

Lydia E. Pinkliain’s Liver Pill9
work in unison

w ith the Compound, and
cure for constipation and sickheadaclie.
Mrs. Pinkliam’s Sanative
Wash is frequently found of great value
for local application. Correspondence
is freely solicited by the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., and the
strictest confidence assured. All druggists sell the Pinkham remedies. The
Vegetable Compound in three forms,—
Liquid, Pills, and Lozenges.
are a sure
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22. E. C. WEST'S NS5VE A1TD BEAUT T8EAT1IE8T
is sold under positive written
guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak
Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost
Manhooo;
Quickness; Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack f
Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion. Youthful
Errors, or
Excessi *>» use of Tobacco, Opium or
Liqurr,
which leads to Misery, Consumption.
Insanity
and Death. By mail. £1 a box: six for s"»; with
written guarantee to cure or refund
money.
Sample package, containi g five days’t reatment
wita full instructions. j:> cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
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A Srnoio s Broino-UBiery.
B

Splendid curative npent, for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Bruin Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also ter Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for A coholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 20 and .30cents.
Effervescent.

C

without labeling them

Absolute Security Guarantee by
Real Estate.
Tlie Petit Manan Land and Industrial Company
offer at par, 810.00 per share, fifty thousand dollars of the Treasury Stock of the Corporation.
The Company invite the closest scrutiny of its affairs amt ’prospects, and will he pleased to answer all inquiries.
A sufficient acreage of real estate is reserved as
a perpetual auil absolute guarantee to stockholders.
Present coi dition of the business wan. nts
the management it stating that a special dividend
in addition to the 2 per cent quarterly dividend
will be declared in lsiMi. All st ckholders of
lecord Met. 28,
will receive the Dee. quarterly
dividend.
Write the

pectuses,

Company

for

etc.

surveyor’s plans,

Pros-

INDUSTRIAL COMPANY,
04 High street, Belfast, Maine,
Or 401 John Hancock Building, Boston, Mass.
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BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
undersigned hereby gives

notice to all
VERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that he will
at
his
office
in
McClintock
be
Block, at the corner
ot Main and High streets, daily, on and after
from
10
to
12 a. M.,to receive
Monday, May 20th,
N. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
payment.
For Belfast Illuminating to
The

May 13,1895.-23tf
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of all other remedies for children combined ?
no Voil Know that the Patent Office
other

countries, have issued exclusive right

“C.istoria** and its

one

of the

no You Know that
or

cent

one

D°

a

to use

t:„-v

prison, nffi.

for granting tins government pr<,n-•
absolutely harmless?

average doses of Castoria

furnished

are

f

r

d. >se?

Know that when

bek-.pt well,

assigns

state

a

United Slat-

Cm-

reasons

because Castoria had been proven lobe

cents,

Department of

Dr. Pitcher and Ids

formula, and that to imitate them is

Do Vou Know that
was

to

possessed of this perfect preparation, your childrt

>

and that you may have unbroken rest?

>Vell, these tilings

are

worth

knowing. They

are

facts,

man.

“It’s
it it,

a funnel-shaped
hole, that looks
might he the crater of art extinct
volcano, varying itt depth front ten teet to
bottomless, and ft out fifty to a hundred

as

feet

rile fac-sl.nile

was

V/fTl 'T™--

is

signature of

across the
As 1
top.
There was a sink hole
half mile from the house, and as
we went
by it, we heard the cow bawl,
and going over that way we found her in
the hole and unable to get out.
1 reckon
she was twenty-five feet or so below the
level and the sides were too steep for her
to climb out.
We figured awhile on the
best way to get her out, and at last the
nigger boy said lie knew how to do it, and
right away slid down into the hole w ith
the cow and began to milk her.
He told
me to wait at the
top for him and I did it,
and in a mighty little while, I’ll he
dogged, if that nigger hadn’ t milked enough
into that sink hole so that both him and
the cow could swim out.”
The Virginian looked at the Kentuckian as if he wanted to hit him, but a New
Y’ork man began to talk and the battle
or

was

about

more

Children

saying:

every

0,1

w

rapper.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

a

Don’t Tobacco
Spit and Smoke

postponed.

of gunli.nts,” lie said, “reof bullet holes, and I met a man
to-day looking for a patent, who was in
the inventing business fifteen years ago,
when I lived up the Hudson.
He had invented a machine for taking hones out of
shad that was the very best thing of its
kind ever tried.
All you had to do with
it was to screw it on the side of the table,
in
cooked
drop
your
shad, turn the crank
ana tiie machine hied all the meat into
your mouth ami all the hones under the
table. All tiie inventor needed was to find
a man with
money to help him bring out
the machine and put it on the market, hut
moneyed men were scarce and it was a.
long time till one was found, but lie was
iound at last, and then the inventor was
happy. He showed the capitalist how it
worked, and the capitalist was so wvl:
pleased that he took it home with him to
show it to his wife.
Next morning, just
after breakfast, the inventor got tiie machine hack again and with it a note that
crushed his hopes forever.
Tiie capitalist
not only didn't want anything to do with
the confounded machine, but hoped the
inventor would go to a place where there
wasn’t enough water in a million years to
tloat a minnow,
it was a longtime before the inventor could tiud out what the
matter was, hut lie did at last, and then
he learned that tiie capitalist in attempting to show Ids wife how' the machine
worked turned the crank tiie wrong way
and filled himself so full of hones that he
couldn’t get his shirt off for six weeks.”
There was something so pathetic in this
tale of tiie disappointed inventor that it
was fully two minutes before the Ohio
man could say
something to dispel file

m a k
the nerv-

“Speaking

minds

me

gloom.

strong,
brings lia
feelings

the

youth to the p
matm-elv old mu
pounds in ten days.

GUARANTEED

T0BAC00 HABIT CUBE,
Go buy and try a box to-day.
costs only 81.
Your own U .e

will guarantee a cure or
money v
funded. Booklet, written guarantee jf re
and sample free. Address nearest offlt,
CHICACO.

The

Journal

and

the

Tribune.

Last year The Republican Journal Pubhad a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by which the two papers were

lishing Company

UAvvAHL I

j

j
i

have The New York Weekly
Tribune without extra charge. In remitting it should he stated that the Tribune is
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the recan

quest is made. The New York Weekly
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
all the news of the world, while its different
departments, political news, editorials, etc.,
make it a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at 81 00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present standard,
with special attention to local and State
news.

at any time.

Subscriptions may begin
Relief

In

Six

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every parof the urinary passages in male or female,
It relieves retention of water and pain in
passing it almost immediately. If you want
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast,

V

Me.

■fOOD-'*

i

■

s.i.o

iJlSlousness, In location.
All
V pleasant laxative.

Ills.
Headache.
ver

Dru^'sts.

1’mvly

rath aft Ir hi rn constipation.
easy, sold by drui;£ist> cverywh*-!-.-,

v« <j- t

guaianU-.,.!

a*

u

’•

XIM K-XA BLi:.
On and after \ov. 4, I $95, trains coma ctmg at
Burnham ami Wutenille with tlimugn trams tor
and from Bangor. Waterville. rortland and Boston will run as follows
I Ho.M BELFAST.
A

1* M
1 25

+1 30
+14"
1 51

Waldo...
Brooks
Knox

+7 30
7 40
8 03
8 12
I Thorndike.....
Unity.,. 8 22
Burnham, arrive. 8 45
Bangor. 11 55

+2d3
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 5"

I* >1
3.5
4 "2

+4 25
4 45
15 in
5 32
5 5o
0 15

M

0 10

3 13

7 15

5 35
5) 20

1 40
58

f m

AM

Portland. 12 25
E
Boston »

l).

415

TO BELFAST.
P M

Boston <E I).
Boston,
^ w D.

A

A M

0OO
88()

1100

120

0 10
7 15
A

7
7
Thorndike. 8
Knox. +8
8
Brooks.
+9
Waldo
Citypoint. +9
Belfast, arrive. 0
.—

....

M

10
50
12
25
50
02
15
25

Winter

Arrangement-

In Effect 0

1, 1895.
STKAMKK ( MTI.NK,
will run
Ai-ii'1 inr^i Mini:
in connection with B. »\ B.S tv., as bLeave’West Brooksville at 7.2" \. vi
7.47.; Hughes Point, SB": Rv.lii- <
Janie Kim. B.20; arriving at Belfast. 1-

•Brooksville, Mondays, Wediiesdays ai
days.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 i*. m
above named landings.
Passengers y;oinjr List take steam**:

from Belt .st at 2 oo t* m every Mnesday and Friday. Take steamer next
landings from (’astine to Bar Harbo
Passengers p>jn*£ to Mill bridge, .loi»-j
Maeliias take steamer (’astine from Be
2.oo i*. m., stop over at ( astine. tak.
Frank Jones next morning for all lamii
(’astine to Maeliias.
AFKNTS: H. A. Freer, Belfast; J. P
Ryder’s Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hu^lics t
M. Vopiell, (’astine: R. A. Dod^e, Bro.'k'.
all

vt

■>"'f

C. W. SWALLIDGE. Manage

A M

Bangor
Burnham, depart.
Unity.

M

7 45

P

Portland.
Waterville.

llu.

■

M

Belfast, depart... 7 20
Citypoint. t7 25

Waterville

■

(.av

Maine Central R. R.

A M

0 00
9 20
0 30
+0 37
9 53
+10 00
+1" 10
10 25

4 3"
1 40
P M

5
5
5
15
5
+0

05
25
32
38
50
02

FOR FARMERS.

+0.15
0 20

tFlag station.
Limited t ickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale l»v F. E. Crowley
1AYSON TI CKER,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.

The farmers of Maine whose proper:
cumbered by mortgage are jrivinjr ento a Maine enter prize by insuring in tin*

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co
OK AUGUSTA.

Ool. HENRY It. STAPLES, Presid.

MosOugsrlSJo.
2 Trips

a

furnished to new subscribers at 82, and to
old subscribers paying in advance for 82.25.
Another contract has been made on even
more liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New anti old subscribers
are now placed on an equal
footing and all
who pay for The Journal one year in advance

THE STERLING REMEDY CO.,
MONTREAL. CAW.
NEW YORK,

ABQfIMRPVQ randy

A

—

DEO., MAEOH. JOKE and SEPT

your

That it lias been in

"Otf to tile west and south of the Blue
Grass.”
“And where’s the Blue Grass?” asked
the same man.
“You’d better go to school awhile,” replied the Kentuckian contemptuously.
“But as 1 was saying, My daddy had a
cow that used to come
up at night as regular as clock work, hut one night site
failed to show up and a nigger hoy and 1
went out lo drive her up.
There was a
stmt hole-”
“What’s a sink hole?” asked the Star

catarrh

QaartEiT; Dividends

or

ingredients

eigner.

CREAM BALM.

2 per cent

countries

V°«« Knowtliat Castoria is

own

“All inventors don’t have such had luck
as that,” ho said, with the conlidence of
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
the
average Ohioan, “and one 1 used to
Sold by all dealers.
know out there in the western reserve invented a machine that would have revolutionized the sheep business, if he hadn’t
been killed on his way to Washington to
get out his patent.”
“Do you call that luck?” asked the
New York man.
Apply a particle of the
Balm directly into the
“This patent,” continued the Buckeye,
nostrils.
Alter a moignoring the interruption, “was the neatment draw
strong
est thing I ever saw.
It looked like a
breath
through, the
nose. Use three times
small threshing machine, and it utilized
a day,(after meals preall the products of the sheep in the most
ferred, anti before recomplete manner possible. The operator
tiring.
ELY’S
CftEAM
simply tied the legs of a sheep in a bunch,
BALM opens
and
dropped the animal into a hopper, set the
the
cleanses
Nasal
■ ■ ■■ «
■*% i,
going and in three minutes he
Passages, Allays Pain LnilJ
HFAD machinery
I n flam (nation,
and
would turn out four quarters of mutton, a
Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane from
of
chops, two dozen tallow candles,
Colds, Restores the Sense of Taste and Smell. The peck
Balm is quickly absorbed ami gives relief at once. j three wool hats and a leather apron.”
Price 50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
An immediate and vociferous call for
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street,New York. | affidavits followed the
Ohio man’s narration, and during the excitement The Star
man escaped.
[Washington Star.

Investment

most

1>Q Yon Know that you should not
unless you

an air of superto a cow we used

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL 00.

t::::

Do You Know

Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-called
Soothing Syrup.
most remedies for children are composed of
opium or morphine?

l»o Von Know that in

“that’s nothing
when I was a boy down in the
Penny rile neighborhood.”
\v here s the 1’enuyrilc?'’ asketl a forto

Children.

and

Po You Know that opium and morphine

its

“Huh,” he said with

Infants

for

bodily.

BARKS.
Adam W Spies, C JN Meyers, sailed from
Hung Kong Oct 21 for New York.
Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, arrived at

Veracity

THE KIND OF TRUTH MEN MAY TELL WHEN
COMPETING WITH OTHER MEN.

Oapt.

C. E. NASH, Vice Presid,

E. S. TURNER, Secretary.
0, W, JONES, Treasure

Week to Boston.

BOARD OF

HEART U. STAPLES,
ALUKKNON

DIRECTORS

(BAULKS E. NOH,
KKLNK L.

BANKS,

MEBliM-

RLAI'Uri.1

( BAULKS H.

JAMES K. KILLER,

CHARLES XT. .KINKS.

Steamers leave

and Thursdays at
For Searsport,
den and Bangor,
(about) 9.30 a. m.,
Boston.

Belfast, weather permitting,

as

m
(about i 2 30
Ihicksport, Winterport. HampWednesdays and Saturdays at
or

upon arrival of

steamer

from

RETURNING.
From Boston, Tutsdays and Fridays at 5.00 i*. m.
From Rockland, touching at Camden, Wednesdays and Saturdays at from 5.00 to <>«'() a. m
From Bangor, Mo..days and Thursday at 11 v m
FREl) W. POTE. Agent.Deltas’.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supf.Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager. Boston.

The ART AMATEUR
Best and Largest Practical Art Magazine.
(The only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the

World’s Fair.)
Invaluable to all who Irish to make their living by
art or to make, their homes beautif ul

A
we will send to any one
rnp Iflp
run
lUUa mentioning this publi- M
cation a specimen copy, with superb I I I
color plates (for copying or framing) JL \#
and 8 sunnlementarv pages of designs (regular

This compai y is
-itiiAI lias bad

ous

popular because
a

it

marxclotis gnxxii

only Maine company doing busin<
deinl plan. It is conducted U|on I In-

■

of tin- oldest and most success! ui n
panics in the I’nitcd Slates. i/ the it
!
t!a (‘tiinex of Ma>sachu-«d t>. uldoing business since IM.> alld 18.-1 u*>
.,■
:,
and have never failed to pay
buildings insured in lii- ..
vcyed by an agent o! the eampai >. <t
made. This is d un at the eomp.u
K'.ery person insured is a memlier •;
ipany during the life <d iiis poliex. and
to it's benefits. 1 dlapidatedemm cuph
cd buddings, ami th«»e in bad repair.
'A »
taken by this companx at anx rale
Those xx ishing
suraree for proUM'llan.
for revenue onl} " ill have to seek it ei-exx
■

.•

<

J. O.

Agent

for

_

JOHNSON, Liberty,
Waldo

County and

Vic

e

t>

NOTICE.
All accounts ilue the estate of the lat*■
CARLE which remain unsettled Januarx
will he left with a lawyer for collect ion.
important that the estate shall be settle
A. I\ MANSFIELD. Kxe.
iliately.
Belfast, Nov. 14, 1895.—46tf

Remember that

our

f

1

Store

Just received and selling lower than
was ever known.

is the central depot in Waldo
for all the popular patent medicines
ti.
the day and that our prices arc
lowest.

A. A. HOWES A CO.

A. A. HOWES A CO

Two Tons New Raisins

Religious ThoughI.
rplTOMB

.j-RtiVMEN

OF SERMONS BY LEADING
OF VARIOUS DENOMINA-

To deny the doctrine of
,vkment.
lU,n< ment is to make the universe a
machine, and man a hopeless
,»i its crushing, ponderous iron
Kev. S. M. Brown, Baptist, Kau<

iiy.Mo.

rests
It is
in
the
ranks
of
wick.Ming plume
that is making its deadly charge
inity. But it has a thousand ene,{av where it had one a year ago.
i>. Steele, Presbyterian, Nash*
wi’KKance.

nerica

\

..

as a

Intemperance
blighting curse.

;«mi.

However learned a man
that he may be
\
ignorant, ami the most illitert\. if taught by the spirit of God,
>w more than he and be able to
mi.
[Kev. Alice P. Newton, Methiladelphia, Pa.

the title they have won. We are comupon a time when men of great wealth,
unless they are known as benefactors, are
regarded with suspicion and dislike, not
only by anarchists, but by the best people
of the land—and why? Because of the had
uses to which many rich men have prostituted their wealth. The world is not
quite willing that men should amass
millions of money, and die, leaving it to
sous who squander it upon dogs, yachts,
aud in dissipation, and to daughters who
spend it iu the purchase of broken-down,
dissipated, worm-eaten counts, who are
mere adventurers, seeking American fortunes w ith which to replenish their empty
exchequers, [liev. P. A. Baker, Columbus, 0.
nor

The

Maine

quite possible

The quesHour.
tlie hour are social questions—
,:i questions of tariff or finance,
:
hey affect commercial prosperity questions that involve the
•deuce of society—moral questions
v allied to
religion that the church
lice.thcm
[Kev. Henry Branch,
iian, Kllicott City, Md.
ions

|

of

the

Workers.
The church is not
rest.”
It is uoi an asylum. It
is
It
not a place even
hospital.
chief duty will be to save our
The church is a great army,
•lganizitiou of workers. [Kev.
'■ ee. Methodist.
Columbus, O.
ii

s'

Religion.
Religion must
all-controlling thought of idea.
Mist he some central figure or some
Confucinism rests
Mic principle.
'i

■

morals.
Buddhism rests
'\stem of human philosophy; but
nilv rests upon the character and
of a person.
[Rev. G. W. Gibeshyterian, Spokane, Wash.
de

of

Character is what God
are; reputation is what man
Miu
Character may, and
are.
does, make one’s reputation, but
Circumstances may so conays.
a good person is thought evil and
Character is inward
person good.
•piitation outward.
[Rev. C. A.
baptist, Indianapolis, Ind.
;.utek.
u

Col.den Ri le.
The golden rule
'pel in a nutshell. The world is
from a failure to observe the
ale. Nowhere is this failure more
de and working more harm than
business world.
The rush to get
Makes men forget the golden rule,
insists upon a fair balance and a
-al.
[ Rev. F. Bergstresser, Lutli\-iegheny, l’a.

:<

vm

recompense man for the loss
It is only by self-control, by1
i;< nee from the world's pleasures,
by j
.'■Miticatioi of our appetites and our
>i' ns that we can hope to gain that1
! liivt1. that complete happiness—the
;
tin God lias promised us all in the
Ih v. Father Murtagh, Catholic, St.
M"
not

in

soul.

Christianity

■iiANiTv.

comesas

i.iiiilment of the most real elements
.>urnuu life.
It rounds out our love
niug it to the boundless love of God
iitimaniry. It tills up our joy by
in-; and uplifting and hallowing our
!*]«•••;sures. It tiiiishes our hope by
us see God's plan in the world and
us the certainty of its successors.
W. II. Jones, Episcopalian, Cleve_

\i

w Woman.
She is in trade, she
the professions, she is in shops
!•
and factories, she is in schools
••-cs. she is almost everywhere in
ie and
feeling with her brothers
c>[mmsibility in the high aim of
ile and the home and the work
etcr and more beautiful.
W,»
with joy and bless God for the
tan.
[llcv. 11. 11. Pullman, UniPaltimore, Md.

cl

A man is not liberal simply
In- holds advanced or radical
Whether he is liberal or not
•md upon the spirit in which he
n.
If that spirit is narrow, uniietic, scornful, intolerant and irrev-11■ 1« a man is not liberal.
He is a
: > matter how
freely he has disthe traditional creeds or how
*]y lie denounces the authority of
incil, church or priesthood, [liev.
U'endte, Unitarian, Oakland, Cal.
■; v.

1

Our flag should be a
purity. We should cherish our
us and
principles. Anarchy and
"iiess should be
put down by the
h "f public opinion, or with
arms,
We
should
honor our
try.
We should teach our children to
'Lem.
We should cultivate an inmerican spirit.
There is no room
"untry for any other flag than Old
Above that flag nothing but the
1 "■
without the divine word we
have neither flag nor country.
■

li ism.

■

>t

:>r.

Dinsmore, Presbyterian,

ban

tlifornia.
airs

1

Education.

Our

public

justly forbidden to enter the
of religious instruction.
Even
i‘hs, perhaps unwisely, are much
the discussion and application of
problems beyond reach of the
hud.
And so we are forced
'■>% to admit that there is no defi; "vision for the sympathetic in"'li in the
things of the spirit, save
hour of the Sunday school.
the one attempt to bring our chilopen, direct and social contact
■u" gioat varieties of morals and
re'■
:
lenkin Lloyd Jones, Indepen1
"!"
111,
Lie;ago,
are

u-»

■

it'iiir..
The Bible will stay here
as there is
on earth
government

■-

"'

sinanship; as long as there is a
a jury iu the box, a witness
raml or a judge on the bench.
It
as long as there is
true literary
d a desire for
more; as long as
walks the earth: as long as
seeks
expansion and as long as
;
by brush or pencil to render
''" at the
passing glories of life and
Lev. Janies Vernon at
Nashville,
''

"

i'1'"

■'iiksiiyterian Chuisch. Among
churches that clings with such tetbe good old things and
rj.'u
gets rid
alacrity
^uch
resbyterian

of the bad old

Churcli.

things is

Loose

men

unger at her and call her conas if conBervatism were
an iniiji V out in
times when so
t
many are
‘“e wthont anchor on a shoreless
li,
sea,
tfimg that there is one Church
aa ts ner feet
on the eternal
firmly
I
stands for something
sit
true, and
tu-V" relieves is perennially
something in her confession of
it]." ’!iat
Lev. W. H.
Fishburn, Presbvter-

V

p00'1

Vu,. an<?

(

Mining

Boom.

The current gold-mining craze in Colorado causes many of tlie older habitues
of the street, writes a Boston correspondent, to recall the era of the Maine silver
It
and copper boom of fifteen years ago.
was in 1879 that the deposits of silver and
tile
basis of
copper iu Maine were made
organization of a number of companies
the
of
laws
under the easy
State, aud in
1880 and in 1881 a regular boom was iu
A number of tile
full swing iu Boston.
stocks were listed, prices advanced sharply, a Maine mining stock exchange was
opened in a Devonshire street basement,
aud the conservative statistical abstract
which Mr. Martin compiles annually, included in 1881 nine of these concerns.
1 lie

craze

started

in

the

autumn

The estimates for river and harbor improvements are not submitted with the
approval of the administration, but simply state, according to the custom in regard to these items, “the amount that
can
be proiitably expended in the next
fiscal year on each of the works mentioned,” according to the report of the chief
The suggestions of this naof engineers.
ture for harbor improvements include for
the harbor at Belfast, $10,000; construction of breakwater from Mt. Desert to
Porcupine island, $25,000; harbor at Camden, $12,000; improving Mooseabec bar,
$15,000; channel iu back cove, Portland
harbor, $20,000; harbor at Rockland,
The appropriations for river
$30,000.
improvements cover the Bagaduce river,
Kennebec
$10,000;
river, $40,000; Lubec

channel, $40,000; Narraguagus river, $5,000; Saco river, $10,000.
The Secretary of the Treasury’s report
recommends for lighthouse improvements
in Maine as follows: Spring Point ledge,
Portland harbor,
$25,000; Whitlock’s
Mills, $250; Libbey Island, $0,000; Boone
Island light, $3,400; Cape Elizabeth light,
$2,000; Matinicus, $3,200; Burnt Coat
Harbor, $500.

IIEM1NISCENCE AND A VVAKNINO.

A

SUMS ASKED FOB RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS, ETC.

The estimates for the eastern branch of
the Soldiers’ Home at Togus, Me., are
$205,035, and are in compliance with existing law, except $0,000 proposed for additional (barrack and $2,800 for a new
barn.
The

or

English

Sparrow.

Soon there reaches the ear a faint,
harsh murmur; now it is louder, and soon
it swells into a hoarse din.
It is as if a
great army of workmen had suddenly begun to labor below, and the harsh chip
and fret of countless iron tools rose upward in blended discord.
It is the multitudinous voice of the house-sparrow.
He rears three families in the year, and
he has begun his day’s work of eighteen
lie it is who, alone of wild birds,
hours,
can regard the nineteenth century as an
era of unexampled prosperity.
He has
multiplied in incredible numbers with the
growth of towns. Nay, more: following
the Anglo-Saxon, he has spread with the
extending race to the end of the world,
till over two continents, with a certain appropriate inaccuracy, he is known and
banned as the English sparrow.
[“A
Midsummer Night,” by Benjamin Kidd,
in the December Century.

1870,

with Blue Hill and Douglass Copper
and 8ullivau Silver quoted on the exchange. In three months Blue Hill rose
from 4 to 0 1-8, Sullivan from 8 1-4 to 14.
and in 1880 Blue Hill touched 11 3-4 and
Sullivan 15. The par value of most of the
legion of Maine stocks which followed
these leaders was 85; and 8500,000 was
the favorite capital.
The height of the boom was reached
early in 1880. Boston never took it seriously; the whole affair was recognized
as 05 per cent, a gambling craze. ‘At that
time California mining stocks were favorable speculations, and the Maine gamble
satisfied the public craze for cheap stocks.
There doubtless were copper and silver in
Maine, but the fact was demonstrated at
the expense of many thousands of Boston
dollars that these metals were not there
in paying quantities.
In fact, there was little care among
most of the manipulators whether there
There was a
was
metal there or not.
speculative craze in mining, most of the
copper stocks were too high for ordinary
gambling, California’s stocks were too
far away, and what was wanted was a list
of cheap stocks controlled here.
1 litis thirty or forty Maine companies
were organized, whose floaters got up
prospectuses, talked learnedly of geological formations, winzes, stupes and lev-

Catarrh

can

by purifying
blood purilier

successfully treated only
blood, ami the one true
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

he
the
is

An exchange tells of an editor “who started in life without a coat to his back.*’
That’s good, as far as it goes, hut come to
think of it—didn’t all of us start that way?
[Cincinnati Tribune.

AN ARGUMENT.
THEY ALMOST CAME TO
BLOWS—THE TROUBLE
SOON DISCOVERED AND
EVERYTHING NOW ALL
RIGHT.
It

quarrel
amongst the organs
of a man’s body.
The man was sick,
was

a

and his doctors didn’t know what, aiietl
him or how to cure
him
The
Liver
and
Lungs, the Spleen,
ft the Stomach ami the
all “pitched
? heart
into” the Kidne>s.
“It’s your fault”
said the Liver. “You
have certain work to
do and you don’t do
it. It is your place
to filter all the poisons and
impurities
out of the body, and
you are not doing it.
k

v'v

>

"Asaouusequenue.

said the Stomach, “we are all being clogged, poisoned and irritated. 1 am irritable and only half
digest the food they are for dug into me. Here’s
the Liver all elogged and torpid, the Lungs are all
choked up, we don’t get half enough oxygen, the
Head is aching, the Nerves tingling the Back is
aching, and the poor Heart is laboring like a
sledge hammer.
“Even the Joints and Muscles cry out with
Rheumatic pains.”
“But we can’t help it,” said the Kidneys. “We
can’t do impossibilities. We are sick and weak
ourselves and cannot do our work. Of course,
these poisons collect in the blood and irritate ami
disease you. The moment we stop work you feel
it. Your health always did and always will depend

activity.”
And then an ordinary, every-day,

on our

common sense
was called in and

doctor who knew his business

prescribed Dr. Hobb’s Sparagus Kidney Pills.
The Kidneys promptly responded and set cheerfully to work with renewed strength and vigor;
the Uric Acid, the waste products of decay and of
fever, the ashes of digestion and all the 'poisons
and impurities in the blood were cast out,.
Well, that’s something like it,” said the Lungs.
“I’ll pitch in and do my work now,” said the
Stomach.
“What a relief,” said the Liver and the Heart,
and the Joints and Muscles joined the chorus.
The quarrel was over. It was a happy family,

working harmoniously once more.
This sounds like a fairy story, but, it isn’t.
cold, hard, solid facts and common sense.

It’s

And you can prove it to your satisfaction at any
time for 50 cents.
Fifty cents per box, from all druggists, or
enclose 50 cts. in stamps
or silver, direct to the
HOBB’S
MEDK'INE CO.,
San Francisco
Chicago.
a n d
inInteresting
structive Book on Kidney
Health and Blood Filtering
Free.

Weekly
Harper’s
IN 1896
The

twenty-ninth year of HARPER’S BAZAR,
in January, 1890, finds it maintaining
its deserved reputation both as a Fashion Journal
and a weekly periodical for home reading.
Every week the BAZAR presents beautiful toilettes for various occasions. Sandoz, Baude, and

beginning

Friday is a luckier day than Saturday.
Especially to get over a cough on. Because
it is a day sooner.
I'se Adamson’s Botanic
els, promised dividends, gave expert Cough Balsam and stop that barking within
Ci(Am is illustrate and engrave the newest deopinions of mining engineers, and provid- a week.
ed deserving printers with employment in The famous mountaineer was
signs from t e finest models in Paris and Berlin.
dead;
Without God there can be
He’d climbed the mountains many times; New York Fashions epitomizes current styles in
printing stock certificates, many of which
that
the
All
world
can
And when he died the people Said,
even now adorn the walls of surburban
happiness.
New York. A fortnightly pattern-sheet supple-

■
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Estimates for Maine.

marks the standard of the man or woman,
and not .the length of the purse-string,

olumbus,

Ohio.

J

We are fast
coming
eil°d when virtuous
self-respect

“Our friend has gone to warmer climbs.”
back rooms in lieu of ordinary wall paper.
There were good men who really believed
No-To-Bae Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
that Maine had mineral wealth which the Tobacco-Habit by Kilgore & Wilson.
would pay to work; in good faith they enShingles—I’m not very well up in these
tered into the business.
things, Van Braain, so I thought I’d ask you
Such companies as those above named, if it is the correct
thing to call again after
with the Waukeag, were bona fide enter- (lining at a house.
Van Braam—Invariably, Shingles—that is,
prises. But tlie great majority seem to
have been projected simply to provide if the dinner was good enough to deserve an
pabulum for the craze for speculating in encore. [Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph.
cheap stocks. By 1881 most of them had
Casearets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
got well down in quotations, although Cure Constipation, sold by Kilgore & Wilson.
those named held fairly.
From $6 Blue
“Why is it women talk more than they
Hill fell to (52 1-2 cents in 1881, Copperothink?” She. “I presume it is because men
from
82.25
to
50
polis
cents, Deer Isle don’t care what women think.”
from 81.75 to 24 cents, Douglass from 4 to
The Ideal Panacea.
I
Milton from 81.75 to 30 cents, Pine
Janies L. Francis, Alderman, Chicago,
Tree from 83.50 to nothing, Sullivan from
“I
regard Dr. King’s New Discovery
8 to 2, and Turn Lead from 81.50 to 25 says:
as an Ideal Panacea fur
Coughs, Colds and
cents.
These were leading members of
Lung Complaints, having used it in my famthe group.
for
the
last
five
ily
years, to the exclusion of
To a diminished extent the craze lasted physician’s
prescriptions or other preparaThere were periodical tions.’'
through 1882.
Rev. John Burgus, Keokuk, Iowa, writes:
spurts or attempts to regalvanize the
boom.
From 13 cents to si and down to “I have been a Minister of the Methodist
II cents again was the 1882 record of the Episcopal Church for JO years or more, and
have never found anything so beneficial, or
Deer Isle stock.
Blue Hill rose from 20 that
gave me such speedy relief as Dr. King’s
to 75 cents and fell to 25 cents the same New
Discovery.” Try' this Ideal Cough
Milton
went
down
to
4
cent,
and
year;
Remedy now. Trial Bottle Free at A. A.
then disappeared.
By the end of 1882 the Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.
craze was practically over.
It. was main“That’s the fellow I’m laying for,” retained some time longer to enable liquida- marked the lien
as her owner came around
tion, but tlie last heard of Blue Hill, the with a pan of corn meal.” [Texas Siftings.
best of all the Maine stocks, was 2 cents
It May Ho as Much for You.
quoted at the end of 1883. Deer Isle disMr. Fred Milier. of Irving. 111., writes
appeared the same time at 3 cents; .Sullivan held on last of all, but
yielded finally, that he had a Severe Kidney trouble for
and a wonderful chapter in Boston’s stock many years, with severe pains in his back
and also that his bladder was affected.
He
speculative history was ended.
tried many so called Kidney cures but witlilu view of the current goings on at out
About a year ago he
any good result.
Cripple Creek this brief recollection of began the use of Electric Bitters audfound reBoston experiences a decade and a Half lief at once. Electric Bitters is
especially
adapted to cure of all Kidney and Liver
ago may point a moral and warning.
troubles and often gives almost instant relief. One trial will prove our statement.
A Brave
War Correspondent.
Price only 30c. for large bottle. At A. A.
Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.
Lord
the
rem-

Wolseley gives

following
Fitting Himself for It: “Yes, grandma,
corresponddesperately brave, while others when I graduate I intend following a literare anything but heroes.
The majority, ary career. Write for money, you know.”
Why, Willie, my dear, you haven’t done
1 think, do their duty well, even when it
anything else since you’ve been at college.”
leads them into tight places. By the
way, [Life.
talking of tight places and war correspon-

iniscence: “Some of the war
ents

are

dents, I remember

incident that may
interest you.
It was at the beginning of
the Ashantee campaign, just after our
landing; a square built little man came up
When Baby was rick, we gave her Castoria.
and said, speaking slowly, and with an
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
unmistakable American accent: ‘General,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
allow me to introduce myself; I am the
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
correspondent of the Xew York Herald.
I-’
Too busy to attend to him, 1 cut
him short with, ‘What can I do for
you,
sir?’ He replied imperturbably, with the
same
exasperating slowness, ‘Well, General, 1 want to be as near you as I can, if is And now,” shouted the exhorter, “what
to be done when a man is
there is any tightin' to be seen.
rushing head‘Captain loug with lightning speed along
the road to
So and So has charge of the arrangements destruction”—
concerning correspondents,’ I rejoined
Deacon Jones (between snores)—Reduce
curtly: ‘you had better see him.’ And size o’ yer sprocket. She’s too high gear.
with this I turned on my heel and went [Cleveland Plain Dealer.
about my business.
1 saw no more of my
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
correspondent with the aggravating coolThe Best salve in the world for Cuts,
ness and slowness of
speech for many a Bruises, Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum, Fever
day. I did not even know whether he Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
was
accompanying the column or not. | Corns, and all Skm Eruptions, and positivePersonally speaking, 1 was only in danger ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
once
during the whole expedition. It guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
was
shortly before we entered Coomasie. I money
I had pressed forward with the advanced For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
troops, hoping to break the last effort at | “I can’t see why it is,” said Bobby, “that
resistance and have done with the
hoys are cross, folks say they are
affair, when littleand
hen papas and mammas are
when the enemy, utilizing the
naughty ;
heavy cov- cross,
folks
say they are nervous.” [Harert, came down and fairly surrounded us.
per’s Bazar.
lor a tew minutes the
position was critical, and every man had to fight, for the
You make no mistake when you buy Dalfire
was
enemy’s
poured in at close quar ton’s SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC aild
ters.
1 hey pressed upon us from all dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
sides, dodging from tree to tree, and con- and “what everybody says must he true.”
“Is the man who just gave you that cigar
tinually edging closer, hoping to get
hand to hand.
a friend of yours?” “I don’t know. Haven’t
In the hottest of it
my at- tried
it yet.” [Fliegende Blatter.
tention was caught by a man in civilian
clothes, who was some fifteen or twenty
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
yards in front of me and who was almost Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
completely surrounded by the rapidly over fifty years by millions of mothers for
advancing savages. He seemed to pay no their children while teething, with perfect
heed to the danger he was in but kneel- success. It soothes the child, softens the
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
ing on one knee, took aim and fired again gums,
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is
pleasand again, and I seemed to see that
every ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
time he fired a black man fell.
I was part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botfascinated by his danger and coolness. tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
As our main body came up and the sav- ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
ages were driven back, I went forward to take no other kind.
Iyr4fi
see that no harm came to
my civilian
The Parson: “I want to sell my horse.
friend, who rose just as I reached him. He’s sound as a dollar, gentle as a lamb, and
To my astonishment it was the corresond- a good goer.” “How old is he?”
“Oh, about
ent of the Xew York Herald, and he be- the usual age of horses?”
[La Crosse
Chronicle.
gan again in the same slow way: ‘Well,
General—’
Again I interrupted him.’
To the Sufferers of Rheumatism.
‘You were lucky to escape.
Didn’t you
After
see that
were
surrounded?’ ‘Well,
using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
you
time in my practice I take great pleasGeneral,’ he began, ‘I guess I wms too some
ure in saying that it is a most wonderful
much occupied by the niggers in front to
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
pay much attention to those behind.’
only one I have found for the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
6m41
an

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

|

..

ment

with

diagrams and

directions enables
and make their own gowns, and is
of great value to the professional modiste as well
as to the amateur dressmaker.
Children’s Clothwomen to cut

ing receives

attention. Fashions for Men
are described in full detail by a man-about-towu.
Our Paris Letter, by Katharine I)e Forest, is a
sprighiy weekly recital of fashion, gossip, and
social doings in Paris, gi veil by a clever woman
in an entertaining way
Both the serials of 1896 are the work of American women. Mrs. Gerald, by Maria Louise Pool,
is a striking story of New England life. Mary E.
Wilkins, in Jerome, a Poor Man, discusses the
always interesting problem of the relations between labor and capital.
Short stories will be
written by the best authors.
Special Department*. Music, The outdoor Woman, Personals, What We Are Doing. Women and
Men, report and discuss themes of immediate inconstant

terest.

Answers to Correspondents. Questions receive
the personal attention of the editor, and are
answered at the earliest practicable date after
their receipt.
The Volumes of the BAZAR begin with the
first Number for January of each year. When no
time is mentioned,
begin with
the Number current at the time of receipt of
order.
Remittances should be made by Post-office
Money Order or Dralt, to avoid chance of loss.

subscriptionsVill

not to copy this advertisement
without the express order of Harper <C Brothers.

Xetrsj tapers

ore

HARPER’S PERIODICALS.
MAGAZINE
HARPER’S WEEKLY
HARPER’S BAZAR
HARPER’S ROUND TABLE
HARPER’S

Post a ye

one

$4 00

year

4 00
4 00
«

2 00

Free to all subscribers

in the

United

States, Canada, and Mexico.
Address

HARPER

A BROTHERS,
959, N. Y. City

P. 0. Box

Pictures
of Sport
With Rod and Gun
Reproduced in 12 colors from originals painted
expressly for the purpose. They are three water
colors: Jacksnipe Coming In; Bass Fishing at
Block Island; Quail Shooting; and oneoil.Vigi
lant and Valkyrie Yacht Race. All are artistic
beautiful and rich in effect. For frames 14x19
in. Price of set, $5, postpaid.

AS "FOREST and STREAM’’ PREMIUM.
We will send the

sportsman’s favorite journal.
Forest ami Stream, one year (price $4) and the
set of four pictures (a $9 value) for $5. Or, Forest
ami Stream 6 mos. and choice of two of the pic
tures for $3. This is a rare offer. Send 10 cents
for specimen copy of Forestand Stream circular
and

catalogue of the best books

FOREST AND

on

STREAM

outdoor

sports

PUB.

CO.,

P. 0. Box 2832, New York City.

Treasurer’s Notice.
Taxes in the town of Freedom,
County of Waldo, for the year 1894.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-

Non-Resident

resident owners in the town of Freedom for the
year 1894, in bills committed to OTIS M. H ARVEY, collector of said town, on the twenty-fifth
day of June, 1894. has been returned by liiin to
me as remaining unpaid on the twenty-second
day
of June. 1895, by his certificate of that date, and
now remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given
that if said taxes, interest and charges are not
paid into the treasury of said town within eighteen months from the date of commitment of said
bills, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient, to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will without further notice,
be sold at public auction, at Knowles Bangs’
bouse in said town on the twenty fourth dav of
December, 1895, at two o’clock p.m.
Geo. O. Danfortli esta e. No. of acres, 160;
value, $1100: town, State and county tax. $28.05.
Fannie Robinson No. of acres,
value, $350;
town. State ami county tax, §8.93.
Mrs. Eliza A. Child’s estate. No of acres, 76;
value, $300; town, State and countv tax, §7.65.
KNOWLES BANGS,
Treasurer of Freedom.
Freedom, Dec. 2,1895.—3w49

An
THE

Unfair

Statement.

PRESIDENT

ACCUSED OF SPECIAL
PLEADING IN HIS MESSAGE.

A Cordial

help

John <» Brooks and Dana B. Southworth in Equity
vs. the Ultjr of Belfast and Heirs of Mary E.
SouthHorlh, late of Bellas:,aforesaid, deceased.
It appearing that Medora J. Simpson and A1plionzo Simpson reside in Chelsea, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Daniel S. Simpson
in Everett. Massachusetts, Mrs. Ralph Durham
and Frances Quimby in Milton, Massachusetts,
William Merrill and Samuel ilersev in Toledo,
Ohio, and Fl orence Hill in Denver, Colorado, and
Edwin P. Hudson of Huston, Massachusetts, on
application of the plaintiff's, an order is hereby
entered

requiring said defendants to appear and
the bill within one month from the first
Tuesday of December, 1805.

answer

SI BSTANCE OF PLAINTIFFS’ BILL.
To the Supreme Judicial ( dart, in
Equity:
John G. Brooks and Dana B. Soutliworth, both
of Belfast, in said county, complain
against the
city of Belfast and the heirs of Mary E. Southworth, latt of Belfast, aforesaid deceased, to wit
Medora J. Simpson. Alphonzo Simpson, both of
Chelsea, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Daniel S. Simpson of Everett, Massachusetts,
Mrs. Ralph Durham and Frances Quiinby, both of
Milton. Massachusetts, William Merrill ami Samuel Hersey, both of Toledo, Ohio, ami Florence
Hill of Denver, Colorado, and Edwin P. Hudson
of Boston, Massachusetts, Sarah J.
Cunningham
ol Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
Maine,
Hattie Nichols of Searsport, in the county of
Waldo, Edwin P Giles and Olive Colburn, both of
in
said
Belfast,
county of Waldo, and say
First: That said Mary E Soutliworth, whose
maiden name was Mary E. Simpson, on the 17th
day of December, A. D. 188!>, made and dulv
executed her last will and testament, and that
subsequent thereto she was married to Dana B.
S uthworth, and on the 21st day of July, A. D.
181)5, said Mary E. Soutliworth died.
Second: That said last will and testament of
said Mary E. Soutliworth was duly proved, allowed and probated at the September term of the
Probate Court for Waldo county, which was begun
and bolden at Belfast in said county, on the second Tuesday of September, being the tenth
day
of said September.
Third: That on said tenth day of September,
A. I). 1805, your complainants were
duly appointed by the Judge of said Probate Court executors
of said last will and testament and gave the bond
required and have assumed the trust.
Fourth: That the residuary clause of said will
is in these words, to wit: “All the rest, residue
and remainder of my estate and of which 1
may
die possessed, I give, bequeath and devise to the
Central School District of said Belfast for the
purposes followi- g:
1st. The amount of this bequest shall be invested or put at interest so that an income may
accrue and so kept until a sufficient sum shall
be accumulated by increase from interest or profit,
by subsequent bequests or gifts or in some other
way, to provide for the erection of a school house
within said district suitable to accommodate at
least four of the schools.
2d. When the sum becomes sufficient for the
above purpose the money shall be used for buildiiiir such a school house as is indicated above.”
Fifth
That no trustee is named in said will.
Sixth: That the Central School District mentioned in said will comprised the city proper, and
that by the Public Laws of Maine of 18‘.)3, Chapter 210, said district was abolished.
Seventh Your complainants are in doubt about
their duties in relation to said clause and respectfully ask for the instruction of the Court.
DANA B. SOUTH WORTH.
JOHN G. BROOKS.
W. P. Thompson, Belfast, Me.,
Solicitor for complainants.
Tilkston Wadlin, Clerk.
A true copy. Attest:
48
Tilkston Wadlin, Clerk.

*

heriff s

‘My

mother has used Ivorine Washing Powfor a long time, and thinks it
unequalled.
She has tried a number of other
powders recommended as just as good, but has found them all
failures. Ivorine is prime. We use it for
everything.”—Mary E. Kiernan, Portsmouth, K.I.
der

The J. B. WILLIAMS
CO., Glastonbury, Conti.
Makers of Williams' Famous Sha/ing

^

■ ■

COUNTY OF WALDO 88.
Taken on execution in favor of JOHN M. AMES
of Stockton Springs, in said county, and against
ZETHAM F. BERRY of said Stockton Springs
and will be sold at public auction on Monday, the
twenty-third day of December, A. D. 1895. at ten
of the clock in the forenoon, at the office of
Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said county, a 1
the right, title and interest which ihe said debtor
htd on the thirteenth day of August, A. D 1895,
at 2h
40m., p. m., being the time of the attachment on the original writ, in and to the
following
d scribed parcels o; laud situate in said Stockton
I rings, to wit:
The first parcel beginning at a stake in the westerly line of the town road leading from the Tide
ill southerly to Cape Jellison, and two rods
southerly from the northwest corner of land late
of Stephen Fletcher; thence south, six degrees
east by line of said road, sixteen and two-thirds
rods to stake; thence south, seventy-eight degrees west, nine and three-fifths rods to stake;
thence north, six degrees west, sixteen and twoth rds rods to stake; thence north, seventy-eight
degrees east, nine and three fifth rods to the place
of beginning, with the building thereon; reserving one rod wide on the north end of the above
described premises heretofore sold to Stephen E.
Fletcher.
The second parcel beginning at the southwest
angle of laud known as the William D. Mo Hopkins lot, on the east side of the Mill road, so
called, and near the brick dwelling house of said
Berry ; thence easterl by said Hopkins’ land and
the direction of said Hopkins’ line twenty-three
*ods to a stake and stone; thence southerly and
parallel with said road fourteen rods to a stake
and stone; tlience westerly,parallel with first described line to said road; thence by said road to
place of beginning, containing two and 2-1(50
acres, more or less
Dated this t wen tv-second dav of November, A.
D. 1895.
3w48
SAMUEL G. NORTON, SlieriIT.

have

a

First-Class

Registered Druggist and can fill your
prescriptions at less price than any
store in

Soaps.
Premiums sent Free upon Request.

S-J.—

The onlV safe, sure and

a

DCNNYPftYAI Dll I Q
r tPlli I nu I ML r I LLo« xvmzstsst
Ask for DA MOTT’S PEHKYBOYAI, PIUS and take
other.
no

IS'- Send for circular. Frice $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.
DR MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
FOR SALK Bl’ R. H. MOODY. BELFAST, MAINE.

THESE AhE M0VIN6 TIMES.
Our Furniture is Movin'*
O
Because it is offered at prices that
tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

buyers.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards.
Fancy Chairs at almost your own price
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1 50
Hair

Top

upwards.

and Wool lower than ever before.
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than
any time
Since we have been in business.

IVlIt. WILLI5< a first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment.
niture,

C.

_J.

Repairing of Fur-

Upholstering and Varnish-

ing

done in

with

despatch.

thorough

a

and

manner
tfl6

& Son.
wTnterportTMe.,

Thompson

FRED

ATWOOD,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Over

Thirteen

Millions ($13,000,000)

Fire Insurance Assets.

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire
Insurance Co
Association ok Philadelphia, Capitol Fire
Insurance Co
National Fire Insurance Co.,
Conn
DESIRABLE

BISKS

WHITTEN

Travelers Life

AT

OUBBENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

Fire

HATES.

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, ill low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOU).
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLI).
^Correspondence solicited.

on

building*

arcentable

contf

____foOctl

__

REDUCED TO $6.00!

ONE HUNDRED

THE PRICE OF

Tie Daily Mi aid Courier
FOR

I

1896,

Will be reduced from

Eight

Six Dollars Per Anuum.

Sheriff’s Sale.

now

of Choice

Hartford,

Sale.

W ALDO COUNTY 88.
Taken this 23d day of November, A. D. 1895,
an
execution issued upon a judgment obupon
tained at the October Term. A. O '1895, of the
Supreme Judicial Court, for the Countv of Waldo,
in favor of SEARSPORT NATIONAL RANK and
against LIBBEUS C. CURTIS of Searsport, and
will he sold by public auction, at the office of W.
T. C. Runnells in Searsport, in said county, on the
27th day of January. A. D 1896, at two o’clock
in the fternoon, all the right, title and interest
which the said Libbeus C. Curtis now has in and
to the following described real estate, and all the
right, title and interest which said Libbeus C.
Curtis had in and to the same on the second day
of April, A. I) 1896, at one o’clock p.m the time
when said real estate was attached on the original
writ, viz: A parcel of land situate in Frankfort,
in said county, and bounded northerly by town
road; easterly, by the Joel Lane farm; southerly,
by land of Trundy and Lane lot, and westerly, by
Lane lot, containing fifty acres, and being the
farm upon which said Libbeus C. Curtis now
lives.
3w48
Dated this 23d day of November. A. D. 1895.
GEO. B. ORDWAY, Deputy Sheriff.

We

with your

you

housekeeping.

WA LBO SS.
In the Supreme Judicail Court•

STATE OF MAINE.

J

WASHING POWDER

Invitation.

Dollars to

Postage

Now Heady for Sale.

Paid.

When not paid in advance, $7.00.
Blighter and better than ever, at a reduced cost.
The Great Presideutal Year!

No

in Waldo County can sell
article than I will for the
money.
man

ISAAC S.

Interesting

to every American citizen throughout
the country. All of the political news, as well a s

general news, domestic and foreign, will be
by

cov

ered

a

better
3m48

STAPLES,

BROOKS. MAINE,

nervo-leptTne.

The greatest discovery of the 19th
century
THE WHIG AND COURIER,
; A certain cure for Epilepsy and all nervous diseases
No Opium, no Morphine, no
the
anil
unrivalled service of the
through
superb
Bromides,
no
sedatives, nor Anodynes used. Send tor circular
regular Associated Press,
in which THE WHIG

now as

heretofore holds the

morning franchise in Eastern Maine,
supplemented by special correspondents. Reduction in price made to get the Best Morning Republican Paper in the hands of ALL the people.
Now is the time to send in your subscriptions.
Papers sent to new subscribers before the beginning of new year, will be dated .January first next,
giving reader benefit of extra time.

1111048

Box

Corner Ilf Congress ami Franklin streets.
Good
stable with accnmmnilations for two horses.

ply

PUBLISHED BY

KgESKBft.
USB, Hartford t'onn.

Taicotr, Friable A 0.,, Sole

exclusive

to

it. K.

Ap-

McDonald,

or

to
Is. f.

BOUTELLE

BROTHERS,

43tf

56

McDonald,
.Main,Street, Helfest.

BANGOR, MAINE.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, acts
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts,and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $'1 00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Plop’s, Cleveland, O
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy4«

Pork, Lard, Larti and Breakfast

Maine.

Bacon selling very, very low by

A. A. HOWES & CO

a. a. howes a co.

House for Sale.
A story ami a half house, pleasantly
located;
line view of Belfast hay; ten rooms all
finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. 1>ILWORTH,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

Citron, Figs, Spicas, Nuts
all kinds, Celery, Cooking Extracts
and every tiling wanted to get up a
first-class Christinas dinner, and at
prices that will astonish you.

of

_a.

a. howes & co.

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

County,)

f

November 27, A. D. 1895.
)
This is to give notice that on the 27th day of
November, A D 1895, a Warrant in Insolvency
was issued by Geo E. Johnson, Judge of the Court
of Insolvency for said county of Waldo, against
the estate of BURTON C. PAUL of Searsmont,in
said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
on petition of said Debtor, which
petition was
filed on the 27th day of November, A. D. 1895,
to which date interest on claims is to be computed. that the payment of any debt to or by
said Debtor, a d the transfer and delivery of anv
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
their debts anil choose one or more asignees of
his estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
be holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on
tlie 11th day of December, A. D. 1895, at two
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
SAMUEL G NORTON,
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo.
2w49

BVORINEl

Postmaster Wingate and Editor Fish have
been dieting on venison of late as a result of
the kindness of Postmaster Vaughn of Warren wdiose recent
hunting trip brought such
good returns. Thanks, Brother Vaughn,
“come again” after you go again.
fUnion
Times.

Messenger’s Notice.
the Sheriff of Waldo
of Maine, Waldo county ss.

you

of the greenback: “He has not made a
fair statement of the case. From first to
last he treats the question as a special
pleader. His plea contains no allusion to
the fact that, of the proceeds of the three
loans, amounting together to some $182,000,000, no less a sum than $132,000,000
has been taken out of the
treasury to
meet the deficiencii s of the revenue since
July 1, 1893, aud the payments for the
maturing Pacific bonds. If it had not
been for this drain, it is quite possible
that a single bond sale of $50,000,000
would have sufficed to keep the gold reserve intact.
And it is absolutely certain
that, if three sales had been made on a
balance revenue, the entire amount of
money produced by them would now be
locked up in the treasury in the form of
gold, greenbacks or treasury notes.”

50*;

Office of
State

You Won't Bo Happy
till
let

The Boston Herald says of President
Cleveland’s argument for the retirement

F. G. WHITE.
Hod's PM Toil & norm's Snpr Loaf LoMp.
-of

Stove ami

Delivered and put in, (in barrels)
“

Prices at

|AD AMTFF IT

VJUrtrcMiM I LL II

Ej;o and Grate.

$5,30

5.35
Dump Carts.
Wharf',.5.10

5.15

in

4.00

Cumberland Coal. I Wood of all binds.

IS often VERY desirable.

\A/p

Chestnut.

$5,50

....

I

!

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and
delivery.
attention oU'eu to delivery outside city limits.,

I®=.3pecial

|

|

Telephone
connection.

Attars port

Winnecook. Miss Myra Libbey of Unity j
Prospect Ferry. Capt. E. D. Harriman
j
present is teaching school in the Reynold’s district; is confined to the house with a bad cold_
and every room in their cosy house was Miss Hazeltine at the head of tbe lake, and Miss Orianna Harding is attending school
j
filled with guests. As Comrade Sweetser Maud McGray at tlie village-R. L. Weed, at Bucksport....Miss Mary Parks of Sears- |
has always been to the front in Grand Aripy who has been in Montana for the past three port visited Miss Freda Harriman last week.
-The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. Eugene
matters the post and corps were prominent- years, returned home Nov. 27th....Miss C.
ly represented, and the success of the im- L. Weed returned from her visit in Park- Barnes Dec. 4th... .School began here Dec.
promptu programme, consisting of vocal and man last week.... Miss A. E. Weed returned 2nd. Miss Laura Crockett, teacher. This is
Dec. 5th....F. P. Miss Crockett’s third term in this place and
instrumental music, was largely due to their to Somerville, Mass.,
efforts.
The bride, most becomingly gown- Weymouth has been on the sick list for a she is a favorite with scholars and parents.
ed in a black silk skirt with pink silk waist, week past....Mr. Isaac Cole, who has been -There will he a Christmas tree at the
stood and received with her husband with a quite sick for some time past, is very much school house Christmas night.
Everybody
H. E. Twitchell, who had a is invited.
grace indicating familiarity with the best improved...
society. After refreshments, consisting of paralytic shock about two months ago, is: Swanville. Mr. John Gray of Prospect

each of them to give her

Locals.

consequently

Ellen Sullivan left Monday for West Newton, Mass.

E. S. Cyphers is engaged in repairing the
church at Frankfort.
ar-

Hon. John Leighton of Dover, N. H.,is
visitiug his niece, Mrs. F. E. Whitcomb'
Mrs. E. L. Leib left Friday for Saco, where
she will spend the winter with her daughter.

cake

ance

The annual meeting of the Congl. parish
will he held Saturday afternoon next at 2 p.
m. in the Couierenee room.

The Givers and Gleaners will have their
annual sale and sociable Thursday evening,
December 10th, in the Conference room, lb
fresh in cuts 10 cents. If stormy, postponed,
until Friday evening.

The valise lost between the depot, in Beland Searspoit post office by the stage
driver coni allied many valuables, ami the
tinder \vi 1 i be rewarded by leaving it at the
fast

American Express office.
Ebon E. Whitcomb Commandery, Union
Veteran Union, elected officers last Monday
evening as follows: Col., W. B. Sawyer;
Lieut. Col., J. B. Sweetser; Maj., C. P. Ferguson; Adjt., J. A. Colson; Q. M., F. E*
Whitcomb; Cliap., B. O. Sargent; Surg., E.
Hopkins; O. D., E. L. Meritliew; O. S., J.
W. Black.
Sara Lucile Grinnell celebrated lier sixth

McGilvery Relief Corps, No. 8,
at their annual meeting last
Thursday afternoon elected the following
cfficers: Pres., Margaret Sargent; S. V. P., ;
Augusta E. Merithew J. Y. P Emily R. i
Yeung: sec y, Rilla S. Wlnttum: treas.,
Elh n A. Small; chap., Orilla A Whitcomb;
conductor, A hby Sawyer ; asst, con.,-; j
guard. Emma E. Sargent: asst, guard,-;
delegate, Augusta E. Merithew; aUcrmite. j
email

11

Black.

la>t

were spread, and ;
social lmur, with feasting, was t-njoyed. Fn- !
specter Simmons seemed favorably impressed with his first call upon Freeman McGilvery Post, and the comrades enjoyed his
visit immensely. He may rest assured of a
hearty welcome here any Thursday evening.
During the evening it cropped out that all

J

present were unanimously in favor of Col.
L. D. Carver for our next Department Commander.
date

says:
A brave pensioner of Searsport lived unmarried and wes considered a woman hater
until he was fifty-six years of age, when a
comrade died, and since that time he has
made his home with the widow.
Another Searsport Grand Army man, a
friend of the deceased and also a friend of
the man who consoles the widow, learning
that veterans were in great demand in the
matriihonial market, advertised for a wife in
a New York
paper, stating his age and the
amount of his pension. The advertisement
ran one week.
The day after the paper wTas
issued lie received fourteen letters, over half
of which came from New England. At the
end of tw o weeks he had been accepted by
nearly two hundred women and bad received personal visits from six, one of whom
came all the way from Philadelphia.
When
he learned that women were making a personal canvass for soldier husbands—an idea
that was new t<> him—he packed up his
Valise and made a protracted visit to Bangor.
We are at a loss where to locate these

'parties.
Orr died suddenly
Monday afternoon at the residence of his
daughter, Mrs. Josie Webber, with whom
he has made his home for some time. Mr.
Orr was born in Tyrone County, Ireland,
and came here with his wife many7 years
He resided in the Mortland district,
ago.
where his family was born. Several years

Joseph

Boston, where his son
ago he
James became a member of the police force
of that city, and his daughters, Addie and
Fanny, and son Hollis, married and have
since resided. His wife died there several
years ago, since which time he returned
ami lias made his home here with his oldest daughter, Mrs. Webber. Jas. and Hoi
lis arrived
ednesday to attend the fu_
moved

of the

SHIP

shops.

NKWS.

...OF...

.......

mas

■

DOLlJ

ON THE

Is

prepare'! at our laboratory under the personal supervision of
Dr John Swan, and by reason of
its peculiar combination and purity it possesses wonderful cura-

That

means

blood and builds up the entire
system. It i recommended and

prescribed by physicians

$10 Garments for $8.00.

And $5.00 Garments for $4.00.

tive powers. It tones the stomach
and dIgestive organs, vitalizes the

Others in same proportion. It will pay you to
our line before you buy. We are showing great
value

j

!

for hca: t

trouble and all nervous disorders.
When

Underwear at 50c., 39c. and 29c.

using this medicine, you
may consider yourself under Dr.
Swan’s personal 'fare and can con-

Our Woolen Hose 18c 3

sult him cither in person
letter without expense.

A Good Fleeced Hose for

or

by

With every bottle we enclose a
bank, check, our guarantee that
this medicine will d » all we claim

pairs for 50c

,

The Mackintoshes that
are

tree at

MBgea
HerVeToniG

",
.■“—Ni

15c., 2 pairs fur 23<j
offer for 50c.

we

better than have been sold for $2.00.

H. A. Starrett,

Main St., Belfast

i

6

THE ARRIVAL OF OUR*^

%
and that
°f

Stock

Holiday

ready for business,

we are now

Christmas^Gifts^
you

like,

to

neral.Died in Dorchester, Mass., Dec.
6th, Wilbur F. Gerry, aged.22 years, 11 mos.
and 12 days. He left here about four years
ago for Boston, where he learned tiie plumber's trade. He was upright and honest in
all his dealings, and so pleased his employers by his diligence in business that lie rose
rapidly in his trade and was enabled to
make a pleasant home for his widowed
mother. His sickness and untimely death
is a sad blow' to his mother, whose idol he
was, and she has the sympathy of the entire
community. The remains were brought by
train Saturday, the funeral taking place
Sunday from the residence of his uncle,
Capt. Joseph N. Putnam. The services were
conducted by Rev. R. G. Harbutt.

Reception to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sweetser. The social event of the winter thus far
was the reception last Friday evening given
James B. Sweetser and his bride on their reAs Mrs. Sweetser comes to
turn home.

8earaport a stranger from an adjoining county the host of friends of the groom here felt
an individual responsibility resting upon

* WITH

are

I he

with

our

a rare

assorting

wantHtHh^ncev

presents you

all included in

ALL NEW LINES OF

splendid line of

__BOKM.

[

..

j

Highest

Leavening

Bakins
Powder

Absolutely pure

%

Neckwear; Fancy Rraces Armlets, et;
Our elegant Holiday stock is a popular stock in all respects, lull of new novelties and pleasing attraction
We are glad to welcome visitors, pleased to show our

goods and ready

to make close

prices

to all.

ARE CLOSING OUT THE

BEAR THIS IN MIND

CURES.

;

a

Obituary.

one

DR. SWAN’S CLEARANCE SALE
NERVE AND
CLOAKS
BLOOD TONIC
80c

....

After tin exereises tables

recent

make good sleigh-

j

erson.

a

to

GRAND——

cash the check.

Blood and Nerves,

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year by Freeman McGilvery Post,
G. A. R: C., C. S. Stevens; S. V. C., S. A.
Prescott: J. Y.C., C. P. Ferguson; Q. M., E.
J. •Wentworth ; Adjt., J. A. Colson ; Chap.,
B. O. Sargent; Surg., E. Hopkins; O. I)., W.
B. Sawyer: O. G., Win. lvelbert; Q. M. S.,
John B. Ames; S. M C. Wliittum; Delegate, S. A. Prescott; alternate, A. E. Nick-

The. New York Herald of

enough

cure you,

UP TO DATE,

Saturday by giving a party to
her little playmates. The private
dining room at the hotel was devoted to
their special use for refreshments. They
were under the care of Miss Ethel
May
Nichols at the tables, who also assisted them
in their games during the evening. The little oues had a very enjoyable time.
last

fifteen of

N<-twit!‘standing Tlic severe sm-w storm
Thursday evening Inspector Simmons
was
n hand for his i.fth-iai visit to the
Post,
and ha- that kind of a night a large delegation was present,. Tin iuspt eti.ui w.-is most
thorough and the Post wonderfn'• !\ sustained itself c«•nsidenng the fact that no real
work has been performed fur several years.

not

If it don’t

for it. If your druggist does not
the church and a dance at the I. |
keep it we will send it direct to
IT mi or BELFAST.
I’rov. IS-22, “Whoso findeth a wife findeth a O. O. F. Hall Christmas eve-Mr. Tabor j
ARRIVED.
you, express paid, on receipt of
good thing, and obtainet.h favor with the and Mr. Cookson are getting in their holiday
Dec <>. Sells A Hichardson, "Wade, Bangor;
j
price. Full pint yt cm
Cone, Kolerson. Haverhill; (JazeUe,
Lord,” ami 19-14, “A prudent wife is from goods-The Ladies’ Sewing Circle met, JonathanKoekland.
P.jyson,
Scates
Hedical Co., Westbrook, fie.
the Lord.” I concluded that having found with Mrs. H. C. Chandler Dec. 8«,. About
Dec 7. S*-li K L Warren. Larrabee, boston.
Dec cS. Sells Annie B Mitchell, Burdick, Philathis testimony, all in favor of the desires of 80 were present and had a very pleasant
j
delphia; (ieo A Pierce, Pinkhaiu, Bangor.
Did. SWAN’S TEA FILLS arejvmrhis heart, it was not to be wondered at that time. The Circle will meet Dec. 18th with
SAILED.
atiteed to cure cvety form of Nervous am:
like Jacob (Gen. 29-1) “He went on his Mrs. Chas. Taylor-Carrie Clark has the
Dec 4. Sell Margaret Leonard, Hadlock/lTeiuont.
fcick Ileadache. They break up colds. 25c
AMERICAN l’ORTS.
journey and came into the land of the peo- whooping cough.Mrs. G. Clough fell
New York, Dee 2
Ar, sell David Faust, llicliple of tiie east, and it was there said unto down stairs recently and was quite badly
sell A B Sherman, Pillsbury,
him as was said by Laban, Gen. 29-19, “It is hurt_Susie Hamilton has gone to Burn- horn, Bridgeport;
Apalachicola; 5, ar, sells Charlotte T Sibley,
better that I give her to thee.” In due time ham, where she has emplyment.Mrs. Somes’ Sound; Kabboni, Bangor; (>, eld, sell Abide C Stubbs, \\ hituey, (
s; sld. bark It A
returning by ship lie came to his own land Allie Wellington of Albion has been visiting C Smith, Dunedin; 7, ar,ienfueg<
sch Mattie B ltussell, ;
and we find history
ar, bark Henry V Liteh- j
repeating herself, for ber mother, Mrs. Alfred Clark-W. H. Drink water, Portland ; 8,
sells F < Pendleton, Bur- j
field, Brunswick,
again like Laban, Gen. 29-22, “He gathered Rolfe has gone down east on business for gess. Brunswick; (la;
Florence Leland, Spoll'ord,
together all the men of the place and made the canning factory-The new’ station is Jacksonville; Win 11 Sumner. Pendleton, Darien, !
for New Haven; ‘J, eld, bark Carrie L Tyler,!
a feast;” and we are met here
to-night to en- completed.
Demerara.
his
isoston, Dec .1. Ar, sen Daniel 15 bearing, Clifand
cultivate sociability,
joy
hospitality
Appleton.
Joseph It. Wentworth and ford, Philadelphia ; 4, sld, sch Joel F Sheppard,
which by the way is too much neglected
Welch, Philadelphia; 5, ar, sch Viola Keppaid,
YOU WA XT A X
among us. At tire inspection of the post last Will Cummings have returned from a three Williams, Brunswick, Ga; 7, ar, sells FI ra Rogers, Fernandina; Carrie E Look, Jacksonville;
night,as Past Commander Sweetser was not week’s hunting trip in Liberty and adjoin- Nightingale,
New York; Annie R Lewis, Port
towns-Frank Hale of Boston is in Johnson; Electa Bailey, Rond out; ar, sells Daypresent, and as he is always a strong and use- ing
town for a few’ weeks-Miss Addie Davis light, Philadelphia. Sadie Corey, Wiscasset;Carful member at. such times, it began to be
rie E Pickering, Philadelphia lor Lynn.
quesReliable Medicine for the
has returned from Dorchester, Mass-Miss
noneo wnere lie was.
Philadelphia, Dec a. Cld, sch, Isaac Oberton,
having found, in Deut.
Boston; brig H c Sibley,
24-5, the Good Book says, When a man Annie Stevens is teaching school at North New Haven; Daylight,
Matanzas; 7, ar, sch Joel F -heppard, Welch,
hath taken a new wife he'shal! not go out to
Appleton. Miss May Dunton has the Ridge Quincy Point; sch Isaiah Hart, Williams, Boston.
war, neither shall lie be charged with any
:
Portland, Dec 7. Ar, sch Brunette, Rich, BosMiss Addie McLain the Gurney
business, hilt he shall be free at home one school,
ton; 8, ar, schs CE Raymond, Pendleton, Peitli
>'* ui' and shall cheer up his wife which lie school and Mrs. Lyndon Johnson the Elm- Amboy; Melissa Trask, Trask. New Y'ork; Fannie
A Edith, Ryder, Rondout; i>, ar sell (Jen Adelbert
hath taken, I moved Comrade Sweetser be wood school. The schools
began Monday Ames, eastern
port for New York.
excused ami he was so excused.
And now Dec. 2-Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Oakes of
Bangor, Dec 4. ( Id, schs Mary Farrow, MorrisI would say to his good wife thrice welcome
sey, Boston; Anna P Chase, Ellis, New Bedford;
!
York
New
were
here
—first to our social circle, second to our
Thanksgiving Day, 7, cld, schs lzefta, Rollins. New York; Webster
corps, thiid to our church, and may the de- guests of Mi. and Mrs. Daniel Sullivau.... Barnard, Nickerson, New Ben lord; Dec 8. ar, sch
portment ul these friends be such that you Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davidson and Miss Eva Odell, Boston; Winslow Morse, do; Alfaretta S
Snare, Salem.
may never have cause to regret you have
Suffolk, Dtc 2. Ar, sch Emma S Briggs, Osborn,
cast your lot. among us.
Ami now, ladies Pratt returned Tuesday from Liberty, where
to load for New Y'ork.
ami comrades, remember the Bible
with
relativessays. Kph. they spent Thanksgiving
Scotland, Va, Dec 7.
Sid, sell D D Haskell,
Will hilly Supply that wan'.
o-HJ. “Nevertheless let every one of you in Nahum
McCorrison, who has been at Graf- Haskell, Boston.
particular so love his wife even as himself
Dec 3. Ar, sells Herald, Lowell,
Fernandina,
ton Island fishing the past summer and New
BECAUSE it is
ami the wife see that she reverence her husYork; Maud Snare, Salvage, do.
band." Mr. Sweetser responded with a
Pascagoula, Miss, Dec 3. Sid, sch Fannie A
hearty autumn, has returned-Members of Golden Gorham,
Zaza.
THE
ONLY MEDICINE
Philbrook,
welcome to all,and his wife in a few well Rod Rebekah
Lodge enjoyed a Thanksgiving
Washington, I) C, Dec <*. Ar, s- h Y oung Bros,
chosen words thanked the friends of her
ON THE MARKET
Snow,
Philadelphia.
feast
at their Lodge dining rooms-Many j
husband for this most pleasant and cordial
Savannah, Ga. Dec 3 Sid, sell Thus W Hyde,
PREPARED BY
reception given her. Among the numerous of our people have attended the meetings at Carver, Portland.
Pi evidence, Dec 3. Ar. sch Gov Ames, Newpresents was a Persian silver tea set, and North Appleton conducted by Rev. M. F.
decorated china commode set, two sets Tuxport News.
A REGULAR PHYSICIAN
Somes Sound, Dec 2.
Vr, sell Henry R Tilton,
edo silver knives, two sets Savory silver Bridghaui of Searsmont and Mrs. John Mcto load for New York.
Randlett,
Portland,
of
Belfast...
.Mrs.
is
in
Hiram
Keene
bureau
forks,
set, silver berrx ladle, silver Intyre
Newport News, Dec b .vr, sch W Wallace Ward,
:
soup 'ad!<\ silver gravy ladle, satin lined Stoueham, Mass., called there
by the seri- Providence.
<*aso containing si 1 \vr desert
New Haven, Di c (I. Sid, sch Eliza .I Pendleton,
sp<ion, teaspoon,
ous illness of Mr. Henry Keene.
fork and napkin ring, silver butter
Fletcher, Philadelphia; ar, sell Wm ll Sumner,!
knife,
IT CURES
silver orange knife, Assx rian butter spreadDarien.
Thorndike. Knott Cates has sold to C.
Pensacola. Dec 0 S'. I. sch S G Haskell. Richer, silver pickle dish, water set., Jean IngcA. Milliken of Augusta, for sl,f>50,40 acres of ardson, New York.
l'-.w’-» poems, celery d.sk, lisli fork, embossed
SCROFULA,
Norfolk, Dec b. Sid, > li .Maud Briggs, Wheeler,
silver teaspoon, souvenir of Searspurt, the land on which there is a large amount of Pori
land.
RHEUMATISM,
Star cook b< ok, manicure set in
I’a!iincire, Poo. 8. SI !. schs V ale, Boston ; Belie
plush ease, hemlock, spruce estimated at 75 or 100
two card plates, toilet set, three
CATARRH and BUILDS UP
quilts, three cords, and a 1 :rg■■ amount of other kinds of Hardy, (‘as! ine.
Mobile Die. i),
Chi, sell Helen G. Moseiey, !
pans haml-xv, iked towels, t\xo sets t.rav
THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.
oiot.lis, carving knife and fork, and a lanr'e lumber. A report is going the rounds that Holt, Havana.
amount ..f minhmuuon
eoins
the M. C. R. R. have an idea of putting in a
.Vo other Remedy can
Bahia, Dec 2. Ar, Uric IN-!• >-, I'or.ey. New York.
branch track and switch, as the. land lies
Ya lpa ai-< >, Nm IS. >1.1. barque .lai.el Court,
h oie so many
COUNTY GO li H KSf’OV |> i- \CK.
|
the
road-J.
if.
ward
has
Keiiie
sold
along
Say
>, for N Y. witii the cargo ex-l.q Fiiwaid
1\ uliler, 1 rom Junin, before reported put in litre
one-half of his saw mill to E. J. Yese of in
oi.-i ir.->, duly 2t>.
Stockton Spi:intis. Mr. \inos Treat has
lvnox. The mill contains a complete set of
Demerara, Dee 3. A r. sell Cyrus Hall, Coombs
gom* to New York with Capt. John K indell
i’ort Spain, Trin.
machinery for sawing long and short lumOur testimonials arc y inline,
m sell. Coda 1
Falmouth, Fug. De 4. Passed, ship Charger, j
....Mr. Samuel 'Vest returnber, a large surface planer, a grist mill and from La Plata tor Hand urg
anil in all cases TRUTHFUL.
ed last xveek from Saxonvi’.le,
Mass., where shingle machinery. These are below. Up
Yokohama, Nov is. Ar, ship H It Thomas, I
he has been visiting her
Nichols, New York.
daughter, Mrs. Josie stairs are several splitting and
For Sale by all Dealers.
Buenos Ayres, Oct 30. In port, bark Vilora II
cutting off
Simpson.... Miss E va Handeil began her
for New York; Nov lu, ar, sell (.corgia I
saws, a large planing and matching ma- Hopkins
winter term of school at the Narrows last
Giikey, Boston.
Port Natal, Nov. 8. Sid, bq Harvard, Colcord,
chine, besides other machinery. The mill
xveek-Capt. Horace Griffin was in Bangor
Moxxelijicr’s
and machinery are in first class condition for Newcastle, N.S.W.and Mollemlo.
last week-Capt. Charles Rendell and
M A lit N I M IS< !•;LLA N Y.
Office of the Sheriff of Wai r><>
and it is a valuable property-Miss Eva
County,}
of Maine, Waldo ('ofntv ss.
State
wife went to Augusta
Ho.sa; Ko.nu, Oct 41.
I
Ship Wandering Jew,
Saturday_Mrs. Ward has gone to Low ell, Mass., where she Nichols, loaded with 825 boxes
December lo. A. I). 1895.
firecrackers and
)
George Clifford aud daughter, Mrs. Lillian will take her sister’s
This
is
to
notice
that
on
the
9th
25,000
rolls
valued
at
give
matting,
day of
8150,000, lor
place_Miss Lula Cof- New York
took fire in the har- December. A. 1>. 1895, a Warrant in Insolvency
(before
reported),
Staples, are with Mrs. Abbie Hicliborn, fin returned home
Friday from a visit to bor at 1 a m yesterday She was towed into shal- was issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court
having closed their house at Fort Point for Haliowell
There was a sociable and en- low water and scuttled. Holes were cut in her of Insolvency for said county of Waldo, against
the estate of CHARLES L. FOGG of Monroe, in
deck and the holds were flooded. She is now lythe winter... .Mr. Melvin Blanchard of ltostertainment by the young people at Har- ing on the mud bank near Stonecutter’s Island, said county, adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor,
lindale, Mass., arrived Saturday for a short mons hall last Saturday evening-Seven and will have to be docked after the damaged on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
cargo is taken out. It is thought the fire must tiled on the 9tli day of December, A. D. 1895,
visit to relatives and friends_Mr. and
inches of snow fell Thursday night and have been smouldering for some days.
to which date interest on claims is to he comMrs. liussell Goodhue returned to Boston
CuALTERS. Bk Manure
New' York to puted that the payment, of any debt to or bv
Friday. There wfas enough for good sleigh- Montevideo, general cargo 8Swan,
cents per cubic foot said Debtor, and the transfer and c.elivery of any
on Monday’s boat, after a
pleasant visit to ing had not the w ind drifted it so badly and lumber $0.50. Bk Carrie L. Tyler, New York property by him are forbidden by law; that a
to
friends-Mrs. Octavia Heagan has gone to
general cargo, p. t. Ilk Evie Heed, meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
.Harry Rich went into the stable Fri- NewDemerara,
York
to
Buenos Ayres. Lumber $0.50, their debts and choose one or more asignees of
\ inalhaven to spend the winter with her
day morning to see to his horse. In re- Rosario, $7.50. Bark Lizzie Carter, Philadelphia his estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
he hoi den at the Probate Office in said Belfast*, on
to Havana, coal $1 55
Bark Beatrice Havener,
sister, Mrs. Horace Noyes,
moving the blanket she let out with New York to Point-a Pitre, general cargo, p. t. the 15th day of January, A. D. 1898, at two
Brooks. Milo Colson, who moved into the one foot, takiug Harry on the leg and near- Scb Sarah D J Rawson, Fernandina to St. Johns o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above writP R lumber, $5.50 and port charges. Schr Mary
village a few weeks since, is finding plenty ly breaking the bone-H. M. Higgins and A Hall,
GEO. B. OKI)WAY.
ten.
New York to Havana, W P Lumber, $3, U
of business in the manufacture of vests. He Fred Rich are
B Look, Fernandina to
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of inhauling pressed hay from the S gold Schr Jerome rock
for said County of Waldo.
2\v5o
free lighterage.
solvency
Barbadoes,
$3,
phosphate
is yet in need of more girls, and only one D. B. Flint
place to Thorndike Station.... Schr R F Pettigrew, Philadelphia to Havana,
who understands the business is sure of a
t.
Sch July Fourth, Kondoiit to Boston,
atteuded
coal,
H.
Coffin
p
and
W.
STATE
OF
MAINE.
Joseph Higgins
15 cents. Sch Kit Carson, New York to
job here at present. Mr. Brackett also has the F. B. Quarterly meeting at Monroe, Dec. cement,
Belfast, fertilizer, $1 40. Sch Mary E Crosby, Waldo ss.
Office of &ri\ ,1 d. Court, )
of
work.
Mrs.
M.
Savannah
to New York, lumber $4 50.
E.
Miller
is ex- 7tli aud 8th_Burton Flint of Belfast is in
plenty
Belfast, Nov. 30, 1895. f
Drifted Off to Sea. Sch. Sea Pigeon, Capt.
Notice
is
hereby
given of the intention of THOMpecting a good run of business this winter. town for a few days....Rev. D. Brackett C. L. Lyman master, two men forward and a dry AS J. YOUNG of Skowhegan,
Me., to apply for adGordon & Jonesstill keep theireugine hum- will be at the Centre church Sunday, Dec. bilge, left Bangor Dec. 4rti loaded with grain and mission to practice as an attorney at law in the
lumber for Bar Harbor and Seal Harbor. The courts of this State at the January term of said
ming_Mrs. Mary A. Godding, widow of 15th, at 2 P. at.
lumber was for a summer resilience for Million- Court, A. D., 1898.
5w49
aire Cooksie, at Seal Harbor. On Thursday the
TIEESTON WADLIN,Clerk of Courts.
the late Augustus Godding, died here SunAt the annual meeting of E. M. Sea Pigeon was snugly anchored in the cove, or
Mo.nKoK.
the “stream” at Seal Harbor
The storm had
day night. She had been in poor health for
Billings Post, G. A. R., the following offi- come, but there was nothing to l»e afraid of yet,
a long time, but dropped away suddenly at
and
went ashore to see Ills family.
Lyman
Capt.
the
for
ensuing year; The two men
last... .Harold Merithew is assistant at the cers were elected
forming the crew of the Sea Pigeon,
Achorx. Iii Rockport, Dec 2, to Mr. ami Mrs.
B. Ordway; S. V. C., Henry Richard Flora and Antonio Silva, were asleep
depot, as the injury of Harry Hutchinson Com., George
Willis Achorn, a daughter—Lida May.
were
afterward awakened, put out
J. V. C., Horace C. Webber; early. They
R.
Dawson;
In Camden, Dec. 2, to Mr. ami Mrs. W.
Dyer.
another anchor, and again “turned in.” The sch
prevents his doing any work... .Frank
Albert S. York; Chap., Washington was soon afterward in Collision with Cooksfe’s F. Dyer, a son.
Nov. 29, to Mr. and
ller
In
Fi
Qiiimby cut lus liana badiy while cutting up Surg.,
Ledge. The men .lumped over, got ashore and Mrs. ('lias. A. Searsinont,
Patterson; Quar. M., Nelson Curtis; O. of called
Fuller, a daughter.
some pork-lioss C. Jones, who was injurup Capt. Lyman. They returned with him
Dec.
In
Healey.
Rockland,
4, to Mr. and Mrs.
of
Thomas
G
to the ledge, but the schooner was nowhere in
Henry B. Wingate; O.
ed so badly last summer by a kick from a D
Wm. A. Healey, a daughter.
She was built
she had drifter! off to sea
to Dept. Encampment, sight;
to Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
H1
xt.
In
delegate
Rockport,
Clements;
in Sandy Cove, N. S,, in 1874. and was formerly
horse, is now able to work, but is far from
a daughter.
alternate, Lemuel Plum- the soli*. Onward. She is 71 feet in length, 23 Hunt,
Jipson. In Belfast, Dec G, to Mr. ami Mrs.
being recovered from the effects of the terri- Edwin Lufkin;
feet in breadth, six feet deep, and was 54 4U net
BilE.
M.
of
annual
the
At
meeting
Llewellyn H. Jipson, a son—8 lbs.
No insurance.
tons measurement.
ble blow received_Mary E. Gatchell is at mer.
Pease. In Spruce Head, South Tlioniaston, to
No 9, the following offiMr. and Mrs. Ward Pease, a son.
Win. Lord’s and seems to be recovering ; lings Relief Corps
Belfast Price Current.
Presthe
for
elected
ensuing
year:
were
cers
her
recent surgical treatfrom the effects of
Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer.
MARRIED
ident, Mrs. Carrie Durham; S. V P., Mrs.
ment._Mrs. J. C. Lane is visiting her
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
I
Lufkin; J. V P., Mrs. Augusta Staparents in Orono-John M. Low, 81 years Edwin
AcsTrx-Hi-STiN. Iii North Palermo, Nov. 25.
Mrs. Belle J. Palmer; chap., Apples, p bu,
30(®50jHay, pton, G OOall CO Nathaniel
ns in
old, is getting up his wood and going into ples; treas.,
Austin of China and Mertie B.
dried, p ft,
4®5 Hides, p ft,
3®4
Mrs. Mary E. Gilmore; com, Mrs. E. B. Beans,
of
Palermo
1
toe woods with his men every day_
5a7
ft,
pea,
85®.2 OOlLamb, p
Nov.
27.
In
Rockland,
corUKR-SPKAR.
M a
Helen Nealleyjdele30,a45
medium, 1 GO.® I 75i Laiub Skins,
Hattie Menthew is still with her mother, Mosmau; guard, Miss
George B. Maeomber and Grace Spear, both of
4 a5
yellow eyes 1 40 a 1 50 .Mutton. p ib,
Miss Helen Neal!
Convention,
to
Tlioniaston.
Dept.
18 a'22 <)ats, p bu.32 ft 30® 32
Butter, p th,
Mrs. Abide Edwards, in iSaco-Mr. Mos- gates
Moody-Ferouson. in Winchester, Mass., Nov.
5®71 Potatoes.
I lev anil Mrs Mary E. Ritchie; alternates, Beef. P lb,
25.®30
Mrs. F.
man is getting a. good atait in his grocery
4 l-2®5 23, Wm. H. Moody of San Francisco and
! Mrs. Hannah Larrahee. anil Mis. Mary A. j Barley, p bush, 50®. 551 Bound Hog.
of Belfast.
business and his family is well located in
Dee. 5t i, Cheese, p ft,
10® 12,.-straw, p ton,5 00®G Of 1 C. Ferguson
William 1».
Dec
4.
In
Smi'll.
Machias,
Putnam.... Mrs. Aurora Piper died
Nash
1 o.® 12iTurkey, p ft,
chicken, p ft,
1G®18
of the Daily Sta.\
Brooks_Lr. Jennys, the dentist, is located : aged 48 y ears and 3 months, kunerai Her-1 Calf
2a4 Nash ol Rockland, proprietor
Skins,
50®! OO Tallow,
; vices were lieid from her late residence SunSmith of Machias.
14a Id Veal, p ft.
in the Forrest Huberts house-Miss Lena
Duck, p lb,
G®7 and Maml
Dee. 4 I!
In
Yinaihaven,
of
Healey.
Sim.niton
Raymond
20 Wool,unwashed 14.® 15
afternoon hv Rev. .1. P.
Kggs, p do/.,
M D., and Bertha Healey, <*th of
Chase is at home from Portland, where she id ay
old ivs- Fnwl, p lb,
8® 10 Wood, hard, 3 50® 5 00 L. Raymond,
[ Winterport... M r. dolin .lipson.au
Yinaihaven.
14®1G Wood, soft, 3 OOa3 50
has been taking music lessons-Otis W. I ident of this town died Dec. .Hh. aged 80 Geese, p ft,
Spkncek-Wasgatt. In Ellsworth, Nov. 28,
to asthma for,
detail Market.
lias hi en
detail Price.
Bmoii 1) Spencer, M I). < f Union and Lotta VU,
Lane, the tinsmith, has hung out a new | years He died in hissubject
a
leaves
He.
chair.
Ellsworth.
I years and
Beef, corned, p ft, 7«8 Lime, p bbl, 90® 1 00 daughter of Charles VV. Wasgattof
in Brooksville, Dec. 3, by
sign. A pretty sight in his store is a litter I wife and two daughters, Mrs Ira Dickey t Butter salt, P box,
Sweetsek-Loud
18 Oat Meal, p ft, 4®4 1-2
B.
Sweetser
of Searsport
James
Wildes
F.
W.
Snell.
2
4*1 Onions, p lb,
and Mrs. Leslie
®3 Rev.
of ten puppies. They are highly bred, are I Ameshury
Mass
Corn, p bush,
4G Oil,kerosene,gl, 14.® 13 and Deborah P Lt rd of Brooksville.
tlieir loss-_Miss \ o- Cracked corn p bu.
little beauties and attract much attention. of Monroe, to mourn
12
1*
ft
4G
:lbu:k, p
4®4
Miss Ellen Corn Meal, p bu,
nie Piper of Belfast is iu town....
8.®9
12.® 14 Pork, p ft,
_E. C. Boody, who spent last summer in
tteiid school on ac- Cheese, p ft,
DIED.
1 20
Mansur is unable to
Cotton Seed, pcwt, 1 20 Plaster, pbl,
WlntKhode Island, is at home for the winter- j
Blanche
03
live Meal, p ft,
count of a had cold....Mrs.
ft,
G®9
Codfish,
p
dry,
C. H. Forbes is driving a very nicely matchis visiting her
little
9o®loo
sou,
her
with
In
Barrows.
Cranberries, P qt, 8®loShorts,pcwt
Rockport, Nov. 27, Andrew J.
ed pair of black colts. He has some nice | comb,
this Clover Seed, p ft, 13® 14 Sugar, p ft,
5®5 1-2 Barrows, aged 80 ytars, 8 months and 24 days.
brother, Dr. Arthur Shaw, in |Chuton
43
behorses in his stable, and has fifteen in all. I
ush,
m
Etna
75
3
Salt.T.I.,
p
her
75.®4
The remains.were taken to Rockville for burial
parents
Flour, p bbl,
and will visit
....Isaiah Bryant has nearly finished the week,
and Bert H.G.Seed. bu, 2 85a3 00 Sweet Potaroes.3 1 2®*
Brown. In Rockland, Dec. 3, Daniel E. Brown,
fore returning.... Will Twombly
Wheat
21-2&0
Meal,
which
ft.
8(®11
Gould
native of Lincoluville, aged 71 years, 3 months
the
Isaiah
a
back
of
wall
house,
Lard, p
Littlefield have gone on a hunting trip.
ami 1 day.
caved out during the recent heavy storm.
In Siuionton, Rockport, Nov. 28,
Buzz ELL.
our oldest village
_James Morse, Esq
Sarah VV., wife of John Kuzzell, aged G3 years, 11
Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
resident., is hale and hearty this winterof all in
months and 3 days.
The Harper’s Ferry Jubilee Singers will be
Gerry. In Dorchester, Mass Dec. o, W llbur J.
at the Uuion church iu this v.ilage Monday
Gerrv, aged 22 \ears, 11 months and 12 days.
is
Hilt. In East Union, Dec. 3, Elsie Jennie, wife
picking up
evening, Lee*. 16th_Business
of John L. Hilt and daughter of the late David
in the fancy goods line. Mr. Low has a
and Marv Creighton of W arren, aged 50 years.
nice stock of holiday goods and some of the
Jewett. In Belfast, Dec. G, Mrs. Mary Jewett,
other stores are tilling up with seasonable
aged 78 years and l month
goods....Mr. and Mrs. Will T. White and
Matiiews. In Lincolnville, Nov. 28, Miss Mae
sou Carl of Waterville, Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
L. Andrews, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bowker aud son ot Belfast, aud Mr. and
Levi Mathews, aged 19 years.
Moody. In Apple*on, Nov 28, Addle A., wife
Mrs. Miles 8. Jellison of Brooks spent
of William F. Moot y, aged 48 years, 4 months
Thanksgiving with their parents, Mr. and
21 days
and
Mrs. T. L. Jellison. A very pleasant day
Our. In Searsport, Dec. 9, Joseph Orr, aged 71
was passed in singing by the family and
years.
recitations by the grandsons.

fully with the wife whom tliou lovest..”

itli him.

E

week, but
ing.

for

j

very low.

/a

prevented by sickness, formally,

is in town again_Percy and Ernest Nickerson are at home from Westbrook for the
Christmas vacation... .Mr. Fred Cunningham met with a bad accident while shoeing
a horse last Saturday.
A nail caught in his
hand and tore it so badly that he was obliged to go to the doctor to have it done up_
R. R. Marden is again suffering with his old
lameness....E. C. Marden spent Thanksgiving in Conway, N. H-Miss Charlotte
Thorndike Sibley of Belfast has been engaged to deliver her popular lecture, “Egypt
in Starlight and Sunshine,” at the church
here on the evening of Dec. 27th. Here is a
rare opportunity for our people to hear aline
lecture and we hope to see a full house_
Dr. J S. Cole removed a very large polypus I
from Mrs. R. G. Royal’s ear last Monday afternoon-Bert Small and Miss Neva Brown
have gone to Brooks, where they have em- j

Unity. Frank Woods and his sisters
from Everett, Mass., were called hereTliurspriate remarks, w;hick were received with ! day by the death of their father, Benjamin
rounds of applause. A member prominent Woods, who died of pneumonia after an ill-1
in Grand Army circles then said, in part: ! ness of four days-Peter Laughland, a
“When 1 leaned that Comrade Sweetser man eighty years old, died Friday. He was
had gone to seek a wife I was at first some- ! buried Sunday_There will he a Quarterly
what astonished, but. know’ing he ever used meeting at the church Dec. 22d-H. H. ;
tlie Good Book as the rule and guide of his Grant has bought the Fogg place-Mrs.'
life, it occurred to me to look there for the Whitten of Clinton will stop with Ruth Berploymeut in
reason, and looking I found Gen. 2-18 “And ry this winter_Mrs. M. E. Watson was in ;
the Lord God said, it is not good that the Belfast last week_Perley Clark went to
j
man should be alone.'*
Keel. 9-9, “Live joy- Kent’s Hill Monday. .There will be a Christ-i

Jtseph D. Sweets.r returned from Ins
hunting trip to Willimantic -Monday. He
captured two fine dei-r, winch 4lie brought

Eli

was

the prosperity and long
life of the bride and groom. Quartermaster
E. J. Wentworth made some most appro-

Clement & Adams and C. O. Sawyer & Co.
have tin :r Christmas goods on exhibition.
They have large assortments ami the prices

Frs

able to walk some with crutches... .Mrs.
Patterson of Winterport is spending the winter with her daughter, Mrs. W. T. Edmonds.
....Charlie Hatch, who has been in Boston
learning the barber’s trade, has returned
and is ready to wait on customers... .We
have had several inches of snow the past

ice

organizations

Mrs. Charles A. Colcord left Monday to
in Baltimore.
Her lather
also returned to liis heme in Bridgeport,
Conn.

\\

and

behalf of the Post and Corps, presented
the silver tea service and decorated china
commode set, with best wishes of both

join her husband

birthday

j

was

in

Sch. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closson, arrive d Friday from Newburyport ami will
haul up for the winter at Long Cove.

w

cordial welcome,

cream, speeches were in
order, previous to which Chaplain Sargent read a letter from Adjutant J. A.
Colson, who after regrets that his attend-

A Christmas concert will be given Sunday
evening, Dec. 22d, by the Congregational
Sunday school.

are

a

large delegation

■

Almond A. Park arrived home by train
last Friday evening.

Ship Charger, Capt. D. S. Goodell, Jr.,
rived at Hamburg Dec. 7, from La Plata.

a

BALANCE OF OUR

CLOTHING AT LESS THAN COST.

Stsipl©s
H

e

& LOttrell,

1.2 Main St.

hove

so iiiuni/ )>r< try thinys Hi t? it /-1
t/ri at />!( if sit re to sh me the in. .Vr err
mi ml if yen ile not Irish In hint, < m.
in unit he ett.te.rtai.ue.il.

it

....

Let us shine yon a fete.
likts thinys useful in

Everybody
....

IftlA

Qjrni

CII IICD

OICIlLlllU OILlCfl
err <; lass

WATCHES,
CLOCKS,

Salts &

TEA SETS,
CHAINS,

Peppers,

VEK r LO ir, with

CHAHMS,

STERLING SILVER IBS

STICK PINS.

To enumerate the different (foods would Jilt this paper.
Come and see for
yourselves if we are not thirteen
months ahead of the times. Look at the (foods in our
come
in and see how cheap they are.
window, and then

AT LOCKE’S,
National Bank

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OK MAINE.

WALIIO

IIOUNTY SS.

Taken this 23d day of November, A. I). 183o,
obupon an execution issued upon a judgment
tained at the October Term, A. D 1835, ol the
YY
of
aldo,
Supreme Judicial Court, for the County
In favor of SEAllSPORT NATIONAL BANK am
and
against LEBBEUS C. CURTIS of Frankfort,
will be sold by public auction, at the office of YY
T. C. Runnells in Searsport, in said county, on the
27th day of January. A. I) 1830, at two o'clock
in the Afternoon, all the right, title and interest
which the said Lebbeus <'. Curtis now lias in ami
to the following described real estate, ami all the
C.
right, title and interest which said Lebbeus
Curtis had in and to the same on the second day
the
time
r.
m
o'clock
one.
of April, A. I) 1835, at
when said real estate was attached on the original
writ, viz*. A parcel of land situate in 1 rankiori,
in said county, and bounded northerly by town
road; easterly, by the Joel Lane tarm; southerly,
bv laud of Tt’uudy and Lane lot. and westerly, by
Lane lot, containing fifty acres, and being the
( unis now
farm upon which said Lebbeus
3wi)li
lives.
A
I) is:>.,.
of
November,
dav
Dated this 23d
(JKP. it! OKI)WAV, Deputy SherilV.

Notice of Foreclosure.
SHlTEof Stockton on tin- 14th day
uf Pel)., 1887. by her mortgage deed ol' that,
date conveyed to Alice Waneu id Searsport and
recorded in the Waldo Registry ol Deeds, book
21;s, page 2<C>,a certain lot of land situatc in said
Stockton, viz: beginning at northeast corner ol P..
Knecland's home iot north hy Otis llarriman;
then cast by Otis and .1 L (irant's, coi taining
one hundred'and twenty-three acres, n ore or less;
also that part of Kidder lot, so-called, south ol
the town road containing three acre-, more or
less; also the meadow field lot containing nineteen acres, more or It ss, meaning to convey in all
John T. Shiite conveyed me by Ids deed dated
Sept. I'd, 1884, and recorded in W aldo Registry
of Deeds, hook 207, page 148, to whit h relerence
ion
is hereby made for a more particular descript
of this is given in this tleed, and the condition of
a
claim
1
broken
been
said mortgage deed having
foreclosure of the same, and give this notice acami
made
case
in
such
procording to the statute
A1JCK W ARREN.
vided.
Dated at Searsport this loth day of November,
»w47*
A. 1)., 181)5.

MAHELS.

WE CAN

do TO

SAVK

30 per

vil!

cent)

on your purchases of Holiday goods this winter

CARLE & JONES,
21 Main Street,

Belfast, M

Building,

Belfast, Me.

Special

Sale

Of Music.
Wo want to reduce our stock
music, ami have decided to
hundred sheets at

•“» CVntfe* por Copv
This musie includes
standard, popular and
in

high priced

some
new

pn

It

editions.

’.s

t.uuity of a lifetime to pun-haAs a special inducement t<
sale, we give KKKK with
«

a

NO

ticket,

one

of which

ill talo

w

1 AU T OH ARP.

Mears k Pitcher.
75 Main

Belt-..

St.,

Toilet Sets.
Our "Print" Decorator
A full size best

toilet set.

wan

neatly decorated in artistic tb*r;i
brow a
light, and dark blue and
1
comprises Kwer and Banin, U»Jir( y
Toe11'
with
Drainer.
,#
Hovered Soap
wl’'
Vane, Handled Mug and Chamber
Price
A

Carle cfa

Jo»c

21 MAIN STREET,

BELFA3]

75C bests ot the Old Redabf
cent Tea just received and
for 23 cents.

good Tea

A. A.

HOWES*

,4

